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4.

REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE ON THE .

DEVELOPMENT OF USER-ORIENTED SOltWARE

I

INTRODUCTION

The-Conference on the Development of User-Oriented Software-was held at

Stouffer's National Center Hotel in Arlington, Virginia on November ,111. 9 and

10, ;477. 1P

Backvound

-This,aonference is part of a.3-year progeaurconducted by the American

-Statistical Association (ASA) in cooPeration with the Bureau of the Census,..

- and supported by the National Science.Foundation and the Bur?nSof the Census.

Its purpose is tO explore ways of improving the national data basOthrough a

program of research at thewforefront of statistical techniques Applied 'to fhe

social Sciences, and by supplementing and sharingwith.researchers in a.large

data collection agetty the experience of senior social scientists and the-

training of gradnate.students in statistics,. economics, demography, computer

science and related,areas. The Conference on User-Oriented Software- is one. of

four prOjects being conducted under thisprogram. The.other projects are in

the research areas of (1) seasonal adjustment of economic lime series, (2) edit

research of computer output and:(3) the development of new.population pro--

jection methods f5rStates and metropolitan areas.p.
purpose

.
1.

The conference sought the,a6ice of experts outside the Census Bureau on

the most important and fruitful reaearch and development topics within, the.

user-a-Oriented software doma n. Five sPecific objectives' were posed:

. 1. To develOp reco ndations op mechanisms to improve access to

and use of machine-readable Census Bureau data, especially

through the development of user-accessible software.

2. Ta identify software systems needed to assist the user community

to more easily organize, tabuleie and present Census data.

'The conference is Supported by NSF grant #76-15271. *The vieWa and
recommendations herein aFe solely those developed ky the conference and
'not necessarily those. ofrthe NationaUScience Found ion.

.4
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.:fo'revieW possible ad.ditionalmeans:for:USeraceas to Censua

.gureau . data other than. the 'three identified. oftware .areas 'of
*

data,bahe management systems, graphic system and generalized.
_ .

thbulating systems.
I.

4 r.
7.

IS I.

4. To identify and recommend:specific researcttand development
%

,

k ac tivitieb that would lead to impirovements and simplifications
. ,

;

.

in:the
.

access to and.;utilization. of Census Buteau data.
.

To develop specific reCommendations.to the ASA forvroceeding

. 0.01 an expalkion oft4s prqfam.,
1

4.
.-

b

lartiotioani'
. ..`

Conference pat. .ticipants werselected and invited j4ntly by the ASA
. P -,

and the BUfeau (Appendix A)... IS sele,ction.proceas balanced 41.ticipants by
. ./.--

,profedsionarbackgrounds at well as-:by-areas.'oCapplication.lhe final list-

...included statisticians, demographers, computer-scientists, sociologists,. :

. .
/

. , %, . ., .

geographers and others; their.,experiences,tanged.thrOugh business,. government,
. ...

'hcademic and research 01.ap ca ons. Some 15 people attended from outside-thett'i.

. . .1

,. A . :

Bureau, with: another'.20 cOmfiCfrom insi)de the organization.. ,.i
:
. :.** t 1 ,. 1 .

.
t

- . ,1

bonfeiehce Soniat 4
q

t

The format or the conference was. organfzed around a viewof deneralized

softWare ior the Censususer in three; parts-=data organization, data tabula,-
-

tion and data presentation (Appendix B). .Data otganization e ompasSes public-
,

use microdhta lifes and summary files im terms of their Pretia ation ane '

..organization for better access by:the general user. Data t ulation is, of

course;.a large part of the special processing of Cepsus files. Data pre-

-sentation is viewed.as including mictoform output, graphics, mapping and all

types of pubacation-qualitl, presen...tation fOrMs.
A

The first day of the copference was devoted Pr Ily to the presentation
A

A,

.

of invited papers. The second.day, the-conference partioipants.divided into

three groups under the headings-)given above of,Data.Orpnization, Data

TlibulaVon and Data Presentation; each gtoup separptely prepaied rebommendations

to be in:de to and from the Whole conference. The third day wail, deVOted to
f-

the presentation, discassion and refinement of the recommendations.

Much of the original content planning for this conference was

accomplished by Wil4am Alsbrooks and Kam Tse'ef the Census Bureati; further

planning a/so included BruceTartIchael, Law, ce Cotnish.,..Jamep Foley

o .

A
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'and Melroy Quainey. Michael Gariangt, Warren Glimpse and Paul Zeisset, the

Bureau's Data Use"r!Services Division, also made substantial contributions.
AP

Taniel Relies, of the and Corporation, and George Heller; of the Census
.*

Burein, served as co-chairmen of the conference and fere involved at MA
^

stages, including resp'bqibi4ity for this report.

Organization Of Report

Following.this introductory section, the-first day's sess

in section II. It'l.was not the'intent-of the conference .to

on is summarized

clu e a verbatim

'transcript of all proceedings,- although the.formal papers and oth r materials

presented by the speakers the first day are reproduced or completely referenced

in Appendix C. Nevertheless, it is important that the reader be given some'

Isense of the range and spirit of the sub-group discussiOns the second day and.

during thelaresentation of their recommendations to the plenary ession for

review and 'perfecting the third day.

Accordingly, section IV summarizes for each sub-grOup.highlights from its

day's discussion and formation and presentation of its recommendation's.. Section

V covers the diftussion and acceptance of final recommendations on the thira

day.

Section III summarizes the final recommendations of all three grouPs and

relates the conference's findingS to the objectives posed at the beginning.

Appendix A lists the conference participants, providing appropriate

background and bibliographic materialas well. Appendix B descri6es the

coriference-agenda. Appendix C cOntains the,papers submitted by-all of the

speakers and.some of the participants. Appendix D is a "Status Report on ".

Selected Census Bureau Activities," to provide the reader with a Census bureau

view of many of the activities discussed by the participants.

OPENING OF CONFERENCE AND PRESENTATION OF PAPERS
Opening
-----TNe conference was opened and a welcome extended.by the Directors of the.

American Statistica Association and the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Fre:3 Leone, Ex cutive Director of ASA, traced the histaical effort to

improve the social cience data.base, of which-this conference of prime movers

in that field is btene facet. The dual purposes of thetconference, he

explained, art directed toward developing and perfecting.scIftware to enhance

the use of Census Bureau and other data by the social sciences and to examine

1
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future needs in terms of users' requirements and necessary research.

Manuel Plotkin, Director of the U.S. Bureau of/the Census noted that among

the Bureau's top goali and priorities.are (1) the uses and.applications of

data and (2) the improvement of data-processIng systems to enhance timeliness,

accessibility'and 'relevancy of the data. He called.attention'io the Bureau's
a

increasing,workload and corresponding.pressures; preparation for the 1980

census is under way, the 1977 Economic Censuses are:about to be taken, there

will be a census of agriculture for 1978, the Current Population Survey'is

ohbeing expanded, etc. There have hien softsAre'meetings in the past, but this

t-cOnference is the first one in which there has been a joint meeting,amongdata
,

users outside the Bureau and.data users and computer hardware and software

staffs from within the.Bureau. All have different perspectives to contribute.

In the area of generalizeCsoftware, the Bureau hopes for some innovative

developments'that will increase usefulness and productiVity.,
a

Presentatioi of Papers

F011ow ng the conference opening, ten speakere presebted, in full or in

summary, papers which had.been prepared and distributed to the participants

and are reproduced in Appendix C. The first four.papers were designed to give

a general view of the state of the arts, the need for, and availability of,

user.software as seen by the Census and.the uses and peeds as s4n by other

governments and in the private sector.

William.Alsbrooks, who is in charges of the programming staff that detrelops

software for bse within the Census Bureau; presented (in a paper written with

James Foley) an overview of the three topics to be addressed 'by 'the conference,

namely, data organization, tabulation and prentation.

Warren GlimpseAssistant Chief of fRe Data.User Servfces Division,

'Bureau of the Census, focused on the supply.of, and demand for, software for

timprovihg data use. He reviewed the availability of machine-readable resources

and existing software. He emphasized that, while there'are some unmet'needs

for user software, there are many related'requirements for effective'-use of

Census Bureau machine-readable products other than software. Major problems

in using these prodUcts are not only software\but also the file structure,

documentation,.and archiving procedures followed by the Bureau, or the absence

of them._

4



Harold Ring, who directs computing services for the Urban institute,

talked about the software needs of,t0te add local governments. He observed
%

that,in 1:969 meettngs with the Census Bureau to request software support for

users had negative resu1t8,.but the Bureau's 4osition has ehanged since.that

time. There are approximately 38,000.geheral-purpose governments in the.

United 4atese roughly 35;004of which are small municipalities and townships:

that.need data to meet Federal giant-application.and other requirements. :It

assum'ed that many of these governments have'litt4e or'no computer-

capabilities, although there is a rapid expansion Wthe use of mini-computers.

Users still need guidance On how to apply .census data to local problems.
. .

Richard Ellis, a.marketing manager for the American Telephone-find

Telegraph.Company, emphasized In a.review of his full_paper he variety

1

' corporate Uses of census data he had covered. 'These tare Vod analogslo

general bUtiness usage of rese-ah information:.

qh-i-last six papers of the opening day provided oiportunity to hear frOm

a representative of the user or technical software comMunity and a Census

liaureau speaker on each of the three topics the individual sub-kroups would be

working on the second day. The first two speakers had-prepared papers on the

organization of data. ,
0

Mervin Muller, Director of the Computing Activities Department of the

.Wprld Bank, posed a number of questioni about data organization and outlined

research areas that would lead to fruitful-discussion within and beyond the

time-period of thecodferenée.

Bruce Carmichael, leader of the CentrarData Base Group at the Census

Bureau, discussed the importance of data organization and the nee4.4fot more
t

sophisticated. data schemt and accessibility, and stressed theBureau's need

for users' help in this direction.

During the remainder of the first day the next two speakers addressed

statistical tabulation and the final two speakers,stati tical presentation:,,-,

Hugh Brophy, Chief of the'Systems Developmen and Programming. Unit at

the' United Nations Statistical,Office.noted the magnitude of the processing

involve&.in a national census. The resultant information should be regarded

as a valuable national resource. In practice,, there tends to be a loss of

information in summarizing the statistics, difficulty.in linking with local.

5
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data; and great expense When special-tabulations- are required. Flvible..
.

.

tabnla ion systeMb are a partiat solution, ,He.then summarized his-paper,
1.

dealing' w thleneralized tabulation-systems.

Nelroy Quasney, of the Census. Bureau's SystemS SOftware Division,

said that the Buteau,,in solVing its, own problems-, holies to supply users
r'
OW tools that may*include a problem-orienied.language.

. 1

Robin, Williams,'of the International Business Machines COfporation

4IBM),.disCussed a-kiser-oriented systems approach for software and hardware

developed in-IBM's' fieseareh Division. He illUstrated with slides IBM's-

Geodlta.Analysis- nd Disptay System (GADS): it builds and maintains files,

extracts data, ft then analyzes and projects them in tabular or graphic
woe

form on a col display. 'Arcs suggested for further discussion were:

..graphic-terminal functions tesea ch, software for interactive graphic-
/

terminal support, the feaSibility of supplying data in the format and form
,/

of

fequeste4 by users, and/the provision of Servixes to ii.requester,.e.g.,

6n-tine query facilities, plotting facilities, etc., for censts data.

Lawrence Cornish,jof the Census Bureau's Systems Soqware DivisiI
pointed out that the4las8ical approa to data publication is to'deliver

them in non-machine-readable form.
,

ing materials from an internal Census -

-Bureau study, he described the hardware now aVailable for a wide variety of

alternative data delivery systems includipg'graphigs.

, III
-SUMMARY OF THEHMAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Before going On to the discussions and.detailed recommendations of the

three sub-groups of the conference, which arelet out in section'IV, it would

seem helpful to tfy to pulltogether and highlfght the msst important"of
%,

those t'ecommendltions. The reader, of. course, is urged to consult section IV

for the full effect. Particularly noticeable at the onset is the higk leyel
A

of overlap and eondurrence in the three sets of recoimendations, the more so

in view of the"separation of- the three groups when their recommendations were

tbeing drafted and the three distinct software areas represented.
.

The recommendations of the Conference were far-ranging but dertainly-not

beyond the general guidelines set as objectives for the conference. In

coveting the Census Bureau's user software, and the distribution of that

software" At was inevitable and naturpl to-discuss tile products and objects .

K

. 4.

. 6
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of that sOftware--,the data. At times- also it was necessary to. discuss and

cover the assoCiated areas-of user documentation and user training. It could:

not.be expected that all bf the participants would be fully cognizant of all '.

of the Bureau's efforts and plans in allied these areas. While.an attempt *

was made in sow of'the Bureau's first-day presentations to present some of

this_bacl,ground, all of the relevant areas"could not be anticipated. So, in

order togive the reader of this record a brief overview.of these activities, .

Appendix D has been.inc lutled. This,appendit is not an answer.to the conference

. 11,'

.
Ilk; j

%

;recommendatiois or a solution to the. problems.raised, but is backgrOUnd
/r

material that could bave been provided prior to the confermce. ... ,
A,
e!

.

As the general discussion of the third day'showed, and as reflected in.
b,

the recomMendations, there was a strong sense of concern. by many attendeeS, . -

that the Bureau would not bt adequately prepaFed to meet user demands in-the -

1980's. Many felt that an e;camination of the entire data delivery system

was necessary, note just he' software 'development componen't. To Old extent

that these concerns are actual, the conference participants will await a

Bureau response; to the extent that'these cdP-cerns represent a lack of

knowledge of the,Bureau's theu.participantsyillexpecta better-

educetionaI effort by.the Bureau. ,

.
The recommendations fall into three tyPes: institutional, which involve

largely improved communications between users and the Census Bureau; technical,

whieh deal with the actual software-development; 'and those particularly appro-

priate as further ASA/Census endeavors.

Institutional Recommendations

Okengthening the Interface

The need to strengthen and broaden the interface betwe'dh users of census
?!.

data and the Census Bureau suggest? that:

* User needs should be monitored.

* An.ongoing assessmedt of user needs for softwareshould be conducted.

* User.comments.and'evaluations of'sóftware k6uld be.compiled.

* A usert',groUp on user Software should/ 'formed.

-* User education and training must be tXpanded,
)

* Materials and training courses for user education-should be developed.

. * User-oriented documentation and trainingonaterial on data'and soft-

w re capabilities should:be geared to variou's levelfi of technical

4

a1, proc4sing pioficiencY..
.

.
,
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Serving the User Comniunity , c-
. .

To better serve the user community-, it should be determined;Which Of

the following should be considered:
.

*. A national census ata center.

* A consortium of users.
-* .A national network.

-%

. . . ,

TeChnical Recommendations

Possible technical solutions to a wide variety of user problems meriC

the examination of:
.

-Data Dictionaries

Machine-readable data dictionaries must be.distributed for each distri-

buted data file. TINkdictionarles Must be accurate up-to-date and machine

portable.. The dictionary should includedefinitions and common recodes and

likrovide easy mapping to data eiements. The Census Bureau needt to work with

existing-.groups such as the Association of Publication Data Users.(kEDU),

the Federal StatistiQa1 Users' Conference. (FSUC), etc., that have already -

addressed the aubject of terminology, conventions and deknitions, o ensure,

that the data dictionarids are meaningful to users.. The 'census Bureau also
3

should provide asdetailed information as possible on its data.dictionary
.

plans to the user community as soon as possible. All sOftware.devel.'

'users-6ught to access data via a ata dictionary to remove forlMat dependencies

e-

-from programs associated with readingtFensus files.
4.

Data Extraction

Efficient mechanisms And procedures should be established:to extract

da'ta for users and to managefile response. to such'requests. The Census Bureau :

should support the development, with -an eye to subsequent portability,fof

genernlized_extraction sOftware that will automatically provide a modified.,

data dictionary.

Software should be developed and made available-by the Census Bureau

for handling the oost basic and simple types-of data retrieval and-presentation.

'Research shoutd be conducted to deterpline the,special Machine-readable

files.(extractfiles) and extradtion prbgrams that should be.produced for

apecial program coMpliancT..

The extraction in machine-readable form of the full array of-census

C
.1;
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allowed. .This mbuld require a nifotm high standard for-coordinatess in
, . ,

*.geographiOlase files (mg's), and GBF Foordinates shoul&be corrected,topo--.
dor

..

logically and xartographically.:
1
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The Censui.Bureau,should provide.sepatate msthinelpeadable.files of'. .

.

spatial 'definitions (3.0. polygona.l. coordinates or raster) for all' statistiCal . ''.

, .. 4 .
. ,areas. . ..

.

, .

4

: elt .
,

, .
.-

Generalized Tabulatigp Systems
. .

;The tabulatiOn group made recommendations for repearch, development and

.generil'aupport in the area of generalized tabulatiom'Systems. While approving
. .

.

- -,.-

the Census ureau'S'effor

,

a._
. could be pdt in place. For exatOle, a genei'alized user sysLm would have to

. . ... N '
interface with data dictionary systerdevand4rese dictiOnary.systems have

2'

s to eliit Usersi.needs'ioi-this typeof software,

s that would4bequire.research hpfore a systemtb,ey listed a'number of.are

not been defined for the Crnsus users.
, N

Data Base Methodology
,

As a vehicle for promoting research on advanced data base manant
.

technology, it was recommended that an effipient access,and transmisiion
. ,

system for user requests cOncerning specific piacbst types 'of personvand .

characteristics be Investigated. A capability to flexibly co*ine,persons

into alternative social units,was descrihed as highly desirable.and techno-

logically worthy,of research.

., Time Series
,

,

:The-data organization grolip recommended that the costs and benefits of
. ..

II

..7a time stries Capability be explored.

/
.,

' Hardware i .
. /

'A The Census Bureau .should investigate the potential nole-oVinicomputkrs

,and microcomputers. for data portability and for access- and analysis of census
2*

data by users with liiited resources. /%4/
--.-,- ,...

,

.
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PoWble kreas'for Future ASA/Census. oopeiaron
,

. All 'three grodps recommended National S tepee Foundation iort for a
. i

, . . . . .

tesearch fellow at the Cen us Bureau', One p oposa1 involved basic research .

- prOjects and feasibiliiy kdte3 in dat'a orgenizationena delivery systems.
I

--';# Another recommendation was that NSF support research and development into

`---N;e?. eIficient, 'effective and statistically useful teChniqXs for the generation of

statiatical tables.

;
.1)/

*GROUP DISCUSSIONS AND'WOMMENDATIONS

I , .

:
s noted in the Introductton, ii is not intended to reproduce in dais

conference report a verbatim account Of the ppoceedings of each of the three.

sub-groups; What is attempted in the fol owing page is to give the 'reader a

feeling of the matters each group address how t y covered tbem during

their discuseions and finally; in each-group s (Am language, the recomMenda-
. -

tions they agrer4 to and how thpy presente* theni to the full conference on the

.third day.

Dftcusdion

The data

would liketto

findinga and

lAta Organizatidn Group

organizatpn group'began by pointing to certain areas that it

cover and directions it might wish to take in developing its

,recommendations.- Included in these were:

* More- flexibility in the organization of census data to !I

accommodate the broad spedtrum of user needs.

* More detailed information and links between relevant data

.at a person' or block level (base level).

*, Easier access and utilization of data; data should be

made available more quicklY to users Who request it. B4lher

documentation gould reduce the amount of time spent interpreting

.census data.

* Census data should be able to.accommodate and be accessible

to both sophisticated and'unsophisticated users, or large vs$

small organizations.

* What the current state of the art is and what advances can

be hade based on technology available today.

10
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data that would be available in different formats nd still
.

preserve confidentiality.. The Burru might prpvi e deOiled ;

'And specific informattOn.tailoredto particular eds withOut

violating disclosure rules.

*
4

Requires data from demographic, housing nd eOonomic

areasisusesthe 1970 iumnary tapes and,would ii e more Aof%wire:

for them.. At present, much tape handling is r quired befo4

gAtting informatiOn;.very oftet has to.regroup data. Itvould

be helpful, if the data contained diffe'rent co esjot.stich

. things as school, districts and police precinc. Needs public-

use dat provided fister 'than It is. SBSS 4.satidfactory f

11

or

of the alysis. .Is unfamiliar with new graphics dqvelopmets

and applidAtions.
I

* EAPiessed concern for the.unsoPhisticated users'in ?malt,

organizationa or small branches in large organizations, tha*,

require a lot of assistance in utilizing census data. There
.

should be some way fora uier to produce some'qUiok exploratory

work in only a day or'4Wo of Planning. Would ikeAnuch faster

.
access to data; delivery.is slow. Also wouldlike morejlexibility

in data and,approves'of the notionof a smal.l.ppinron4enominator.

Often needs differentpub-pOpulations and geographic boundaries

for different purposes and has a Problem:with Census'A divisions.

Complained about haVing to alter the' existing data too much to
,

meet his dpecific needS.
11

* Would like to havethe data available faster.- Produces

coSt,estimates of legislation proposals and needs the best avail-
.,

.
able data at the curyent time. Has a limited amount of time and

so has to focus quiekly. Perhaps an on-line system for non-

erogrammers with an easy. access,to A big data base might be the

answer. ,Another problem,is trying to locatel the data. Suggestd

some'sort of data library, perhops aiwother A-line system which

,points to where the'data could be found would be helpful. Would
)

like the Censbs Bureau to(maintain it/s professional integrity,.

as well as treat its users_moie equally. Recognized that units

of,analysis are always hanging and that constant updating is .

12
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.What can.be, accomWshed by the tide of the 1980.or the

1990 census; what research tools exist and can be immediately

; utilized.

* 'The Bureau should be more concerned with uier needs.

** The ip.oup should think abaut goals far in the futUre. ,

,* How to approach idealistic goals with'finite resotkces._

* What research should be done by Census, NSF, or others;

should currently füridable research projects be considered?

Following this general discussion,.individual users in the group were

each given a Wftef.time to explain their own interest in, neede-for, and

doncerns about, data org*niza4cin. Their respqnses can be summarize$ as

followe:
.

*. Wants-a more detailed public-use'sample at a Elmalle

geographic le'velv, but does not need afiy more software. Thei

Census Bureatiqshould not get involved in elling soft e; what .

'seems most important is getting results as quickly as poisible.
. .

Also,ithe.available,data arefgetting farther and farther away .

from what i'city needs,

'involvedAn planning for the 1980 census. . Interest in
. /

. .

dateiorganization suggestions,4kowthe Bureau can'eatisfy its sers

'ore jiully and what its job should be in research. :would like

/
ideas for.improvement of the census internally'as well as for

services users need externally.

* Wet,ks with'population samples ranging anyWhere from

2,000 to 1,500,000, in a planning capacity. Would like to see more

consistency.in data and.better documentation of census data and

how thek'are organized.. Frustrated when determining the diffei'ence

betweeil census first and fourth counts'due_to confusing documAnts.

Would ilso like greater distinctions in race, such'as black vs.

brown. Interested in more detailed information at the censue,'

tract level.

* There is a barrier when dealing with the sthallesf geo-
.

graphic.common denominator; interieted in county information but

that is not always the case. Called for a diversification of .

11

.
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L.

, . '.

Erequiied,to keep abreall f what is going on. .:

,

* Does not Want the Census Burean to get into the softwaie .

business., georganizatio and4
I

lifater consistency of datar\are-
.

'. 1needed. '
,

.. ).._.

* Concerned abobt hat kind of sbftware is needed to help
6 . , .

users.. Some ofthe Bure u's internal work might be Aiseful to

obtsidersin solving se) of their ptbblems'. The Bureau has a
4 -

number of-areasmhere iiii.róvement is needed, dsOeciallY in its

relationshir; to outside- sers.

* Interested in re rganization of data. Has problems with

public use and summary tapes of the nature discussed by other

participants, .

* Data content is insufficient:. Would liktrto see the data,

egted and documented more efectively, apd'users be/advised promptly

. of data changes. Would also like wire gfoup data and tapes avail-

. able on more of different structukes by different characteristics-
*,

and areas. Has specific and varieli interests, and structuresFre

r 14

always changin Asks for more dat and more flexibility'in the
1!/1

data available.
4

* Has problems cOnvertinedata froM nbh-machine-readable to
2

machine-ieadable form and xlould bAinterested in software that

could makethis conversion. Sees the household as an impor.tan7t
, -

unit of analysis; has a gre:ed need.for more household data at Many.
1,_

, 'different levels of obgraphy.

* Users need specialized information for ipecific areas

produced by people qualifiedgat manipulating-gigantic data ba

anel flexibility that-allows the aggregatiOn of people 90
. ,

geographic unitaf There is a need for greater detail at smallei

atea 1ve1s, plus the 'bility to strip off specific things of

'Anterest from census d ta, all.as soon as
0
possible. It takes

too much time to wade hrough unwanted information td.extxact

needed.data.

* There is a nee for'software research to provide flexi-
.. .

bility offdata; a data baselis an dAmportant step for this. Data

13
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base 'technology is very.important to relation to user-defined

' ar as of analysis...The Canadian approach is data bases with linkt,

\ .

although sequentloal files.are lacking. irhere,are microdata down to

.houtehold and-persoTlevels, and normalized Tectangular files are.

producea!for users.: Some litck kejr.i are provided that users can

..tle-into. A rot of custOrnized work can be tone that Includes
. 1 .

6data provided.,by

) * Much of

UNIMATCH, etc.,

users. %

the'Xechnology,.e.A geographic base files;
(

alTeady.exists totolve the problems discussed.

The Census Bureau should avail it*Lf Of this techn?logy in

solving many.of its users' (rata. problems. The time'has come for /
14

.

the Gensus Bureau to2gei'more-involvea in distrputing specialized

MKta to its broad spectrum of outside users. There,is a need for

data at the person-within-household level, in whlch the peison is

the basic ufiit.but has a link\to his household With some kind of

identalcation of the type of household. The structure of the .

1970 housing file is unsatisfactory; the person file and bousehold

file appear to have been done, by two completely affeiehrlOupsr

ide., more cohesiOn is needed. The Bureau should have a data

dictionary similar_to ohe provAded by'the NSF.

* Users need flexibl(li!y of data, available qtlikly,

aggregated in a varieti'Of ways, and in small and.large groups.

. Useis wanf to be able to submit a request to the Censui Bureau and

ggt exactly what is ordered: Cross-tabulations are iine, but

availability and accessibility are the keys... There is a need for

reCuiligular files. Cross7case aniklysis would be a useful' tool.

The'Census Bureau must get i:to a data base system sollt

can handle users' requests. Ih view of the significant time'lag
7

involved in this process, perhaps there could be a public-access

data base system' through which usert could get directly at the

data without having.to go,through Census bureaucracy. lhe Bureau\

cannot,presume to guess the cross-tabulations that people need.

* A data base systemishOuld be subjected to cost/benefit,

analysis, and tfte state-ofithe-art in datkbase technology

14
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should be examined. pa might be considered along with dhta.

' organization. What i the cost of multiple structures.and adding

identifiere to,data? Should the Census Bureauttransmit raw

data or the resuIts of processing? (There are waya to miasure
,

d'Should data be given on a mogpetic tape or perh40 over:"

, a network, such as'telephone.iines? is mylar tape wanted, and

how would this.be decided? What about'modes of storage? In

any case,there are many thinga to consider before -making any

significant changes,,. Better documentation is in order,.perhaps

in ihe form of software, and data definitions for .processing

shonld be inc/Uded.

Pregentation of ReCommendations

In presenting their recommendations to the full conference for.reView

and geneal approval, members of the data organizatiOn group tlibInted out.that

.the oblectives set for discussion-of software were flexibility,

tithe dimension and modes of storage. The group die not specify

or short-term goals, nor apply these measures'to:any programa.

accessibtlity,.

long-term '

--Zzipent;

difficulty and serious technical constraints are involved in thifrarea,

but there should also be an awareness of the research already repurted.in,

the literature. Further, the conceptual differelces among techniques need

to be understood. There was a consensus that there,should be more wo4in .

the area of disclosure analysis tb/dei-e-iiiiine how,more data can be rileased

and Still maintain acceptable leels'of confidentiality.

Recommendations

Bureau' of the Census data are an Anvaluable national resource. Our

recommendations are intended to achieve modern and efficient use of this

resource.by the broad,and varied spectrum of users deOlpdent upon it.

There is a real concern that,'fail4g aggressive and well planned

changes in the Burpau's perceived mission and procedures, there is a

significant risk that will be unabi(to meet the bbligations placed on

it in the 1980's: The specific areas of concern include:

* Incomplete knowledge of the eds of present and

future external usevs of censussdate'j

15
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* Lack.of forceful developMental effoFts to ensure that .

state-of-theoart technology is.brought to beir on meetink defined

'mtuser needs.

* .Lack of a systems" delivery:systeM geared to i diversity -". .

of uiers wit4 a wide range.of technicarand professional cap ilities.
. .

In order to serve these users, we therefore make a set of ommendatiohs

including a set of technical innovations'which would.lead the Buvau of the

Census.to take advantage Of modern data organization techniques. We &deo

.reCOOmend establishmentof an equally-innovative institiltional setting which

will,insure access to Bureau 'of the4Census data by ill\segmentg of society

requiring such use. The thrust of:the technical recommendations detailed

below is toward greater usability of and access.to the full complement of ,

,

Census Bureau materials. 'Although we fudy recognize'that no data orianiza-

tion schemes, delivery systems, oi presentation techniques:can be alloWed: 4 ,

to violate individual confidentiality statutes, we neverxheless believe that .

current access to microdata'can be greatly expanded while protecting thii..

confidentiality4

Further, we are aware that n6 existing security system is failsafe,

/ including the present one. However, careful security systeMs!can be con-

structed,while permitting greater access.than is currently the case, to die

socially ctitical infokmation contained in the data files within the Census

Bureau.

The thrust of the institutional recommendations was essentially: .

* Monitoring user needs.

* *Providing user traintng.

* Giying timely service.- . .0,,

z

.4W

,* Pricing to support user access.
.

.

. -
....c :

%

Whether organized inside or outside the
!

CensusBureau, the institutional
. .

. .' '' . i
J

..

setting might entail: . i

* A national census data center and/or

* 'A consortium of userst .t.ind47,-
..

.(

. .

. * A national network.
, , *I .. %411..

.. .

Each .of the above should be considered and justified in terms,of cost and
, 1 ,

. .

. .

%

the best ways.to servethe user Community. ..i
,ow

16
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Technical Recommenaations
k."

The Census Bureau should research alternhtives so as to develop(and

implement techniques and software to provide the gpllowing capabilities: lb

1. Flexible reconstitution of data about people into a variety of

significant social-units,'such as families, households, dwelling units, eec.

This willAentail developing and retaining data that relate the peuson to the

designated,social units. An example of ne step in this direction is the

recent Bnreau of Labor Statistics concept of a "person in 0 family."2

2, Extraction in machine-rea0able form of the'full array of census

data aggregated according to° user7defined geographic areas. :11hisdatip.

extraction capability'should correspond to the full range of information now

availablic,for standard Census-defined'geovaphic areas.

3. lificient acoess,041and 'transmission of selected ilaer requests4

.

concerniang:

Specific'places.

* Specific types )of people.

* Specific characteristics.

This will require that the Census Bureau aggressively promote research

on adv ced a-base management teChnology.

Lt. Deplo nt of timely, accurate, portable, machine-readable data
I .

directories.

5. ovision of user-oriented.dojheniation and training material-on
0".

data nd software capabtlities geareristo various levels of technical and

proc ssing proficiency.

n addition, t e Census Bureau should explore the costs and benefits of

developing atid_mai aining a ame-seriesAata'capability on both a for-

ward-looking and a ,!historical basis.

NSFAB/ASAResearch Programs for Fellows
.4.

Individuals should be assigned to explore technical as well as c.ost

benefits and alternatives for: /

1. More advanced disclosure anarysis techniques to alloy larger volumes

f detailed public-access data.

. 2. Development of tiMe.:series.data bass caPabilities.

3. GAthering-and publishing information'ompresent and projected Census

. 17
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data use irtivot to determine zilternative data organization strategies and '

delivery systems.
-

This work should review previous Buteau'data-use research, and recognize

'that projected data use is influenced by present data organization strategies.

Disc ssion

.

Data Tabulation Group

pent* the discussion the group recalled the general goal's set for

all the'groups and.statedtthem as:

Short-term: Role of the research fellow to visitlthe Bureau of the Census.

What would lou have him do?

g erm: What ought ihe NSF to fund in'o?Ax to proMote,ciirilized . 0. '
. .,

.

analys s of Burlitu of the.Census data? Axe there enough research projects..
,

having, ..,... n needs that_general.software deVelopment.will pay'off?

It was noted that the respolises should be based on what -users' (rather

than the Bureau) wantto d6, but 'the Census BureaU would have input to the

,

dialogue also.

;

,
Rudolph klendelssohn, Assistaht Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor

4
.*

4

' Statistics (BLS), diseussed a Klier he had prepared and which had been

distributed', owhie agehcy's experience with genetalized tabulating sysebms.

They use TPL (table-producing languagq; it may .be inefficient, but is widely

ueed in place of programer resources. He felt that it is eesential to

(1) identify the end use of the data, and (2) develop the necepeary software.

The BLS writes the user manual first, theR the language, then the routines-.

Gary Hill,. Director of Information Systems fovhCACI (Consolidated

Analysie Centers, Inc.), who had also prepared a brief paper for the group's
4

disCussion, said that his firm has generalized informati n system that empha

size processing 'efficiency and ha$ had favorable experi nce with data base

dictionaries and interrecord analysis'. He noteeihe pr3blems of'statistical
.

accuracy inherent in-cprrelation analysis, and suggested there be research

jn correlating-household and .person variables.

In the discussion thatfollowed, it was felt that the problem lies in

the basic statistical assuMptions (interpretation of valueg), where the unit

As the same for the observer, but differs at various hierarchical levels.,
,

Some statisticians Are working in,thin areg now. Several data users reviewed

,
their approaches to census data and how editing and extraction were-carried

a
f .

.
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Out to arrive.at end'products. Among the needs andlandividual recommenda-
r

tions voiced'were the following: ..

.

.
.

'4) *, Photocomposition,software. \

* Rortitility of;databetween,sOftwaie systems.i

* Hard copy available itt/he local 4vel (fot small govSrnments);

* Clear statements-for the end usefrs regarding the(Census Bureau's
.//- ..

.. , 4.

allocation, tiputation, and-suppression Practices. . .
. i

.
.

.
, Pt

* Indicatione of inher4t.Problems In the data or the softWare
_

(users ofterl'lack.hardware4oftware compatibility).

* Cross -talations wIder than the Bureau's printed output.
,

. * Cross-tabulation-in such a way that further, work with the,
,.data is possible.'

* Attention to the microtechniques used in tabulation Algorithms;

time vs. space. tradeoffs.
A

* Make users aware of nonsampling error.
.1=1

* Software packages.through Which the tables:come close to .

tabular analysis and capture multiple-regression coefficients.

* Tools that involve use-by noncomptiter speCialists.
40,

.

..-
. .. , . ...,

, *. Focus on types of softwarevand d)eternine whal.,Ogn be done in .

these five fields: A ,
.

.

..
. ik.

- Tabtilapion'froth basic.reCords (use-the Cerus'
, .

Bureau's Systemy/it isIguick kind chea04//
, .

.

.
-1

c

,

-"s.:

.

- Prolde evseneral 'tabulation shltem for (11, public-use
, .

..
smile.

- oMAke he basic record-tapes ayailabti-nr'tabulatIón.

- Compu er mapping,andcharting. . )

i .. / . .

- More ophisticated statizilcal analysis.
. .

I'

* Identify t4e,uSeritand thesoftware available.to him.

* .Cood., documented quality checks in software ,thabirs. the #

ability to Jéck and'impute.

* A table,packsge for generating machine-readable filesand dealing

with the missin ..data.il
.

,
, .

( It was noted that tabulation definitions vary, and it wa% Suggested that

it woOld be more apkopriate to consider,all functions in'processing, such as

maintaining the univetse, sampling,7response contrOl, editing and screening

23
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returns, cross,tabulatinfl_analyaii. and presentation. This wouallow _

dealing with each more efficiently. 'Perhaps What is needed is that the

Bureau's tabulation be done'in'such a.way that other-things can be'done with

; the resultS.

The need for software to handle hierarchical files and the time-series

proeessing and analysis was noted,and it was aldo pointed out tha the
.

,,

National Bureau of Economic Resedrp. thjleAND'Corporation and th, Massa-
.

chUsetts,Tnstitute of TeChn9iogy dll. .sdftWate_for.(2).
. /i 4 .

Users wiFeasiciedA%define.whA.is "acceptable:datvand how:they

shOald be presented, and do thesame ttiing.for software. ShoUld.the-BUreau

work on existing packages;aVailable outside and act as a clearinghouse fbr

thee, RespbnEsp'could be thaf.the Bureau simply dhould...organize its data

in slich a way that they can be used with existing packages o taat-thek..., o*n

tabulation packages and their reapective characteristtns'be lsted. A

.visiting rebearch fellow 4ght try to.identffy the cammpnall ies or unique-

,: nesses Of user` needs to they could belinkewith-package capabilities; he

'could help simplify thy match,and-decide what trainifig (if any) would be,

needed so ttiat the user ,would be best sdrved.. He alio,could identify what

the Bureau would meed to, do in providing the data. This could involve:both

econoMic and demographic programming,

The discussion indluded the subject of installation and training needed

.

for systems, the costs involved and vihat hap ens when the userliomplaini About
t

a system in plate. Questions were raised. Ioes the'discussion'imply that .

the NSF should stimulate the'supply or. the demand? xe there'too many systemi

and too few users for-each? Should users be informed about the packages'that
,

are available and theit.problemS with them be investigated? Discussion then

4
turned to the Bureau's generalized tabulation system propoqal, in which it was

.
.

cautioned that-the Bureau shotild allowthe systemto:evolve locally, and to'

what a visiting fellow, might do at the Census Bureau.
,

The question of the Buteau.developimg a data base dictionary that is
lv .

,

readable by various systems was raided.. Mit dictionary would require
.__.

.
.

continual updating and the problemhof how to make this autonnitic.coulibel,
. ,

,

.
addressed in a research projeot. These.th gé are being.done, but.recommen'a-

tions are needed on'exactly how. One sug estion was to put the dictionary in
,

.

codebook.format and make it available for reading through interface packages
4

.
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that u ers Might have without having.to use'codebooks themselves. -Vendors

will,produce codebeoksv'but the CensOs Bureau should-be motivated to enhande'

the utility of Its'data. Should he Bureatif take. on the task of making these

data more usable. or let the vendors do that, since.the Bureau has its-'own

needs as well? . 4

The group then.turned-to formulation of its%recommlendations, foc sing .

on 11) the areas for idearch and development need d.to be ter satisf

users' requirements, and,(2) toolsor access t toels for urther use.of

machine-readable data, either diredtly or through A distriliution tehter.

It also waS'felt that it should,be made posable for A user to designate a

submodel whert suppreSsion'occurs. There, was", discussion of suppression,

random rounding and mnoise" injection, aneihere was sentiment in favor of
. ,

research for alternatives to ail of these. It was felt that a system can be'

devised that permits greater detail:than:is presently. available and TtiLl

0

preserve confidentiarity.

There was general agreement that data shoolA be as portable ag possible,

and that there should be a machine-readable.dictionary in well documented

format (e.g., compatible with SPSS) arid well tied to the pata elements. A

subset of ble-dittionaiy could be used for translation programfand a format.

statement. There were-dif,terences of opinionas to whether it should be

possible to run this dictionary:6n.allof computers.'

. there also was disagreement as to whetheirthe Census Bureau should

distribute generalized sygtems, becauge this might entail servfcihg them as

well. It was suggested, however, that the Bureau Should create a system,

implement it and then consider the problem of distribution. If the BureaU

develops extraction software this.should be made as portable as possible,
4'

n

being written in ANSI COBOL or COBOL. The grlup thought that the Bureau

should develop a generalized, extract program and a modified data dictio
.4

,r with an eyelto their subsequent portability. It also should be able to

respond efficiently to.demands for extracts. There was somelialogue' over
. .1. . -

the cost of a tabulation program equipped to do'errat work, vith estimates

running from $300,000 to $600,000. i4hile this deemed.to be expensive,

the alternative might be anywhere from 500 to 000 Federal contracts in.,

t

.

variou parts of the country that'would have to inólude funds for independent

softwa e for ttlis purpose.

. 21
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It)was felt elsewhere that-a Federal agency Such as:.the Cenabi Bureau
,

,haa an obligation tn-dake;its software-known to the public, butt that it

'should. noi be in the software dissemination bbsinpss. On the other-hand:die
-1;

,

agency uses tax money tobuild a systeM for its own use* so the system ought 1-
.., v

. ,

to be. usable'outside the agency for maximum cost benefits: There. was.no-
*

agreement on,this toPic. .0ne possibility.is that,vendors should be.stiMulated''

to produce their oyfibinterfaCes. with an agency,system. SpMewhere, hoWever,

,

there should be a/effort to beidge the vp'between U Census .Burequ system'
. / *

.

and.local'Users./ . ,
,

.

,
.

.

Ttlis disc,Ission led to tentative recommerkdations that there.be an .

investiqation'of the need for software to-transform-data for Use in a weraiized
T' , ,.. . ,

; -tk

tat:Ulation system, and of the need for'dOrresponding dictionaries. It also
. .

,
. .

was suggested that the Bureau generate. various .'recodes Vithe'items in ita .

. ,

delivered tlpes; thie would avorTepetitive recodes that might be refleated.4

in the dicti!Onary, The.recodes and zasociated headf4s ancrstubs could be
. .

,
.

supplied in ttie dictionary, together with a literarChical.key understandable.'.'
. .

.
,

to the system. .
This is'partially available in the START system, but not'in

UNIVAC. One metbersrecommended that the Bureau proceed- to 'make generalite0.
, N

tab,i1ation16itware available to usera, either in,the form of access,or.:
.

.

pCa;rm with.support. .A.visicting fellow might-i)e asked to assessjhe deman6
/

oli r sUch software; or at leaat evaluate the potential. Several,participaftts
.

.. . , . v.
,

called for docUmentation of this'software so.that useri,could implement it

.without difficulty. ^There was some disagreemeneas.to whether the.BUreau

would be obligated to.document beyonii its own needs f9r-internal-use.

Possibly if four 'or.five heavy, knowledgeable useratnf censUs data
, ,

joili.tly advised the Bardlau on the development Kusible ektract and other

prograMs,,the NSF might be interested in underwriting some of the group :I,
costs. Therewere divergent opinions on this, but a consensus that someone

. *
, .

should make this possible. '.

1.
It was suggeged that.generalized tabukation software in the Bureau

should be developedwIth an eye towardjt becoming 'parVsof the public domatn,

N V'
_

il and the group was 'told that this.is.one of the Bureaus. objectivea, given
%. a 4 l'

Or
il1A15.40111 Users aS to the-directions such software idght take. There waOt

,

feeling that,the Bureau'should make a greater efferttow#rd.this end, and
,
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1

that users should be assured that there are adeqUate resources for pfdviding

the4detail theyqleecl-once the software is available, e.g., output tables for
1

further analysis* additional computations (medians, drder statistics,,etc.)*.,

and the capability ..to handle as. input records that require file manipulation.
t . . .

-.' There was a discussi9n Of hOw all tfais,could be brdught about, and- it
i , _. '; f
was sugge'Sted fhat the NSF might take up the issue with an Ongoing,organi-

i 4 -

zation'such as the Association of Public Data Users (APDU). This.could be a

mehicle for interaction witiusers concerning the tables requixed\to meell' "

Heir needs. It tms suggested, on the oth6r'hand, that the Bureau already
.

.
.

.

.
41.A'

has channels

possible' for
4

Bureau staff

tooking

for such dialogue.,

users to spend tine

would have a better

.0ne proposal was that the-NSF-might make tt
...

at the. Census

grasp of,eac

Bureau,so-that they anc%the

h

94A9

ther's operations.

nt in geheralizedsystems "toward l980, the initial invest'
.

. ,

would be viry'greatunless the files are made available 6 more usaide forms
,

than they were for 1970; yendors would hesitate _to fill gaps between the

Cenaus product,and user capabilities. Might the NSF establiqhand support .

., an activity that would enspre adequate Planning and appropriate allodation -:::.

. ,

.. . , .
.

of funds to obviate these gaps? The activity, might be lodged ic the APDU -
, .

to ensure wider involvement. There was a discussion of whether the APDU is

capable of such a function.-

.\A possible general recommendation that would take into account "exploding"

'technology,, and the need.for technology or minicomputters was discussed

briefly.
. .

Presentation of Recommendations
, .

,
In presenting His gropp's recommendations to the-Confe'rence, the group

chairman stated that bhey had rejected comparative evaluation of tabulation,

. 'systems because ihe vartablesboUnds, environment, objectiyes, equipment,

etc.--are.tOo great.- It was feit'that there is a residual gap between the

deVeloOment of needs in the market and of services in the CensusTureau; this
*

. * .

gap mtrits Turther ifivkatigation. It would be valuable for,Users to visit

the Bureau for short periods, and vice versa, to go through a -variety. of work
,

using census data*P further, there should'be interchange'involving such
t

A
orgadizations as the APDU t,9' try to solve data problems;

.,
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ReCommendations

The gtoup had discussed 'the Census Bureau's plans'in the field of

%lb

4

generalized statistical tabulation. There was a strong feeling,among

users outside the Bureau that the situation with respect to availability

of. generalized 'software and data.(other than published tables), was likely to

be little bettef.than the most unsatisfaCtory situation which was obtained

in the past. SpeCial mention was madelf the need to impiove services and

produèts of the,-1980 DeCennial Census compared to that of 1970.

In the Short term (for the next 3-4 years), the group appeals to the

?Bureau to maximize its efforts to respond to user needs.with respect to

'machine-readable data and appropriate tabulation software. Failure- t4 do

9

this'will lead to continued problems Such as those that existed. e 1970
\f

censusnamely, continued parallel and redundant efforts by manir.users

(okten supported by Federal funds) to overcome deficiencies, loss of informa-

tion failure to use information, etc.

Special mention was made of machine-readable data dictionaries, which

this group felt to be of fundamental importance, especially fqr the 1980
..

census. The group requests that the Bureau work with exipting groups such

as the Association of Public Data Users (APDU),!the Federal Statistical

Users' Conference (FSUC), IASSIST, etc., that have already addressed the

subject of terminology, conventions and definitions, in-order to ensure/pe

data dictionaries are meaningful-to users:- The Bureau should also provide
- .

as detailed information as possible on its own data dictionary plans to the

.'user coMmUnity as soon asItossible.

For the longer term (1980 and beyond), the uSers among the group agreed

,to work through their professional organizations to bring the-needs of the'
\

usei community, to the highest possible forum. .It was.felt that.the U.S.

Congress must improve its perception of the value-of Census data.

'The group recommends that the Bureau continue its effoits to close the

'gap between supAy and demand for Census products (other than published data)
I

.41kI
. in order to apmy the problems outlined above.

This subgroup re-commends that the NSF support an investigation, into

ensuring the adequacy of planniq and allocation of appropriate. resources to
.

meat identified user, nieeds.

f
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Fuether.specific.topics and conclusions of the sub7gro4 are as follows:

Impact on Bureau of ale Census Summary Tabulation Plans for

Proposals to Meet User Needs

* Ensure that general tabulation software pravides tabulations

needed, i.e., o.information is lost in the treatment of suppressed

data (privacy,versee.maximizing information at detailed geographic

levels); all information necessary for subeequent analysis, including

(14 output tables for further analysis (provided in useful formats),

(b) Qapability.for additional computations developed 'while tabulating

(medians, order statistics, etc.), an d (c) capability to handle (as.

'input) records thatzequire manipulation.

4,

Data Portability

4 * Produce a machine-readable data dictionary that includes

recodes, definitions, etc., and providesIeasy mapping to data

elements.

* Ensure efficient and effective management of updates to the

data dictionary and of its disiribution _to users.

* Suptibrt the development, with an eye to subsequent porta-
,:

bility, of generalized extraction software that will prov"ide auio-
..

matically a viodified data dietioriary.

'Iv Investigate the need for software tO transform data and

create dictionaries to use generalized tabuietion eystems.
1111

* The Bureau of the Cehsus should generate various recodes
A

of items in delivered'tapes.to avoid repetitilie rétoding ((needs

to be reflected in.the diCtionary).

* Efficient mechanisms and,procedures should be established

to extract data for users and to managethe response to such requests.

* MinicoMputer applications Should be considered in planning

for data portability.

Modification of Qeneralized Tabulaiion Software Development

TOward Eventual Dissemination To and Use In the Public Domain

* The group applauds C nsus Bureau plans to elicit information
4

on ihe needs for featkes an
/ documelation to facilitate this, but

strongly confirms its recommendation that the NSF'support an investi-

gation into, etsuring the adequacy of planning and the allocation of
,

,

t appropriate resources to meet identified needs.

25
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The Group Requests the NSF to Support Research add Development

Into Efficient. and Effective Techniques for the Generation of

Statistical Tables
,

.

Stch research ought to consider what statistics (e.g., cell

mediads, quartiles, etc.) can be easily comOuted along with the

tables to give a More complete description of the data's patterns.

Data Presentation Group

Ther e are two distinct areas of data presentation, the first dealing
, .

-with machine-readable forms such as tapeS and the second, the noncomputer-

readable final product,such as mi rofiche,\film and paper-copy graphic Al

displays. There is a deed teus on users' requirements for census data

as weIl as on software thpSshould be developed. It was determined.by the

group that software for- data presentatiiin falls'into three categories:

routines that produce graphics, those which grganiZe the data, and routines

that prepare data for graphics. Sophisticated Software already exists to

Education and Communication in the.Area of Data Presentation

produce graphics but is needed in the remaining categories.

A lack of education and/or. communication with respectlo the area of

data 'presentation is a major problem. In the discussion it was noted that

1

data presentation Is not a visual process alone, but Chat an understanding

of the-data needs to be 'included. Footnotes and explanations that accompany
1

visual material tend to be shortcut. One hazard-noted was that the printed

report is an excellen't means of promoting an understanding of data, but

that it is ignored when itAccompanies graphic.Material. Computerized
_

documentation

ignore a more

is a partial solution 'to the probleM, but often users will

detailed printed report in faiior of condensed, automateC1

lk,documeniation. In the absence of documentationlusers interpret graphic

output as they see it. -A well organized, readagle bOok might be sponsored,

showing a broad spectrum of Censusdata Wire; perhaps a comic book and/or

film approach would be appropriate. Interaction and involvement weie cited_

goodyehicles for education, Sad perhaps the cbncept
2
of the 'Census Bureau's

;
e . do

DIME workshops could apply to .the area of the use of.ceneus data.

Various methods of computer-assisted education and Communication wer

discussed. Microfiche could be produced at a central facility and distrib

.26 .
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among users. Th benefits of microfiche include low cost and easY accessi-

bility. The us of data machines widli a CRT (cathode ray tube) and cassette

capability as means of diSseminating information was suggested. These

units are ine ensive and have the benefit of analysis as well as display

functions.. interactive system that could lead the user through requests.

for Census d a as well as provide educational'facilities was suggested.

Problems wit the iliteractive system approach include greater expense, limited

accessibili , and a reluctance on the part of State and local users to\jund

timesharin rather than a capital invesfhent.

The C nsus Bureau might well take advantage of the motivation that

exists at local levels to aid in the implementation of an educational process.

The Bure could supply educational support to a State that commits itself

to the p ogram and ihe State then would be responsible for the distribution of

informs ion to local users. NN.

Dafa S lection and Re uests for Da)
hei areas of data selectio presentation and educationare inseparable,

as s own by two differenCdir-ections that the datikpresentation process takes

result of a lack of knowledge. it was noted that the uneducated user
_

often requests a "dump" of all'available data in a rough form in.

R

r er to

hdetermine which subset of the data upon which to focus. Once the bset its I.I
been determined, the user then requests more sophisticated displays. The

other extreme, is the user that initially requests a small subset of data to

be presented, only to learn. th't moreds available, resulting in further

requests. Education as to thetavaitability'of'data and the means of presenta-
,

\

I

.tion would offer a partial solution to the problem.

Several methods were auggeste&to'aid in the selection process of the
,

subset of data to be presentedl one was that software.should be developed to
--)

select subsets of data. Probleds with
.

this.include hardWare limitations of

some users and Ihe expenA involved in developing and implementing a software

. solution. Microfiche was suggested by another participant as a possible

alternative in right of the expansion of microfiche capabilities. Data from

summary tapes could be-stored on microfiche, enabling a user to select from

the available data. A participant slogested that a regional processing

center could exist with the hardwire and sOitware necessary to provide data

to the COMmunity.
)

as
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It was observed that the selection piocess controls the levil of'

p esentation and also the analysis that Can be performed on the data. Data
.

p ssibly should be presented without analysis, leaving that for the user to

do.'

AnotheripXoblem seen Is in the timing of requests for data. Following

some Federal announcemenist many requests were received. Software.could be

developed to facilitate the handling of data requests, which would also

avoid duplication of effort in the case oi commonly used reports. An inter-

. active system could supply the requested data. It was suggeeted than an

area of research. might include defining the claases of Commonly used data

and also the means of-their presentation.

Another means of facilitating the processing of data requests might be
/

so
sponsor a legialative analyst at the Census Bureau who would be responsible

for surveying all legislation and guidelines pertaining to data requests by

users. He could also determine the Federal programs that t e user might

'qualify for.

Data Editing

There were several complaints about the lack of software in the area or\
_

data editing, i.e., setting the data:in a format that is useful for their

purposes. A relattObtp needs to exist between graphic packages eAd a data

base manageMent systeillo which would facilitate:the use of the existing graphic

eqfeWare. One areakresearch could be the-problem of organizing large I
,

: ?

aMoupts of data fo Igraphic presentations.

Tafferent data areas by Census and the user are a major problem. One

i,

licatioq,thar *as mentioned:was that of.fprecasting future equipment and .

\npower nee s ot dema d fpr A product. Thts requites the ability to overlay ,

'NI' .

ensue and us r Oat ah(Lthe procedure is very difficult when the two da
't
a

4

. '

areas overlap.-.Verhaps.0 smaller census data tabulation unit could be

detlaulaed which Would allliw users to aggregate Census data up to, their

;particular da'trea. It was noted, however, that a trade-off must be made

.,

between morrOata.forargeareasliand less data for smaller areas. The

smaller.the area, the gxeatet the occurrence of suppressions to avoid
0,

disclosure. .

The proOleMof differIng.data.areas is further compounded by the poor



7.
t
coordinate piality found in Census files. The user typically must convert

Ceidsus DIME filei to user.polygonal-arso files. Several participants CM"' -

plained that the toordinates found in the Census GBF/DIME files are very
A

inconsistent and that a good coordinate system is one of their functional

,requiremehts. It wai stated that the process with which "ordinates are

sedited at Census is,too cumbersome to be practical, and thht the Bureau

lacks incentive in this area because coordinates are norused in its.own
\

applications of DIME files. Research exists in this area; the Arithmicon

system,presently in the research stage at the Census Bureau, provides an

inteiarive capability for editing and maintaining DIME files.

It was suggested that research should bl conducted in the area of

Census data presentation form. A different form might result in easier'

conversion to user data areas. Raster form was discussed as a possible it

alternative, as that field is rapidly expanding. Valid areas of research

would be to investigate the level at which Census should distribute data in

raster form, as well as raster vs. Polygon vs. DIME forma for distributing

data. Data files could exist at different levels, perhaps at as many as

five. It was mentioned that perhaps the Bureau should not get involved An

the area of providing data for areas other than an agreed-upon unit of issue.

Color and GraPhics

traphics are the final end product for many data requests and are a

very popular means of presenting data, Although thegroup agreed that 4
sophisticated software already exists to produce graphics, it was suggested

that research needs to be conducted in this area. Oni participant suggested

research into.the most frequently requested types of'graphs and visual

presentations. Another suggested research to determine which subsets of°

data should be graphically presented.
\-

The concept of color with respect to data presentation was discussed

and research was suggested in this area as well. .Research might include

experimenting with color and making comparisons to-determine what.is most

effective. Everyone has A different concept of colov; the same color can

imply different Meaning to different people. Another noted that users often

state exactly which colors they want in their'presentations. It was pointed
%.

.out that quantitative scale mapping is not adapted to solor. A participant

29
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felt that'the advertising field has already perforbedkmuch research in the

area of color, and.perhaps what is needed'is research of research,

User Vaterface and Service'OrganizatiOn
. c--

Many Participants'expressed desires for:an automated user,interface to
.

i4

.. ease the process of presenting Census data. An interface is needed between
, .

local, State and)census data. The need for development and marketing re-,

search in the area of a common user interface wits.discussed. .Such in.-

. .interface-would ease the problem of using Census data fo the nonsophisticated

user. /t,was suggepted that the existence of.an approp ate level of standard-

ization vs. a
A.it in flexibilitY should be investigated. A usernterface.

with a query capa ility would provide facility between Census data in a'raw ,t'

form, aubsetting and'aggregation routines, and graphic-analysig routines.
!I .

It.was recommended that the development of user software- should be keyed to.
, .

a data.dictionary, which would enable it to be flexible in.Case of formai

changes. User software shoUld be machine-independent.
,s

)

The idea of a service Organization to provide software services and a'

user interface was discussed. The service organization would be responsible

for distributing data in various forms that wOuld facilitate matters for

users of Census data. Listings of software applicable tie, the.use of.Census

data could be maintained by the organization, in order,to refer users Po .

appropriate consultations. It was questioned as to whose reponsibility such

an organization would be--government or industry. Concern was expressed

that.perhaps government might be interfering with private industry in this

area. There was sone feeling that the Census Bureau's first'obligation is

to provide data and that software development must be at.least secondary.

Presentation of Recommendations,

The group asked-that consideration be given to instructing local vsers

how to cope with Federal program applikations that require census data ;or

small areas. If all software were to acCess data via simple dictionaries or

-more complex data base management Systemsolthere would be far-reaching

effects on software"developtent. Alao stressed was the fact that.training
A.

and education are major requirementi for effective use of census data-and

for the development qf useful, user-oriented software.

a
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YRecommendatiOns

,
Needs of users and alternative modes of pretation are both extremely

diverse. Some can be directly addreesed by shortdierm recommendations far.. .
,.

,.

user-oriented soiiware, while others reqUire longer-t4Mvefforts in which
,

Wormation must be gathered before software retomMendations can be formulated.

The Datalresentation Group-onsidered a. broad range of possibilities, and
r

iis recommendations reflect concerns.shared by-the other two roups.' Theg
1 ,

overall theme is flexible and effective public-access to censgs data. We

have identified two icajor areas in which public acceiiivcan be ficilitatedt- r.

user education and technological improvementi, Under theae major topics le

have listed a number of specific gal:* or omissions'to be dealt with. Wre also

feel strongly'that the technical program should be integrated with the

communication program, and that.the integration of specific technical acti-

vities is essential to the obje t e of facilitatihg public access.

User Education

1. Materials (various multi-media forms) should be developed for the

purpose of educating/commuriicating.the use of Census data. Training courses.

should be developed involving comOuter-assisted instruction, movies, video-

tape, programmed learntrtg texts and case studies.

2. 'We recommend that the.research fellow be a trainer to develop a

specific training,program for census data use (technical and professional).

See recommendation 3.

3. Investigation should be done .on users' needs and desires for output

mediap.in ordlr to determine products (e.g., slides paper mips) to be
. ._

produced.
,... ,

. .

44 Research should be encouraged in display techniqueg.(e. .,c olor)
. 411for qintitative information.

Hardware

1. Research should be conducted on the potential of'netg processing

technology (e.g., terminal access and mini- and micro-computers) in the

anilysis of census data by users with limited resources, and the implica-
,

tions of that potential.on Prospective Census data-documentation technique's.
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1. All software developed for usepitshould hccess data via a data

dictionary to remove format dependencies from.programs associated iapth

reading census files.

2. Software should be developed and made available by the Census

Software

Bureau for .handling the most basic and simpletypes,of data retrieval and

presentation.

3. Software should be developed-fo preOent data.about change throuih

time. (A data.base,should be developed witiCh defines changes and equiva-

lencies in statistical area9).

.. The software developed-by the Census Bureau for its procesting

shoul be documented, and alsomade'portable.and available where feasible.

5. GeographAc base'files should be developed to facilitate time-series-

analysis of pmall-area-data and to Jdirect aokess to censys data via.
\ \

independent geographic-coordinlites.

6. Research should be conducted to det mine the special machine-

readable files (extract files) and extraction programethat should he

prodpced fox speCial program compliance.

Data Requirements. (Geographic)

1. Higher standards are required for coprdinates in geographfc base'

files (GBF's) in order to allow user specification of tabulation areas in

terms of coordinates. Specifically, GBF'coordinates should be corrected\

topologically and cartographically.
.
.

..

,a o

2...A machine-readable.data base shOulA be developed which defines,

changes and equicalencies in statistical areas.
. ,.

.

3. The.Census Bureau should provilie separate mac ine-readable files '

of'spatial definitions (e.g., polygonal coordinatet Or raster) for all

statistical areas.

prganization

1.. Investigate the posdibility of a user clearflphouse(s) for the

availability and development of user sOftware. 'set.up a clearinghouse

for user software and;investigate the possibility of developing and supporting

user software.
%

.
An ongoing assessment of user needs for software should be conducted.

Compile user commentt and evaluations of software', and form $,users' group on
.011.

32 .
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user software. 4

2. Hessupport the concept of summary "tape" data proceiding centers.

1 ^

V
DISCUSSION AND ACCEPTANCE OF.RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE CONFERENCE

Submission of Preliminary Group Recommendations to the Conference ,

The,third day of the conference began-with the submission of the preli- -

minaryjyroup recommendations to the plenary sesioL Diming the.opening

discussion concern wa'expr'hsed that'the.Census reau still is using 1950's

te niques and needs modernization. Some portion of the members wanted to say

that the Census Bureau is "in trouble," and that the cost to catch up, inkthe

face of political and, aia1 'needs, is i96rea8ing.rapidly. These need cannot

be met with curratt tech logy.

There was a disdussion of the respective responsibilities of users and

the Bureau .with espect tO filling the technological.gaps foreseen. Thescon-

sensus appeaJ to be that the average user needs to-be trained to use the

tools at hand, and that the,Bureau, as it develops techniques and software,

should constantly recognize.users' needs and.abilities to keep pace.
4It was observed that the.Bureau plans to/replace its hardware compldtely

by 14982, and this hardware will be geared to/data base management systems.

The Bureau would like users to*spell.out in detail,what their data needs are

so that the Bureau's specificatiodo can.match_them.

1r

-It was agreed that it would be he pful to recommend the first explict

step(s) to.the NSF, and the groups ret ned to their individual sessions.
1for further considerations, "-)

1
i'

Atceptance of Final Group Recommendations by the Conferenve

Upon completing the additional deliberations bk individual groups, each '

group's final recommendations were read and discussed by the conference as a

whole. Some language was modified to reflect consensus positions, and the'

approVed texts aPpear above in Section TV. The deliberations in the final

individual group sem:lions-were not reported; only the plenary discussion whfch

folloigs!-below.

"Comment was made that what users tend to do is limited by the technology

available. The Aptory of'extensive analysis that led.to research and
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development in the CeAus BureAp during 'the 1960's and *till conducted by°

,its-Center for Census Use Studiet was cited, ut note was.taken that some

projects,that should have been carried forward were not.

There was a discuseion as to whether therecoMmendations thould be .

. ,

tiMe-oriented. It was felt that the conference may have the 1980 Decennial.

Census in mind, whereas there are economic censuses) surveys and other

statist cal grams being carried out in other years.' It was agreed. that

"short- ght be interpreted as 3 to 4 years) but.with'emphasis on ON...-.

Question as raised whether.this conference or the aesentation group

might be the beginning of a user group to address in more detail the 'various
, 10 .

items suggested. Another suggestion was the establithment
.

of.a leering-.

house to fagow up on the conference agenda items, noting that .tle Census

Bureau, iis oversight coupittee in.Congress,And the Office of Management ,-

t and Buqget are on s..of the "ictors" involved. Perhaps there might be

a follow-up confereice in.a Year or 'two.-. The reView process thatites been

set up for the'ASA, the Census Bureau, and the NSF's four joint'projects'

"results was mentioned and also that there will be general.meetings with the

Advisory Committee of the ASA. It was noted'that there will be efforts,

to formalize user support as mich-as possible and the:report ofIthittonfer-
1

A.

ence will be given wide circulation.. An offer was made to3lionitor progress a.

year from now and report through a us r journal. V
.

It was suggested that a good .use of the conference, resources would be

to look at the ptirpose, process And imp ct of the 1980 census datipproducts

and software on data processors. Training modules may be needed for variOus

user groups, together with data and use g es.

A question was raised as tb whether the ureau would feel the conference's

attitudes are,unjustified or'distorted, and wh ther the Bureau is worried about
. A

its software products and their distribution. reply it Wet stated that

discussion from all standpants is being encouraged\ The Bureau will receive

the recommendations and be glad to state yhat is bein\ g pr can be done io carry

tttem out. Another participant felt that the confetence s supportive of

improvements. "It would be helpful, hotiever, for the Burea to tell how it

will use the conference information and what it is doing.
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The following resolution was.then passed:

"rhe conference expressed its desire.that the Bureau of

.the.Censud be asked to advise participants through ihe

American Statistical Associationy its.plans respond'.
.to the various recommendations contained in the report

of the proceedlrigs of the conference."

35
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APPENDIX B

FINAL PROGRAM FOR CONFERENCE ON
DEVELOPMENT OF USER ORIENTED sorry=

,

Stouffer's National Center Hotel
Arlington, Virginia

November 8, 9, 10, 197

TPESDAY( NOVEMBER 6, 197T

8:00 - 9:00 Registration

9:00 - 9:30 Welcome and Introduction (Potomac Room)
FRED' C.SEINE, Ekecutive Director,
American Statistical Association

MANUEL D. PLOTKIN, Director,
U.S. Bureau of the Census

9:30:- 10:15 Overview of software state-of-the-artin informatiop'
delivery
LLIAM ALSBROOKS, Systems Software Division,
U.S. Bureau of the Census

1

10:15 - 10:30/ Break

10:30 - 11:15 Current plans and activities of Census Data Users Division
WARREN GLIMPSE, Data Users Services Divisionl

U.S. Bureau of the Census

11:15 - 12:00 Needs of users from the. viewpoint of loèal governments
and other public agencies

HAROLD KING, Urban Institute

12:00 - 1:15 Lunch (Charleston Port Room)

1:15 - 2:00 Needs for users from the Viewpoint of (Potomac Room)
economists, market researchers and
others in the private sector

RICHARD ELLIS, Market Research, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.

.Organization of Data

2:00 - 2:30 , Summary of user paper and questions
MERVIN MULLER, World Bank

A 2:30 - 3:00 Summary of Census Bureau paper and questions
BRUCE CARMICHAEL, Systems Software Division,
U.S. Bureau of the Census

t

3:00 - 3:15 Break

o .



Tuesday, November-el; 1977 - Continued

Tabulatidn of Data
#

us

3:15 - 3:45 Summary of user paper and questions
HUGH BROPHY,11.N. Secretariat

3:45 - 4:15 Summary 6f Census Bureau paper and questions
MELROY QUASNEY, Systems So ware Division, .

U.S. Bureau of the ,Cens
_

Presentation of Da a

4:15 - 4t45 .
Summary of user paper and que$tions
ROBIN WILLIAMS, IBM Corporati n

- 4:45 - 5:15 'Summary of Census Bureau,pape lama questions

.
LAWRENCE CORNISH, Systems So e Division,

U.S. Bureau of the Census

6:00 - 1:00 Reception (Charleston Port Room)

SJ,

7:00 - 8:30 Dinner
roi

(Charleston Port Room)

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1977. -

Simultaneous sessions by the Organization (Room 204), Tabulation (Room 110),

and presentation (Room 104), sub-groups according to the following scheaule:

9:00 - 10:15 Opening statements without interruption

10:15 - 10:30, Break

10:30 - 12:00 Discussion'of invited papers and ope ing statements

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch (Dewey I Room) ,

1:30 - 3:00 ..Proposing and discussion of recommendations

3:00 - 3:15 Breaks

3:15 - 5:00 Completing recommendations for submission to the

full Conference \

THRUSDAY, N0VE4BER-10c 19rr

(Resume full Conference)

9:00 - 9:30 Stibmission of Organization subzgrOup (fttomac Room)

recommendations.t6 full Conference

Discussion -,,

9:30.f 10:00 Submission of Tabulation sa-group'recommendatIons

vtc full Conference. Discusdion

1000 - 10:30

se

Stabmission of Presentation sub-group recommendations

tO full Conference. Dismission_

144



Thrusday, Noverberft10, 1977 - Continued.*

10:39/- 10:45 Break

10:45 -.12:00 Individual sub-group meetings to review
any proposed changes and prepare final
recommendations *

1200-j - 1:30 Lunch.

1.

J.

0 - 4:00 Acceptance of final recommendations
from sUb-groups by full Conference

(James Room)

(Potomac Room)

it

\

* For this period,the Tabulation (Room 110) and Pret;Ientation (Room 104) 11.

sub-groups will meet in the same rooms they used on Wednesday. The *I
Organization sub-group will stay at the front of the Potomac Room. .

4
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APPENDIX C.

The Oiganization, Tabulation and Presentation of Data

State of the Art: An Overview,

4

. William T. Alsbrooks James D. Fo y:\
Bureau of the Census George Whington,4Jniversity

2

1. Introduction

r

The prpose.of this paper is to survey
\*.

art,,from both a hardware and

of view, of the technical and

Alb

software

delivery

Data Organization

Data Tabulation; alnd

Data Presentation.,

the state'of the

technology pOint

capabilities for

These areas are central to improvin.g access to and'use

of machine readable Census*Bureau. clata.. In the area of ,

data organization, we will4talk aboilt 4he state of the

art in Data:Base Management Systems (DBMS); in the areaN_

of data tabulation, we will tali( about the state..of tfie

. art in Generalized Table Generator Systems; and in the

area of data presentation, we will talk about the state

of the art in Photocomposition and Computer Graphics.

The secti-6h-IJ, that follow examinefunctional capabiIces

of each of the three individual components; the integration
,

of the three components into a total system; anti the delivery

of the 'system ,capabilities to the enh user. -
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2,0 Tunctional Capabilities

2.1 Data Organization

A

The term "database" can be viewed from many different
.%01

vantage points: its access, purpose, description,

content and integration. But all definitions seem to

contain three essential and practical characteristics

An Organized, integrated collection of data.

A

A representation of the data which is natural

and conv'enient for users
'

with few restrictions
-

or modifications impOsed t9 suit the computer.

Capable of.use by all relevant applications

without duplication of data.

'A data base manageMent'system (DBMS) is simply the software

that supports such a database. The purpose of a DBMS is to

alldw Liers o deal directly wiql data and relations of data

rather ihan be coAcerned with sometimes complex storage

tructures.

-sumnatiZed by (PALM 75), the facilities that a DBMS can be

expected to provide"are: v,\

1), The controlled integration of data to avoid the

ineffliciCAcy and inconsistency of duplicated data.
.

2). The.separation of physical data storage from the

application logic using the.data tomaid flexibility

and ease of change in a dynamic environment.

48
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3). A single control of all data permitting

controlled concurrent use by a number of

independent oils-line users.

4) Provision for coMplex file structures

and access paths such that relevant
4

'relationships between aata units can be
...N.

readily expressed and data can be

1P

re-

trieved st efficiently for avariety
i

of appli ations.

5) . Generalized facilities for'the rapid

storage, modification, reorganization,

analysis and retrieval of data so that

the use of a database system imposer

no restrictions upon the 'user.

6) -Security tontrols to prevent unauthorized

acces to specific units of data, types

of dat or combinations of data.

7) Integrity controls to iirevent misuse or

corruption of stored dta, and facilities'
411

to provide complete reconstruction in

the event of hardware or software failure.

8) Performance both in a batch mode arid on-
/

that is consistent, measurable, and

capable of being optimized.

9) Compatibilitylwith major programming

languages, existing source programs, a

RI

I opb.
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vdriety.of hardware systems and.operating

syftems, and data externial to the database.

,

Figures 1,2, and 3 summarize the capabilities, of various

DBMS's.

The data base approach is more.-than merely a different

compu;et technique invOlving the storage of data ana the

use of additional generalized softare.. 'It involves a

new ap'proach toNsigning nd operati9 information systems

and has iar-reachin ts well beyond the data pfocesing

actIvities. 1ãse is a philosophy that regarddta

as.a resource a be 4anaged just is Other resources of the

organization are managed.

Described in terms of the CODASYL model, this is :accomplished

by definfng to the DBMS, through the faCilities of a Nta.

Definitianal Language. (DDL), the structure and format'of

data iii.the data base, the names and descriptions of the

data, relationships among units of data, and the methods

of access to the data. This definition of the data base is

called the schema.' \Data requirements oflapplications pro-

grams are als.o defined using the DDIrand are called stibschema.

This can be thought of as the user's view of the data base.

.
Operations of retrievL, "modification, storage 'and deletion

of data..are accomplished through a 4ta Manipulation Language

1
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The DBMS is directly responsible for the physical placement

of data on(the storage devices. A DeviceiMedia Contr,o1

Language is used by the system programmer to determine:

1) choice of device by data tyPe

2) physical 1:1ock size

3) record placement

4) overflow strategy.

dr,

Fundamentally there are only two ways of accessing data fpm
,

the mass storage device. Either the physical address is

Icnown so that it can be retrieved darectly, or if not .known,
0

the relevant part of the data base must be searched. The

fundamental physical structuring alternatives'are quite

,limited, although they van.be combined in a myriad of ways.

.-
fhe most simple is sequential where the ne'xt record required

is the nekt record on the.file; it is d,efined by its position;
i,

/
and its address is of no consequence. Aecords cal be .chained

together, with tj:ie address of.the next record in the current

record.

/
Hathing and indexing are both techniques which allow, direct

access to the desired 7cord, in some cases with just a

single access to the file.

P

The basic physical access methods.available to a database

system are limited and dO not, of themselves, provide the

necessary complex, file 'structkires. Instead- these are.



implemented by the use of logical structures defined in
0

the sehema and interpreted by the system software In terms

of_the basic structures. Logical dafa structures can first

be classified.s any of the following:

1) Simple:. All units of data are independent and'

- of logically equal significance. They can be

either Ordered or unordered.

4

2) Hierarchic: Units of data are dependent an&

COn be logically arranged in a hierarchy.of

levels in which units have a single owner'

and/or' own one.or hlore other units. A

hierarchical fileAs always,Drdered.
or

4

So'

3). Network: Units of' data are%dependent,aut in

a more complex structure thayn a hierarchy,

in which units have more than one owner, as

well as own one or more other!'unit4:'

A variety of file.organizations are supported by database.

4.

management,systems for both simple and hierarchital structures..
,

These can be thought of as secOnd,-1.evel, or logical structures,

\since each corresponds to combinations or extensions of the-,...
,

undamental physical structures. Such organizations include
,

indexed,. invetted, multilist, ring, tree, and network structures.

These logical data structures are then used to implement the

data models supported by various DBMS'.
52
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.
A hierarchical data modelis a iltection of trees in whit

j ,

the nodes are the 'record occurreices --',- in.other words, a
' - ,

,

one-to-many relationship.
. / ,

This data model can, be used. in, two Wayo:

1) The selection criteria din be specified as

a.path through the tree. Some or all Of

the records along the path are the desired

records. Example - IMS (IBM).

The'selection criteria are'specified in-
A.

dependeAly of the tree.structure. The

tree is thensearched through the

ties of an inierted indek for ihe desired.

records. Example System 2000 (MRI).

'

the princilual disadvantages of this type of model.is that

cit is often inadequate to accurately model the.data. An

example of its weakness is its inability to Model ageo-

graphic lattice'.- lsO, the tree structure makes many

retrievals difficult:, If, however, a hierarchyis an

accurate data model and if Most accesses can be exprossed

as straightforwarld trvearches, it can be very efficient.

.

The network data model allows for, many-to-many non-hier-

.rchical relationships. The .best.known of the network

systems are those based on thecOSYL (CODA,71) reports.

.1
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,
,The orknal"motivati'on fot tflis approach was the need for

4

Superimposed on a var,i0y of pAysical sturage stru tdres
--1$$

is A logical structure al1e4:a let-ring 'StrucTut which

links redbrd occurrences, An'owner record .can have many

members. A member recordcdan.be assoCiated with many

owners in l'ifferent sets. 'The pLimary advantage of the

CIO

network is that a wide variety of physical anaslogical

structures are (provided and they can model most collections

of data very well. There are many ,choices to allow for

optimizing lierfotmance. Trere are also disadvantages. For

with all the aherliattves, come the tomplications. A

tetwoTk model is very complex, and a user must know a great

ideak about the 'actual storage silOc re to program efficieritly.

Examples DMS 1100 (UNIVAC)-

.IDS/II (HONEyWELM

IbMS (CaLINANE)

.

(1

ffi "R. ,

'Th-e /selational data model is an approach develoted largely

in.-the ISM Research Laboratories.at San Jose, Califo'rnia.

.The most sd_gnifiCant papers have.been by E. -F. Godd .(CODD 7:01

data,A.Uependencv_Arid, the nepd,i0 identify ipconsiztencies
, e' .

wittyin database::Aiirt it spon.beCame*parent'that the
,

.rel,vatipnalmodet0)ebause. its :_hagic-- simplicity,' eould
0

1,
.

i
.- .

. ,)

We.11. -grov.i.de:, utqfyi,:4,g;..Atruccdf.:e "for[the deign of aRy
. , .

. .

"N

..-1
,Oatibiise.s'ittilli 4114714411i14Ftion01004gre.'-'The user is

. '....,43seilt,PA.::1,1ths'':9411*--,:ape---:That:a,fi'uct"itte with. which to
. . , . . . 4

A ,...

- N ,`"

,
..-
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4esign a schema and need not be concerned with the

complexity of linkage's, network, 'repeating groups and

indexes.

Thejelational model is a,Ma'thematical approach budlt
4 "

around two basic concepts. Tlielogical,storage structure

used is a relation'in third normal form, which is a type

of relation with the optimal properties for use in a data-.
,

-

base.

.

Arl data-in,the relational model ig viewed logically.as a

simple tabte.. This is easily understood by the layman and '
,

(.. is sui'ted fob/display 'on
)

terminals. Mathematically Viese.
. .

.. .,
table are'. known as relations. A relation of degree 'A'

e .# it CA */ : ,
'has'the following

,

puTerties:4. .
..

4. ,

.) . , ..

l). ccntains 'n' columns (known as'domains).;
. _

.2) all,-elements in a giVen domain are of

the same type;.

eaderow represents an n-tuple of t4e

relation and :contains 'n' elements;'.

4) the ordering of rows is immaterial;.

5) . all rows are d,istinFt (there are .no

duplicate tuples); And '

columns (domains) are aSsigde&distin.ct

names.

55
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- In cony ntiopal terms, a relation can best be equated to '

a se.ial file containing,one recdrd type of fixed length.

Thus,.a tule is'equivalent to a record; a domain, to all

data-'items of a particUlar type in the.file.

Tuples are identified'by their keys, which are forted from

a combination of one or more elements. A tuple can contain
a

nfore than oneicombinatIon of elements that uniquely defines
;

it. Edch combination is termed a candidate key; ttle one

arbitrar41y selected to identify the tuple is its primary

key.

A rekational model'sabschema- is very concisely defined. It

.11e.ed name only the felations and domains and indicate the

primary keys. The userlis,not concerned with ordering.,

indexing, or...lccess paths so they need.not be defined. In

. ,
*

addition, such aspects of. the physical data can be altered-

with:out impai-rint thc amilications using it.

From the user!s point of vititw and to a lesser extent the
0

implementorq the major Adirantage of this approach'is

:basic simplicity. It is nat a system that has 'grown simply

in an attempt to meet user requirements, but an'approach

from first principles', with a riiorous mathematical basis in

relational calculus *6'

The .?elation1 calculus is powerful in its simplicity, and

'its conciseness and c1arity make it easy to amend. Programming
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effort is reduced, particularly in updating, because

entije relations can be Processed with one relational

Cal,culus statement. It is well suited to query handling.

but it is not conceined with.output formatting. BeCause4
..

.

only relations and domains can II,addressed, access
--.

47:.; s

control problems are reduced. ;he relational calculus
°

is claimed to be better suited to optimization and to

augmentation with improved facilities than prOtedural

'languages based on relational algebra.

By removing many decision-making responsibilities from

,the user, the relational model iimposes.additional problems

upon the ilmplementor.

The us.er cannot define network or_ hierarchical structures.

This does not mean that they canriot be u;ed by the 'system

if It is the mosl efficient means,of physical storage.

Relations'in third normal form 'could be stor'd as,serial.

files. Howevler, the number of extraneous fields would
A

produce a great deal of data duplication with possibly

unacceptable storage overheads. .The problems of amending

such duplicated data have not been eliminateok. Unlike.the

CODASYL set structures, there is a.wide choice of methods

of representing relations in physical storage. For eximple,

a relation,can. be stored by tuples.or domains, or can exist

only as pointers fram other relations. Tge ideal implemen-

tation should be:sufficiently flexible to provide the,

f 57
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tructures best suited to the particular data and iti

sage, If.it is not, the database administrator will

Jineed control over the physical storage structures used

'for each type of relation.

Tske disadvantages-of the relational model are not clear

at this'time Since hee is a lack qfpractical experience

of co stems to draw upon, the notable exception

being the Honeywell Multics Relational Data Store. Statistics
.

-,Canada has developed a relational sys,tem in which they are

.suite please&c,alled RAPID, specifically'for p'rocessing

their 1976 census. iNGRES is a relational DBMS that'has

been developed 'at the University of Californi'a 7 Berkeley..

Why are we so intereted in the relational model? The answer

is simple; most DBMS's available today are designed to

optimize the retrieval of a large amount of inlformation

from a small number of records. In statistical data

processing, mpst often what we need is a siall amount of

information from a ver* large number of records.

2.2 , Data Tabulatio0

Tabulation of d4a is an integral and ifievitable part of

any statistical task. Whether the tables'be created by

experienced programmers.for large-scale censuses or by

subjeCt maltter analysts for studies involving small samples,

this task is complicated, tedious and repetitive. In most

58
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cases, a generalized tabulating system. simplifies the

,effort -and enhances the final p duct.
a.

4.1

A generalized tabulating system i a series of parametet

driven computer programs designed to select, to restructure',

to cross-tabulate and to display statistical data. Tht

Ir s
ystem is highly user-oriented thiough the utiliTion of

a nontechnical, nonprocedural, compact, English-like command

language that is eay to learn and easy to use. Users need
A

not have experience with conventional programming languages

.

in order to produce a wide variety of tables with minimal

programming effort.

,.

Tht four important Components in deteriining the success of.
. ,

4

a generalized tabulating system are its

1) tatiulating power,

2) ease of uset

3) erivironmental adap,tabilitir, and

4)' acceptance.

ft

Ta6ulating power refers4to the ability of a system to produce

tabies as requested by its user. For example, the computa-

I tional and formattfng ability, ana the'lucid and ajesthetic

display capability are fundamutal to this'criteri On
9

the other hand, the clarity of the documentation and the

design orthe user language aie ceptral'issues concerning

the system's ease of use. Environmental adaptability may

alsg play an important role inthe decision of choosing

6(I
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a tabulating system for installations which do not possess

large scale computers. Transportability; memoTy require-

ments, and processing efficiency have effectively eliminated

many tabulating systems from being considered for adoption:

Othellil functional features of a tabulatIng system iuch as

statistical capabilities,'linkage to data base management

systems andegiaphical display systems may 'also, he critical.

-f

Finally, a genera*zed tabutilating system can have.the power,

be easy to use and be adaptable to the environmpnt but then
."

must be accepted by its potential users. In most cases,

'this means a change fromAhe,practice of custom coding

complete programs eo the coding of simple parameters.

Statistical and economic analysts like this because it

means that they can produce 'their analytical-tables indepen-

dent of programmers. Programmers and programming managers

seem not-to like.a GTS because it stifles their, creativity

and minimizes their independence in the statistical production .

process. But, in order for a GTS to be effective, it must

be used; therefore, it must be iicc406d.

What is the state of the art in Da4 Tabulation systems?

Figure 4 shows a:selected list of.tabulation systems and

some of their characteristics. Figbre 5 shows a selected

list of statistical packages4with tabulition capabilities.

Much of this information comps from 'FRAN:76).

1
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PaCICages,likp SySS, BMDP, DATA-TEXT, and SAS are tiell

acfflpted and widely used. They provide limited tabulAtion

capabilities in the sense of the tumber of cells'that can

be tabulated in one data pass and in their data display

options. But, they do provide the analystowith- a broad

range of statistical routines.

Also of concern the ability to tabulate large census

micro and mtcro data files, and to format the_tabblation

ready fo blication.

Several national statistical offices are active in ihe data

tabulation area. Statistic% Canada is using four generalized

tabulating packages. CASPER, STATARE, STATPAK and TPL.

CASPER was developed in the late 1960's* and caught on slowly,
4

but it still has. limited .use. CASPER has been largely

replaced by STATAPE with its expanded capabilities ahd

improved user language. STATPAK subplements STATAPE by

providing interface capabilities with Statistics Canada's

data base management system RAPID, mentioned in the preceeding

section.

Statistics Canada estimates that 7,0% of al1 tables are
,

currently being produced using generalize tabulating systems.

This figure includes the tabulations for theAr 1976,Census

of Population and Housing.
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The 1, S. Bureau of Labor Statistics released their Table

ProkOucing Language'(TPL) in 1974. Today, this appears to

be the most Adely used generalized tabulating system in

the.worid. It has beeri distributed to over 150 installations.

Recently introduced at Statistics Canada, TPL is already

gaining widespread usage.

As do many such systems, TPL uses a codebook or.data dictionary

to define data variables, their names and their descriptions.

This codebook is usually coded by a programmer fapiliar with

the data. rt A then used b; analysts or other programmers

for their table preparation. Data is then referenced 17

data name, just,as with DBMS's. This is a very important.

feature for table generators because it allows for data

independence and consistency between programs and programmers.,

Usage of TPL has increased to a level where tdday there are
\

over 3000 references each month at the gIH computer center..

It isinlow normal practice at BLS to peiform all new tabulations

with TPL.

Sweden is using their TAB68; France their'system called LEDA;

,and Czechoslovakia, ISIS. In May,1977, the CAsus Bureau

released a.generali,ied tabulating sys em called GTS1.

Although these table generators may be different in their
%

,language, the machines they run on, and thetr internal

deSign, they possess one common thread they are pll working,
.
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parameter driven generaliza tabulating'system4:

2.3 Data Presentation

,

Data Presentation, using the computer, 'comes in many forms -

charts, graphs, photocompos,ition, microform, and publications.

The objectiire is the display of4data in graphical or pictorial

form to help users of the data discern relevant pattetns,

trends and relationships. Very few people who haire used

good charts and graphs would argue with the proposition that

"A pidture iS worth a thousand data values."

,This paraphrasing of the old adage not only reveals the)oower

of graphics, but the problem with graphics: for graphics

technology to be useful, there must be data values to be

displayed. ,This.is best achieved by integrating graphics
OF

and DBMS's, a goal which is much-discussed and little-achieved.

This integration theme will be further pursued in this and

the following section. .0
Understanding the state of the art in graphics requires

recognition of the dichotomy between graphics for data

analysis and graphics for pubrication. 1 Thei-e are substantial'

differences in quality, precision, and aesthetics of the:

data presentation. At the, level of preparing graphical

output, publication-quality graphics is more expensive and ,

time-consuming than is data-analysis graphics. Yet both/

sorts of giaphics are relevant to thd use of Census Bureau

data. 63
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In data analysis, the emphasis is on quick interActive

,

specification.and production of scatter plots, eiltirical
l' f

and theoretical probability density functions and cumu- lk

lative probability functions, regression fits', and time

series. The purpose of the analysis is td aid both

understanding of the data's statistical phenomenon (type
a

of distribution, correlations) ana the data's significance
,

and m _fling (demographic trends, relation between various

social an economic indicators, etc.).

41

The aesthetics of the data presentation are not overly

imp'ortant. What is important is the provision of easy.to

use, uncomplicated systems,whose use can be quickly mastered

.by analysts with littiv or.no computei programming experience.

Eassof use incluples integration of the system with.a general

and powerful dat# base system, so that any and all data of

interest can be easily'aCckssed.

b),

.A number of such systems exist. The'succes§,of the systems

is much less a, function of the straightforward graphics

technology the'Y use tam of their integration of graphics

`.' andt, data. -

0

In publication of statistical data, the aestheWcs, quality

and resolulion of comp'uter-generated imdges become very

imponXant, even critical. Crude Alots which might satisfy

and be useful to an analyst are ynsatisfactory to many of.
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the end users of Census Bureau data. Decision-makers and

policy-makers in the public and private sectors who use

the data have neither time nor inclination to work with .

anything but the best that-can be.offered.
4.

The state of the-Tert in data presentation is schizophrenic.
\,.
There is the data analysis data publication dichotomy. ,

A

In,addition, there is a broad gap between state of the.

art and common practice: a gap broader than in most

technicallY evoI4ing areas. 'On the one hand, there are .

numerous.examples of magnificient computer-geriz-rated charts,

and graphics, many of them in full color. On the other hand,

there are precious few commercially avitilable turn-key

systems. As a consequence, state of the art work is done

in but a few research labs, universities, and government

ageacies.

There are:,several reasons. Doing graphics work requires the

integration numerous hardware and software..components,

more so than regular interactive computing. Major investment

in time and equipment are usuapy-necessary. As discussed\

in a later se9tion, most graphics software is' not especially

portable, so program sharing is difficult. Investment in

gfaphcs is often.treated as discretjonary, so graphics

development has lagged areas, such as DBMS, seen as' more

centralbor crucial to many organizations' ggals.
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Fdr these various reasons,,the state of the art in,graphics

is rather diffuse, quite unlike the DBMS and tabulAtion

areas. The state of the art wil described from the
.

.
viewpoints of hardware technology and software/system.

v

,tdchnology.

Graphics Hardware

AvaiJable hardware for interactive graphi s (for data,.analysis

or.preparation of .publications) ranges from the 4t400,0 direct--

,

viewqrage,tube to the $100,000 high-performance lin, -drawingo,

or.color raseer display systet. While even better price mnd

\ performance are desirable, and expected, what we have is quite

a u§able for the tasIs. at hand.

This is also true for-graphics plotting devices.

inexOnsive pen plotters and electrostatic matrix printer/ .2

plotters produce very usable plots fo; data analysis 'and for

proofing of soid types of publication material. Costs are

often we11\under $10,000. High-quality proofini and final

output can be-had using precision plotters or COM devices,'

which cost from $150,000 to $300,000. It is possible, f4om

the hardware viewpoint, to produce complete camera-ready copy '

of pages including charts, graphs, maps, text and tables.

Color-separated negatives can also be produced..
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Graphics Software 40

Graphics software-technology has two major,focuses: general-

purpose Iraphfcs subroutine packages, and the applications*
,4

, which are-built using the packages. The packages are of

two sorts,: those whose exclusive or major emphasis is

plotting, such as DISgPLA (DISS) and;CALCOMP (CALC),vand

those whose, major emphasis.is interactive graphics, but

-still with the possibilit'y of producing hard-copy Nots,
,

such as GPGS (CARU 77)'and GCS (PUK 76). The distinction

between these two types of packages has already begun .to

blur: most of the newer packages,

as 6ne type or the other, also prov

hile still Adentifiable

some (perhaps lltited)

capabilities of the other sort. these packages will continue

to evolve, but thei are already quite usable. .Their basic

purposes are firstly to hide all details of the display

hardwarelrom the programmer '(much like a comPiler hides°

computer's,.details), and secondly (in most but not all cases)

to allow production of,complicated cliarts such as tiMeseries,
1

barcharts, dnd, pie'diarlits with juSt a few subroutine calis

to the package. trhe packages allow 'programs:to draw siMple

Oots tobe written and tested in a few, hours or less. The ,

S.

packages also, allow simple interactive programs to be pre'pared

in days or at'most weeks. c

Unfortunatel little of the hardware and softiqare technology,

has been trans ted intolturn-key systems which can be.

(
'4 A
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)0,thouitst rdwitring non-trildal investmehtg Jn system
,.

14ntegxation ana:.-4ppIicatiOn programmdno. :There are few

9.

Costs; aTe low, and there-iip a 'wide" user-4community."'GeneraI

Electric's. Gendgraphics%system can bp..us-ed interactively to
.

,exceptiftsvu'The tirst is Tatronix hi'rdware-and soAtware

which can=xeadilay be used fOr some types of datj/analYsis:

o.1

"

I I)

produce impre's.sive color slides for-presentations; and cOuld

4 . =

be modified to produce output'suitable for publications; It

, /-

is a specially-programmed,-minicomputer-based, stand-alone ,

,

-

.
,

.systei which would be difficult to.integrate into a...n overall
.

publication or data analysis system., and costs in excess of

$300,000. The1Pina.1 exception is in the diaft)mg and design

area.,but.. such systems are not us:able for analysis and publi-

cation of.Census type data.
. *

Resources for Graphics

W

8imple geaphics can be done^with little inVestment in peoie
, .1.

or equipmept: $15;000 fdr'a Tektronix terminal and hard-cOy

unit tied tb a large time-shared computer,. plus a progtaMmer.
, .

. . .

, ,

to work with the people who have the problems to 'be. addressed.
,.. ,

..

Quite a bit of leverage can be.had in a prokrammer-rich

enwironment, simply by having the-"graohics progriame train
S

other programmers. But if programmers ard .scarCe or nottexitenf,4'
.

,Y .

.

little can-be done with sucilveq
1,

merit beyonWthe usq of\ ,

II.
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"#1,111.0!..".-.pack4geslor pottin,g'smA-11.:qiwaities (tens or
, "

twpntiles) ofdata'Aralub's .,

%

Significant grapjlics it 1.9r data analysis
.

requires,,,signifi-cant people-"and eq4ipment resouraes. Most,
-.

.-..L:

-.. - .,--..

mijor compuier--,grapilics'in4tallati*s -nye 5 to 10 staff.
,

...: .
. 6 .

. . .

_ . e - a - .

..:members, and.equipment-:..valOd f*orn.42560GO.to oVer $1,000,000.

or ptiblicatioh,

Therd are naturally a- few exceptionthest staffing needS:

-a.few installations mariage7with.f.two'oetkrep-:exc.eddingly'., ..

...
-

dediCated and self-disciplined-people.
k-,

4
.

0 ,

-ReeMOras4ing what has been;stated eaTlierrgraphicsis unlike_ .

To::
6

. ,.
DB and, Data:Tabulation bec'itise;',itrequires wire Infegration: :

.

system coinponents, such as terllinal hard*are.- data'communi-
..s.-

.

4

.cationS, plotters, sy.stems software, arid applicatiou programs.
,

Thus it..canbe Oc.pensive and technologIcally cliallenging, .

, .
1

especially.when the graphics is further integrated,wiit'a:

data.base;aas deseribed in the following.section.
'

6.

41,

3.0 . Intagration

.

Data Kase Managenient:'SystemS, Data Tabulation Systems,4and'

. Data Presentation Systems are.all, useful in their own.right.

But to develop userLoriented software for.dealing with-verY.

large statistical data bases such as the Bureau of the Cengus4

an.iniegration of the systems is .absolutOly essential.' Figure'l

6 shows the general sort of integratidn which is requiied.

,
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Data is entered throUgh the DBMS'into the data base whereY

it can be edited and imputed. The Data Tabulation System .1

accesses the data through the DBMS, and stores, the resulting

tabufations back into the data base. The tabulation resultS

can of course be immediately printed as tables for examina-

tion, and can.be used as input to the Data Presentation
0

System for the preparation of charts and statistical maps.

The common user interface allows users of the total system to

deal with single, uniform sets of concepts, terminology, and

procedur4 for carrying out data'tabulation and data presen-.

tation.

Each component of the integratioy is important. T4e DBMS

2,
Data Tabulation link allowsall data being tabulated to be

represented, stored% and accessed'in a uniform'way. It is

not necessary to virite special conversion,programs for data

to be tabulated. The DBMS Data Presentation fink permits

serious graphical data analysis and chart and map presentation,
4

..to be,dope. Some such link is essential, because the volume

of dati involved can be quite high. For instance, a county-
,-

leyel cHoropleth map contains in excess of3000 data values.

'A ten-year trend chart,of several mohtlily economic indicators

contains 120 data values per trend-line. These data Values

canrtot realistically be manually enteted into a data presen-

tation system. In an enviroment where the empha/ls is ono

wit f.
ease of use and high volume use, it is.unreasonable to.require

70
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pect the writing of one-time special-purpose programs

to convert data from a DBMS or acc6si method represenfation

to that needed by a particular plor\package. This simply'

consumes too much programmer resource, and juxtaposes a

psychological and financial barrier between the data analyst

or eublication prodUcer and the computer data base. What

we need is a system with which the data analyst, Put;lication

. AP
producervand perhaps in some contexts, the decision-maker

can sit down at a terminal, specify any required tabutions)
IP

and.then interactively_axamine the data in tabular and

graphical form, with sufficient flexibility to allow experi-

mentation with the data presentation.

The high-level model of F. ure 6 can be further refined in
.

two ilirections one for ta analysis, the other for data

publication. Figure 7.shows an expanded data analysis

system: Data can be.retrieved, tabulated:analyzed, and

presented in various. ways. With the pOssible exception of

the data retrieval,(which might be quite slow) , all these

steps woUld be carried out interactively.

For publication,work, the integration needs ar actually r

more complei, as shown in Figure 8. This figure reinfqrces,

the centrality of the data base, and shows that a number of,

subsystems (only some of which directly involve.graphics):are

needed for total computerization of the publication (that.is,

Data Presentation).process.

71'
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Existing Integrated Systems
k

.JA number of partially-integrated systems have been developed,

but we know of none that are4completely ifitutated. the',

'data analysis domain, Uhiversity of California, at Berkeley's

GEOQUEL/INGRES, IBM's GADS and Los Alamos Labs' oil-lease
. .

system repTpsent varying degrees of integration% 14E0QUEL
. .

(BERM 7i17) (Figure 9)*, a .geographic information system., is
-

built upon, the relational data base system INGRES (TON 76).

Maps and data about geographic areas defined by, the maps are

stored, ins èrelationa1 data base, and can easily be displayed.

If "Mapofusa" is aistate-level map of the USA, then

MAP mapofus'a ON popu.lation.,

eauses the map.to be displayed with statIpopulation gures.

.A statistical map of the USA, using density of printed,symbols

go show population and car density, can be obtained with

ea.

SHADE mapofusa WITHJipersonsi ."x", #autos IS q*"

Thus rathier complex presentations can be obtained. quite simply.

In additionp'the underlying relational data base system allows

arbitrary retrievaf and manipulaition of data. '(

4

The GADS system developed by Robin WilliaMs.(CARL'74, WILL 74)

and colleagues at IBM's San-Jose Research Lab integrates a

*Shaded areas on the figures represent implemented capabilities.
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relational data base of small Area cetisus and lbcal data

with'an.interactive color raster display (Figure 10).

The user gives data retrieval, processing, and diplay

commands, and quickay sees the results. The'emphasis is

on geo-data, and on information display-using maps.

Computer,geneTated data/can, if desired, be superimposed

with a local map on thedisplay console.

//

WAk at Los Alamos Scientific Labs .(Figure" 11)?by Phillips,

Siebprt, and others (PHIL 77) is used to maintain a data

ase (using the S2000 DBMS) of off-shore oil leases in the )

Gulf of Mexico. Choropleth maps are-created to show the

status of variods lease 'plott.4, A high:precision plm

rteco er is used to make color slides and prints.

,

'Itatigics Canada has two partially, integrated systems.
.

1
--_-.-

n
The'tirst one which produce's working tables, utilizes RAPID,

reltional data base system discussed earlier,with

STATPAkp\the table generator sy.stem that works with the

data base. The s'ecend system does their photocomposition

out benefit-of the daia base, using thv table generator

1
system CASPEA' with some custom coding to interface.with a

Vid.eocomp o\wned by a private contract firm.

The Bureau f Labor.Sfatistics' sYstem uses CINCOM's network

data base-m nagement, system TOTAL with BWs own generalized

tabulating'TPL.. Phototomposition is done using PCL, thei;,1

I.
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ww,

prinat control language wi,thin.TPL. The resultantoutpui

is phototypeset using the.Government Printing Office's.

Linotron; Graphics work at BLS consists rimarily of the

production-of trend charts.using DISSPLA. BLS is working

, toward a completely integrated system.

The Census Bureau has two partially-integrated systems

(Figure 14). The graphics systems are oriented toward data

publication but used also for some dat,a analysis. There

are data presentation systems for dot, choropleth, and

statistical maps (JONE 77), and for bar (FREE 76), pie
to

(JOHN 76) and time-series or trend-line (SPAI 76) "charts.,

The time-series chart system is integrated with a special-

purpose DBMS for maintaining the time series (BUSC 76).

The second systeM, GTS,(Genera/izet Tabulating System)

.(GENE 77) tabulates sequential files according to retrieval

(and rocessing Yequests. There is a flexible capability
I

for 6pecifying the details.of how the table is to be pre-

sented with a line printer.

It is interesting to observe that none of these systems

comes close to achieving a full integration of data manage-

dent, data tabulation, and data presentation 6rstems. The
9

highest degrees of iktegration are for small, limited-purpose

systems. *There appear to be seueral reastns *for tfiis.

4
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6

System Inturation Problems

The most fundamental problem is the quandry presented by

the followingftwo statements:

It is difficult to integrate existing systems
f4,

which were not initially designed to be integrated.

. 2) It is Opensive to develop new systems.

) 'The net is that existilng,.already-develorted subsystems are

'generally not directly uhble in building an integrated

total system. Adaptations and modifications may be TeaSible,

and are preferred, for economic reasons, to starting completely

from scratch. In fact, thowever, the ease-Of use objective is

usuallT,best met by starting a system design Project without

a commitment to using or adapting existing software. This
* '

anon the development 'of a*colikeptual whole'with an ntegrity

of its own, unfettered by the need to compromise the d sign's

clarity (hence,ease of use) for the sake of using existing
/

software. .

System integratiun is also hampered by portability anh standards

problems. JUst the right graphi-cs system might bR available

on computer "A", but unless the programs can be moved to

computer "B" they are relatively useless.

We bel4velthatsit is possible to build an integrated system

to use a large.statistical data base stith as the Censtis
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Bureau's. The subsystems are understood, some integration

has already been achieved, mid. the hardware, software and

systems technologx is unders*4. What is needed, is the

commitment ana resources. It 'can be done!'

4.0- System Delivery

4

Once an. integrated generalized information system has been

: developed, the next issue fo be addressed is that of delivery

of the system capabilities to the end user.

There are all sorts of users of Census data' large and

small, private and government, business and industry, academic

and commercial, with or without technical interest and with

or without:computer and programmer resources. Therefore, we

must consider a broad spectrum of delivery possibilities when

ft

. we consider making our data available to end users. What are

\the possibilities?

irst, the data 'can be made avanable'through human inter-

mediaries. This can be done by having some aata users'

servce organization whereby t

for d a can b"e satisfied.

r's particular request-

The sec d possibility is the istributibn of ftware'with

the dat for use within the reqUestor's data center.

The thira and last pvsibility would be the establishment of

public-a cess data centers, whereby, through data Communication

76
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facpities Ihe users would have access to Me data base

and the software tools to solve ,theiT data requirements.

4

But, there are factors affecting system delivery Whatever

approach is chosen. Hardirare compatibility is the First

problem and is affected by such things as,interpal formats,

word sizes, and peripheral and ancillary equipment.
a

Another problem to be encountered is that of software

portability. Delivering software to operate on different .

computer systems isiquite a challenge. But, we know that

this is possible-by ttie example of numeroul,successful

models, including SPSS,-BMD,,S2000, 10K IV, IMSL, DISSPLA,

and*PLOT-10. These systems have been successfully distri-

buted by overcoming two barriers: the technological one of'

. achieving CPU, lgnguage, apd operating. system independence,

and the m'anagerial one of providing a .disciplined system

for creating; updating, and disseminating system documentation,

fixes,. and upgrades. Neither barrier is trivial,-although

e technologists tend to dwell on'the'former, leaving the latter

1. ,*
.to dhance,.

1

The,technological problems are perhdps a bit more complex'
. /

than those addressed by the distributors of the above models,

because;we are concerned with integrated systems which req4ire

diveirse computer resources: large file systems, large mein,

memory,,.various graphics devices.
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Many problems are resolved by using a standard prografflming

language, such r'ANSI FORTRAN Iy or ANSI ,COBOL. But some
4

operating system interface matters, and wOrd size/precision

problems, still remain. They are generally liesolvable by

programming-so as to isolate the operating system or com-

puter dependencies to a few subroutines which are recoded

for each new environment.

,) If a program which is to beckleIlvered requires4 DBMS, there

are two choices: deliver.the DBMS also, or interface'to.a

!'standarIl" DBMS. Unhappily, there are no standards for DBMS's,

although several commercial systems (such as MRI's S2000 and

CINCOM's TOTAL) have lieen implemented.with diffeient manu-

?facturer's computer systems. The CODASYL report (CODA 71).

has'had a major impact on DBMSs, and many DBMS's conform at
0

4

least to the spirit of the report's recommendations. Thus

there are a number of similar, but not equal, DBMS's in

existence. This is not ehough.for softWarel distribution,
.9

j'ust as having ten or s.o FORTRAN dialeGts is *not enough:

'For passive output graphics, there are two dominant de fato

standards: the "CALCOMP routines" (ALC),.and DISSPLA (D1SS).

For interactive graphics, there re a number of widely-used ,

device-independent packages, such as GPGS (CARU 77), GCS.
#

(PUK 76) and GINO,F (GINO). None has athieved preeminen p.

There is also a proposed standard, developed-by ACM/SIGGRAPH,

ie

which may be officially adopted by ANSI (perl*s in modified
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0

form) wi.Olin the next few years (G8PC 77).

.To summarize software portability, it is fair to say that

standard FORTRAN or COBOL programs which da processing.

. ()and simpLe I/0 can be "ported" to 'new computers quite

easily. Programs requiring the services.of DBMS's or

graphics-packages are not nearly so easily moved.

The thitd problem is that ,of data portability. In sequential

summary tape form, 'data lortability is very do-able since

there are no real technological problems with the existing

standards for tape format, labelling and coding?r Standards

also exist for data communication, therefore, data transmission

poses no techriological problems.

Datia portability using DBMS structures is also do-able with

41 portable DBMS. Today, we know of none that are not,some-

what machine dependent.
tl

These portability problems largely disappear if the public-

access multi-user service centef approach is selected as

thf delivery vehicle. Statistics Canada has an interesting;-

unique ,approach to delivery of their economic time, series

AatU, base through a system called CANSIM. Through ajoint

government/priyate enterprise venture, CANSIM is made availabl,e

throilgh commercial, time--sharinog services throughout Canada,

the U.S. and even Eurpope.. Statistics Canada maintains the

4.*
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4

master data base'at a "parent",time-sharing center in

Montreal. "Subscriber" time-sharing services contract

with Statistics Canada.for $1500 a month for the right

to market the time series that they download each day

from the parent center. Subscribers are contractually

obligated to update data bases within twenty-four hours

of an update of the master file in the "parent" center.

MK

Each time-sharing service makes available CANSIM software

made available to them by Statistics Canada, as well as,

, any software that they have developed for their users.

Statis ics Canada usesan AMDAHL 470 V-6 computer which, is

plug-to,--plug compatible with the IBM 370. Only software

..developed'for theiT maddrib is distribUted. Subscribers

with machines outside the IBM 370 family muSt assume thes

7sponsibility of converting the CANSIM software to their

environmegt.

This approach to deliVery of data appearg to Work very well.
,

It is but one of many possibilitieS involving a public-access.

. system.

No, matter'hOw end users access the computer, there must be

good interactive actess to the integrated systets capabilitie'g
. ,

,It is crucial that these tapabilities be easy to use.. Other-

. %wike, they,may-not be used'at all!, We know :that ease of use
#
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)1

. .
.

0 .a . . ,,
. is easyr44..Jaa ahout but hard to achieve. Both the

conceptt
&

.... .

al system model, which the users must master,
, 4

P

as well as the cbtails of the. command language syntax,

error messages;rand promp.ts must be carefullY designed.

To aChieve systems that art.easy to use requires areful

top,down design and planning. .We'are beginriing to 'know
1

how to do.this (FOE 74, CHER 76) 'but Qur skills are.not

nearly perfected. yhat'we do know is that vaking systems
e

:easy I use is expensive of lloth people-an computer time:

- We know that redesigns of co and languages e sometimds

ct

I.

.

necessary, and that use of general-purpose. tools can make
0

.the implementation and modification tasks faster and less

expensive. There is certainly the possibility-of'an easy

to use command language patterned after English, but in a-
.

constr ained form, Such systems are likely to be common...

the next decade.

.At the Moment, only the'military, large*.vendors/users, and
. .

a few'research 'labs seem. concerned.abOul- computkr,system

ease of use. 'We must be prepared to join initheir concern,

study their systems, nd lear'n their craft.

tit
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40

'kg

,

:r$ystems have -beein deyeloped 4or DBMS .; GTS arid Photocompositions
1 )

,4 and cOmputerarnerattd grapilics.; Today, completely integrated
itt,

,
^systems do not exist* but ,partiallly. integrated special. purpose-

. . 1/4

system's, do exist and heav,e demonstrated the technological

,Jeasibility, of deveroPing a completely integrated generalized

information sistem. Al,L it takes- is Te s our ces , a management

commitMent - It can, be done! 4
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e 'IRE NEEDS FOR AND AVAILABItLITY OF ilSiR tOFTWAn TO

PROCESS SAND ANALYZE CENSUS BUREAU MACHINE-REAT4tE PROWCTS1/
A

,i 01°

I.

r

\

Warrenl. Glippse

Data User ServicesTivision
U.S. BUrvu of the ensus

0.
4t ,

I. .INTRODUCTION-

i 4/1,4

,

1,
4.

ti

,

4.

.

data, geographic:reference.d and cross-reference and d9scriptpr

.P1..

.. type data being made available in madine-readable.form.' Usdi demand.',

is further heightened by giowing sopht,41catión, of users in. using comL
N. . , .

.
.4. puters to.analyze statistidal Nla. 4. e

A
40

A steadily increasing'volume of data produced by the Census Bureau
4

is,being made available tojhe publieln machine-fealtblt.form. The uger

A

demand for these prodUcts continues to grow at an 'even faster pace, re-',

,

,flecting thd, high.leyel of i terest microdata, more"aited summary /

4,

. . Ten year ago.both the-supply of and.demand for Cengus-4Bureau

11.,.

readable products was quite,limited with only A fed reels pf tape being'
.

.

44.

.00

.

Oistributed per year. Since. 1971; hodever, more Itan 2'0,000 reels of 'taiSe

have been sold representing more than $1.2 million in standard tape'product

sales. -It ,is estimated that the total magnitude of these tape products in

the user ddmain-acquired through iintermediaries,, such as sumOary tape.

prbcessing.centers, 8 IosAO times this yol as many as 2100,000-

feels of tape. During the same period; approx ately $3.5
.

. r,.

4

1/Prepared for the 1977 Joint Ameritan Statistical Agsociation/U.S, Bureau of

The Census-Conference,on,Devei t of User Oriented SOttwdre, sponsored by

the National Science FoundatOn, vembel- 8, 1977, WashiwtOn, D.C.
,

I.

.4
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spedaltabUlation Objects.have been,undertaken 'for the 1970 decennial

cehsus data'alone. Mbst of these customized products have been delivered

-to ihe sponsor, and other interested useis, in machine-readable form.

. .°'These trends are expected to continue.due to increasingonounts of data
,

"0,

/

being made availale from a larger number Of statistical programs and a

;growing number of users making u4se.of machine:readable products.
.

( ,

,

,

-There is little question that user acce?tible software playt an4,
,

\ ..
.

-.important role in processing these machine-rea4able products for admin-
411,

istrative,'planning, and decfsionmaking Rurposes: This paper provides

an overview and,pdrspective'concerningIthe'needs for and availability of.

user accessible software and related issueslinvolving ways to improye
rft

access to/and use of Cenkus gureau machine-readaide products: In this..

context, users are defined to be those persons engaged in the process
fr

of acquiring, and processing Census-Bureau machine-readable data. While

in part this group includes.some Census Bureau stff, the larger universe t

-

of users are non-Census Bureau staff located in Federal agencies, State,/
.

and local gonment agencies, colleges and universities, businesses,

and professional and trade associations as well as individual researchers,

ind others. User accessible software includes computer programs which

1

may be acquired by users for use on their own computer as well as

software which may be accessed through terminals and time-sharing

systems.

It is, however, important to stress Oat user software is only

one of the essential ingredients necessary to achieve effective and

efficient use of machine-readable products. Equally important issues,

101
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Wfii6 nust be addressedconcurrently,,include the sfrufture 'of the files,

technical documentation, user,Zraining, and manuals. Siyce the demand ,

for user software,is derived from the need to process and analyze machine-

'.
readable files, a summaiy of Census Bureau statistical resources in

machine-reidable form acCessible to users is first reviewed 'in.tha paper.

This Sunitary includes an assessment of past trends and current plahs for

.- "developments involving production and dissemination of Census Bureau

machine-readable products.

Secondly', the need fOr user software, and felated materials,

facilitate access to and use,,of machine-readable prOducts.will be ton-

.

sidered. A review of existing Census Bdreau software is presented.

An analysis Of the unmet needs for user software is then considered.

1

This includes an assessment ofthe problems.involved with access to ahd

A

use 4f existing Census Bureau Machine-readable products with existing.

sof re including issues such as file structure, documentation, universe

comp ability, cbst-benefit isSues, etc. Along with f!,s, plans,and

optiis for developing user,software and other aids to assist users in

acceSsifig and utilizing Census Bureau machine-readable statistical re-
.

AID

sourqes are reviewed.

.II. CENSUS BUREAU MACHINE-READABLE STATISTICAL R7OURCES.

/.

,

To set the stage for a discuiSion of what types of user software

are needed; existing and planned developments for'tensus BUreau statis-

tical resources.in machine-readable form are first cónsidered. The

reason for this is that software are developed to process available.

102
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41.
el

files. To address'the scope and struc re of requirbd software this
/

frameworkis essential.

From the present day and histori

to diliferentiate between publicly dis

machine-fleadable product*.PUblicly

files which may be directly, released
I

Examples of these files include the
.

.. I

use samples, county business patterns
t c'

geographic base files, and machine-reacipl*.technical

1

perspective,.it is-important

ributable and internal, confidential

0

istfibutable products include those

o.users outsiide the Census Bureau.

.

970 Census sumkary tapes and publiO

files, intercensal estimates files,

.

documentation. ,sfic,
* -

ts
4

.

.

tii

more comprehensive list orthese products available for sale a contt\ined
!

t( in Appendix A.

Publicly distributable files include summary statistic, microdata; and
. . .

gpographic and.other reference files which are preparedfor public dis-
I.

Ni
semination. To briefly review, summary statistic files are those files

containing dap items which are aggregaUs or estimates of the number\

of rewondents with specified characteristics, measures of activity

levels, or the number of events occurring during a particular period for /

%ode,
specific geographic areas. The common feature of these files is that of.

*/

the record containing an aggregate-statistic forrsvariable corresponding

tofuniTie geographic area.

,

Miciodata files'are.thoie"files which dont= data items corre-
,

sponding to characteristics of an individual respondentigOr respondent

unit. Each record generally corresponds to an individual, household, /

or other type of basic survey unit. In same casesthese files contain

ratiet scale data.(such as the neighborhood characteristics 1970 Census

103'
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public mse'sample) or famil

as the Current'Population
7

177( containing the respon

/

ar a is 250100 population

t

#

ates derived froi person

ey/Mnual anographic File).
4

is idehtif ed on each record

fr

or larger. ,

I
,

,: Geographic reference 11esi cohtail descriptiverda

pographic segments,or ar as.
.

These -0.les'rTge .illPs

I

Geogr'aphic Base File (GBF a 6mpuferized repreSen
k

'

ords (such

ilie/geographk

vided'the

about selected

pe from the

vi
of a map with

pcords correspondifig to street and non-street se ts to the 1970

/
Census Mragter Enumeration Disirict List, a hierar listing of geo-'

.graphic areas ahd names for all geogrhphi larger than blocks.
,

These publicly distributable kiles'are to

eifidential,data files confaiiing basic reco

tifying charditeristics. Basic record files

public in accordance witlethe title 13 prav

.

of individual information.. Howevek, basic.

many quite Oluable special tabulations.

mustTeNven to software which can be us

on a timely and low cost basis.

e côitrasted -from tho

h indiviiai jdên-

cannot be released to the . t

sions/tO insure confidentiality

ecord files are,ihe source_of

la consequence, corisideration,

to prepare special tabulations

In review of the existing files av 1We-to:the patiiic, two of the, .

most significant problems-which are bi iers to efficient and effective

)
,useare file structure afidiitechnical

i010

cumentation. While these issues ,

are discussed-more extensively in ada

,----- , ,

t hed upon heie for awappraisal of

0.

er-section they should be

oftware needk.

Ifith regard to file structure, ii is important to riote.that few

structural andparchiving standards ha e been set and.followed from. .

.;
.No
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, .
9

...
w /a

- statistical program to program. .Secondly,-by, the vii)ry nature of

Qmsus Bureau statisticalliles -- containing,extensive dlita corre-
I

sponding to hierarchical subject matter,and geogxaphy -- logical

records become-quite longsand'are 4pidal1y neSted in-a hierarchical.
t.

, II . . ,

fashion.' As a result, user softWare develoeed sPecifically.for
n

machine.-re4dable'products from any gigtistical.program is '

i
,`

,

generally not transferable to other §tatisticitTrogram prod4cts%
I

In'adaition, due to long records.and hi;ti:dhical file stidEtures,

,

L .

much of the onventionally designed softwitre is difficult; or' extiemely .

expensive, to use without modification. An additional complication to

the processing of many of the decennial files is intrOciuced due to the

volume of data often precluding direct ac ss methods' and frequentli

necessitatOg complicated or time consuming file..extractions. There ar6

a variety of other file structural problems that frequently prevent

convenient usage such as location of sample response weights, geoOdes,

record type dodes, and others. . 4

In the past, inadequate technical documentation and archiving has

also been a problem. Sometimes users have been unable to effectively

use or understand technicardocumentation. There have frequently been

. many assumptions made about the user's knbwledge of the file contents.

An ad4tional problem has been the absence of a systematic approach-by
A

the archiving proceduresifor existing files.

Some of these problems are solvable, some.are notk\ Looking toward

the future, we envision a continued increase tn the aniount of machine-

readable products that will be made available to accommodatepore

LO 5
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effective analysis: We are now t ing steps to bet'ter identify,,docUment

and resolye those problems.that something can be done about -- as will be

-summarized in Section W. -What is important to note here is that-many

of the problems associated with procesging and analysis Of Census ,Bureau

machine-readable products is not user software in-and:of-itself but a

-

number of factors which create demands for'special types of software,

which in. a sense are artificial,'as well as difficulties in understanding

how to use-these file.

L'

III'? REVIEW OF EXISTING AND NEEDED USER SOFTWARE

To.the extent that the Census Bureau produces machine-readable,

products, the Ilureau has anonligation to insure that users have an

opportunity to make effeCtive use),of the files: Consequently, certain

types of highly transferable softWare will bs:produced by the Bureau

'where there are potential or exist* inadequaciest:int software otherwise
k

available. In lition, as demands for.data continue to accelerate and ,

vOlumes of data,continue to increase ere is the need tO providp for
1

AM.

the more timely dissemination of machine-readable data and alternative

forms of access and manipulation. A partial answer to this may be a

computer based,,terminal oriented, public data nformation system which

41,

will be discussed in Section IV. .

4

There has been a great'deal of e hasistPlaced upon the development

of table generating softwag both wit h and outside the.Bureau to

process statuary statistic and microdata files. -In their most bagic form

.these software are orieniea toward retrie arpa display. Nbst Census

Buieau summary statisti6 files are prepared in a tabular struct re where

106
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the cell corresponding to the rows,and columis 4re sequentially listed

in the record. Table Oriented, retrieval and display programs with

cross-referenced data desoiiptor files containing English language

identifiers have been in high demand./ Tabular outpurfrom these pro-

.

grams may be generated for-user defined geographic area aggregates.
4

There are frequent requests\-for-these,types.;of-softwaXe to process files,*
4

suth as county business patterns, simply as a means of displaying Sioe7,

cially aggregated data in a meaningful way.

. The flip most notable examples of this type of sbftware, as.applied

to Census Buteau.1970 decennial products, are the DAUList program seriesY
; ?:

iprepared by the Ceiisus Bureau to pr cess the-1970 Census s tapes

4E0 the Data Use and Atiess Laboratories (DUALabs)"70 Series Automated

Census Analysis System. 14:.v4riety ofjother'retrieVal and,display soft-

ware are aAilable that perform these functions, such as the Bureau of

Labor Statistics Table Producing Language and Informatics MARK TV,

although they are not specifically designed for Census Bureau products.

. The Bureau has also develoPed COCENTS, a more generalized table

generating.program, capable of displaying,summary statistic data and

developing estimates frbm microdata files and displaying these data 41-
.*

A'tabular form. Mbre recently, the Census Bureau has been developing. y:
/ .., . ... :

the General Tabulating System (GTS) in an atteffipt.to'further generalize
4 . .

p

.

and extend C6CENTS with the possibility of public actesh, in mind. GTS

I
A ,s .

'.

has been developed principally for'igternattthe to proVsle a generalized

,software system for iireparation of tabulations and relatedanalyses 'for
') ...t,

statistical xtports and tape files. While this system is\curreritly .

%

11; ..

ow
107 ,

.
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in partial oReration within the Bureau, it is not yet 'generall publicly

accessible.,

There have.been very limited efforts by thtreau to develop more

analytically-oriented ;Oftware which include.functions associated with
..

'

. modeling, pakameter estimates, statiAtical tgsts, estimates anepro- 6

6 .. 4

jections:of variables etc. With respect 'to conventional stapptical
.

. . ,
.

methodt for the analysis of relationships among variables, such as
k / .., . G.

'analysis of variance, correlation, regression, contingency table analysis,
I

s,

factor analysis,*d other types of multivariate analysis; thereis a

large amount of software in \place to. meet user needs. However ,.`thete

are same nee in this area. For example, there are no generalized,
A

transferable software available to prepare population estimates lasing

the Ratio-correlation; and. Cceponent Method II techniques employed by

thë-ireau.

An especially important type of analytical software needed for
6

processing.Census BureaU products is that ugd to develop estimates and

multivariate tabulations from microdata files. the reasons for the ,

impprtance are many: varying types oi hierarchical records from micro-

data file to file, variations in the type of weighting.scheme emplOyed,
, .

k
4

/ to develop estimates o estimates of their standard error, sheer
,

,

magnitude of many fil s causing much of the conventionally available ':

..
i

. ,

.

. ...

softwaft to be too-inefficient and costly, and others. Of the commonly

available statistical packages, probably the Statisticaajackage f4
0

.

the Social Sciences (SPSS) and Statisticgt Analysis System ) are

usect;Nre with these files than other paCkages. Certainly, there are

108
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0; 1other packag4 1.1ab e to the User, such 4s which,also support

the basic tabulating techniques. As a resuleof the cost to use general

puxpo e analytical packages, more specialized microdata fire processing

,

softiJaré have been dexeloped% Two df the most often used microdata file

proce sing programs are CENTSAID, developedby DUALabs, and COCENTS
4

mentioned earlier.

Important attributed of analytical software'lor processing summaiy

statistic files include the capability to develop'aggregates, ratio .

)50.e tabulations, trends, and.cappute standard errors (as applicable). .

The structure of many decennial files imposes particulaeproblems due to

their non-rectangular structure; 16ppression indicators, or the numer-

*atm., or denominator for rat io scales located on different summary tape

counts. For same files, such astir annual population.estimates or

county business patterns, a treid .analysis problem is introduced, as
41.

annual files'are produced on a file separate baSis. While indeed, SPSS

SAS, EASYTRIEVE, and other software padages'support the computational

algorithms, they are very difficult to use in maq,cases due to Census

Bureau file configuration.

The Census Bureau produces a great number of geographic related

machine-readable products -- extensively geocoded or geographic

reference files. Many application8 involving these products have re-

quired the devqopment and.use of a variety of gebgraphid processing .

software. Several programs been.prepared to develop and maintain

Geographic Base...Files (GBF) which are computerized representations of

metropolitan maps. These programs, for the most part, have been .

'
109
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designed to permit their use outside the Bureau. This series of GBF

programs does ilot incl\ide .analytical software. TheKe have, however,

been efforts by the Bureau to develop sOftumre.which could make GBF's
1 V

More useful' to the user commnity.

I.

l-,
' . .

Several distributable .programs e been pr4pared to permit rather

. r
specialized pcord-linkage, matching, merging appliCations. .AIIMATCH

.

s

.
.

.
,

v was the first distrihutable prOgrallof this type,.originally developed

for use with the Address Cxling Ghide and the GBF to provia*ihe

capaiility of geocoding computer readable records containing-street

. .
,

.k

. .

addresses.. UNIMATCH was subsevently dpveloped to proVide a more

generalized record-linkage system by euploying.ailser specified

matching algorithm. ZIPSTAN was develibped as an auxiliary program

'to wOrk with UNIMATCH to prepare standardized Street 'addresses and

add match keys. These types of programs are of principal'importance
-4 I * I l 0

,

in matching records to a specific geo aphic segment, r,.area,--Aricii ,

. ..,

:imin\a ,

w ..

can then be tabulated as a s ry,stati c for the area, or,for%

an aggregated set,of areas. A si ificant use roblem wj2hee '-s
,
.

specific programs is that the.were programmed infilM As ker

k.
. t.

,...,

,

restricting their transferability.
1 -

,

, r.__" I
.

The eographic-Related Information Display System (GRIDS). was )

. .

develod in'thq earty'1970's by the Bureau4'piovide a fairly.

4
general computer maPping caiiAbility to display data by geogrdphic

. 1

area, Records processed by GRIDS contain.dita values to be mapped
,

and their corresponding x, y Oordinate. GRIDS has beenused

extensively,with GBF's. cA

4

gr+
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, .

In an effort to bring these programs^together into one system,

/\
the CompreheinsiverMaripmer Planning Information System is being

developed byothe Bureau for the Department of Health, Education and

This'system ,incOrporates_the use-Pf ZIPSTAN,'UNIMATCH, a

Geographic Base File, and'an address-oriented data file to develop

an addiessOriented,data'file ultfi.ieocodes and x, y coordinates.

This filed6.tben aggregaied'iao asammaiystatistie file using

COCENTS,,or may be,processed-by GRIDS to develop value and density,

-maps. The.system alsomakes use of the DIME Area Centroid Systek

(DACS) to develpp a boundary fiie from.the GBF.iie-bTloundary file cam

"Men be used with the summary'statistic file by another p)ogram (SCANMAP)

.

to prepare value and density maps corresponding to data on the summary

statistic file.

Like those described aboveonost

machine-readable data invdlve the.use

applications of Census Bureau

of other, non-Census"-Bureau.

machine-readable data. This-process almost always involves the use of

specially prepared programs to develop ifitegrated'files. In the most

typical application, parts or all of two or more files are merged to

develop a file Which is then used in same type of analysis. This pat
,

ticular process is frequently the most,time consuming and expensive

phase. In more systematic approaches, data bases are developed from a

variety of sources and maintained over time, such as a health planning

data base.
IP

t1,

During the,past several years there has been rather considerable.

.

interest in developing computer based information systems which make
c. 2(

.t4
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1.* of Census Bureau data files,, geographic ieference files and non-

Census datalto serve as a data base for continuing analysis of sociq-

economic behavio in a' partidular area. These data system hatie been

associated with computei sOltware, usuaty of a unique nature; desighed

to tabulate, display, and anajlyze trends. There are a great number of

such efforts that.have been undertaken in the privateri6a publiectors.

The Census.Bureau provides limited technical support role in, assiitifig,

-Federal and State agencies to develop such systems where they-can be

cost-effective and u.seful:

Data base management systems have generally not been utilized to

support Census BOreau machine-readable products outsidesthe context

- of computer based information systets. The reasons for this are many;
- .

%0

but the main ones being that they cannot be applied by the average user

in a cost-effec4ve way and that these systems are oriented.toward

transaction processing which does,not normally apply to the typical%
:

uses of Census Bureau products. We would not,4kicipate a change in

this sitUation. However, a data base management system might be very

effectively apelied internally to th6 Bureau's processing which could

greatly facilitate the user's ability to access and use the data through

a systeM such as an interactive public data information system wt4ch is

, discussed in tha next section.

-.2,(
,..f -

Of course many users have developed software to meet their own

.
, )

,

.

.
.

-needs.for4orocessing and analyzing Census Bureau and related files

I.

that may be of use to others. In the past the Bureau)has attempted

to promote a clearinghouse for the exchange of info tion concerning

112
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.

'such softwaw; and in same cases supported the distribution of the

software itself. One example-of such"software distributed by the 0.
- ,

aireau'is the choKopleth maPping routine,(C-MAP) developed act the

Vniversity of'.Idabo. pis clearinghouse function has not been used

extensively by users; howeverove plan to continue effoies,along these
,

lineS. .

In summary, there are needs for specialized user software for
. ,

processing- andenalyzing. Census Bureati machine-readable products: Most

of the existing user software now available tomeet these needs has.

been developed outside of the Census Bureau.

TV. MET NTEDS .

,

4

A major problem in assessing unmet needs for user software is the'

abSence.of objectivtdata on this issue. Dar'impression,of the needs

for sdifware-and problems involved in accessing and using machine-,;,:-

readabie data is based upon extensive contact between Bureau staff-a.nd,

major chine-readable data users, our own staffls experience in

-processing and analyzing these products, both within and outside the,

Bureau, and limited feedback from the more general user comMynity. Too

often recommendatidhs from this.latter source do notoprovevseful,due to.

failure-to consider key problems such as volume, doininarit types of use,

frequeney of access; etc.

This section provides an appraisal of unmet needs for user software

and other user aids for processing machine-readable products based upon
4

ce
the irifmation we do have. It also outlines current activities and plans

.-.

113 i
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'

that are underway to address these needs. The unmet need for ioftware

4

of two dhensions: distributable Software ind adCess'to an interactive

time-sharing system. In addition, the apparently unmet needs for con-
,

- venfelt processing of machine-readable. products include improved tech- 4

nical documentation, file structure convention standards and practices

.Or archiving, user orientation and training, and.other user reference\

. and technical aids:

-Distributablser Software
I

/ .

There are at least two types of.isSues td be dressed for distri-

butable 'user sdftWare transferability of.the software fram.system to.

system and the type of funcilon served by t e software. OtDer issues:

that might Waddressed include'user con enience, costs for xquiition
"

and use,% ease of modification, etc. Cleft ly, application software 4e-

scribed in this section rillight also be interactively accessed depending

upon demlnd and cost-effectiveness.

Despite the conventions for devdloping software as set forth by

rI

"S

the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIT, softWare currently

available fram the Bureau does not entirely conform with standards. As

a result; some of the software'is not as transferable from system to
6

system as might be possible. ,An example of this'problem is with UNIIMATCH

'which was programmpd in IBM Assembler. Thus, one uhmet-need to be
. .

addiessed a,additional softwaite I's developed is to conform to standards

for developing .and documenting software that promotes Maxim.= trans-
,

' ferabiliti. In cases:where this may,not be feasible; two versions of
. ,

, a particy.ar Orogram orksystem could,be developed.

A *
114
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Turning' to the second issue, several unmet functional area needs ,

for distributable user softwarescan be identified. As we look toward

the 1980 decennial program, we are now considering the preparation of

basic retrieval and display programs with increased capabilities over

those available for use with thR 1970 decennial products. Based upon a
a r

1976 survey of summary thpe processing centers, 78 of the 96 responding
,

öenters indicated that the Bureau should develop software for use with
.f

the 1980 decennial files. -Forty centers suggested that tfie software

. !, . ,.. .....,
,

should have improved capabilities over the 1970 DAUleist programs.. One
. .

major improvethent might be the development of more generalized table

generating software so that it could be used with any summary statistic

file produced by the Census Bureau --provided the appropriate machige-

, .

det readable data descriptor file has been developed for the particu/ar data

file. If we proceed ahead with the development of this sYstem it will be

underway by early fiscal 1979 and may also be of use with the 1977 eco-

namic census prOducts.,

As described earlirr) there is a great deal of software already

. available for performing conVentional\statistical analysis. The need

in this area.is for specialized analytical techniques but generalized to

meet the needs of a variety of users -- such as market analyses or proc-
,1,

esses 'for developing 'estimates and projectioni.

. County Business Patterns can be used to demonstrate this need. The

County Business Patterns (CBP)'data are the only source of non-proprietary,

annual, county:level data containing employment and payroll characteristics

Of establishments at the 4-digit SIC level available on a nationwide basi.

115
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B4siness firms seet to determing, geographic market concentrations, either 4

'as inputs for their production processes or potential markets fOr their

output. Typically these analyse's involve aggregation of employment,

payroll, or value of producisfor one or more 3- or 4-digit-level in--

/

dustries and the rank* of the top few counties, SMSA's, or special -

market areas comprising most of the market. As substantial variations

in product mixes might be analyzed by a given firm, manual analysis can

become,prohibitively expensive particularly for smaller'firms. In

the public settor, State and regiqpal planning and economic development

agencies analyze county-level econoMic activity, frequently requiring

detailed industrial data. Applications involve developmental planning

to strengthen or expand the existing economic base of an area as well

.as to provide site location information 'to firms"which. might potentially

locate ufithin the State.: To meet these needs the developMent of,an-
,

inaustriai'analYsis program is being considered. In its most basic
/

form, the program would repare a tabular and graphic display to

analyze the top ranked ar s°(e.g., counties) bNomployment as specified

by the user or areas cont ming user specified percent market asdh
0

measured by employmen for any combination of SIC's.

SimiCr'analytical software are needed for other machine-readable

LI

products. Another excellent application area would be the monthly con-
s.

struction series C-40 housing building permit/authorizations data. At

present, however, the problem with these files is more basic the -

files-are not properly structured, docrnented, nor conveniently available.

In.addition,,some consideration being given to development of

116. .
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general purpose estimation software. EMphasis is now focused, upon poPilla-

tion characteristics although the 'needs exist in a variety of other areas.

Severa opulatiOn estimation programs exist internally but arepot as
orawm.

transk'erale, generapzed, nor documented as the general user commuaity

requires.'Some efforts are underway to make some of the pop atiOn Isti-

mation software more available.

Ihteractive Time-Sharing Systems

Up to this point the focus of the paper has been on-publicly dis-

tributable software. Due both to the state-of-the-art of computer

har&are-software and to user needs which can best be served through

alternative methods'of data processing, dissemination, and use the

paper would be incomplete without considering the possibilities of an

interactive time-sharing system. To this 'end, the Bureau will be under-
,

taking a study during the next year to determine the feasibility of

'implementing a computer based, terminal-oriented, public data informa-

'4

tion systu. In its fully developed state, this system would afford access

to all users to Census Bureau public use data through their own terminals.

The system, undergirded by extensive documentation, training courses, .and

related user assistance, would proxide a wide range of retrieval and

display, analytical, modeling, and other capabilities to extendtthe .

usefulness of both the data base and the system. Cost-effectiveness

and the improvement44that can be made in extAding data dissemination

and use of Census Burepd products would be the key considerations in

determining whether or not to implement such a system.
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The system as envisioned would be in same respects similar to the/

CANS1M Interactive System developed by Statistics Canada. CANSIIM is an

interactive, on7line system which may be accessed by users of Statistics

Canada data. Howevef, there would be rather coaiderable differences
'

in hardware, software, operating characteristics, and the scope and

size of data base supported.

Through an on-line system users wpuld be'provided considerably

improved accesg speed and convenience and support of an interactive

dialogue for problem solving and analysis. They would also haVe

greatly enhanced abi44ties to perform comparative (geographical or

-distributional) analyses or quicker and less costly interpretation and

inference. Statistical timates could be quickly developed from Micro-
,

data tles. The need fo some printed reports, or selected sections of

tabulations, bight even I1t eliminated.

Additionally, inebractive'facilities would provide procedural

problem solving, preprogrammed self-help and tutorial aids, and other

user aids oriented toward inquiry-response such as subject content

indeXing functions. A subject cont nt/geographic data indexing system

could be maintained to assist users in loEating required data. A COM-

prehensive bibliographic sygtem could be maintained. A, message system

mightbeestablishedtokeepusersapprisedof developments and'problems
),

%regarding Bureau products. Vrough computer assisted instruction, users

could obtain instructions to,assist them in accessing, interpreting, or

using thofdata for a particular type problem. Thus, this system could

provide not only *proved data delivery IV also a user education and

technical assistance function.



'IP

Of course, there are presently interactive systems making extensive

use of Census Burepu statistical resources. The most notable examples

have been developed'by private service bureaus and universities. These

ystemS are botOspecial and general purpose. However, for-the more.

generalized ones, existing,public and private efforts in this area

-

exhibit both incompleteness and user inaccessibility. The more gener-
4

alized systems have not proviaed sufficient revenues to adequately

support and expand them in the private sector. As a.conSequence, anly

selected subsets of data are maintained and technical services are not

readSly available. The profit incentive forces distortion in equal

accessibility of such services to all potential users even in asi-

tic entities. Experience with interagency funding projects s been

4
less than satisfactory. Private and Federal foundation support has

provided 'for some research and development, but in general has not estab-
,

lished a basis for a continuing operation. .These conSiaerations are

some of the reagons leading the Census Bureau to consider the imple-

Inentation of such a sys

Technical Documentation andlichiving

* , As outlin 16\5ectiod I,.a major need relating to the usability

sliwg1

of machine-reada e pioduiz&s -is improved technical documentation and

staidar4s and practiCesfor archiving these products. In the case of"-

,

Aechnical ocument'ation many iiles have been made available in the past

witii'little more Ulan recOrd layout. This, of tourse, leaves maror

unansyered queStions for the useT ranging fram precise definitions of

subject content tqplations.for specific fields to methods of estimating
,

- summary statistics and their reliability from microdata files.

-
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Steps are now being taken to improve technical documentation both

in terms of comprehensiveness of the documpptation -- record layout,

file structure, definitions, data file dictionaries, estlmation pro- .

cedures, control count tallies, etc. -- as wellios'stgndardiza4ion of

the formal technical documentation. We are moving toward more systematic

use of machine-readable technical documentatioR which corresponds to

standard conventions for naming and identifying fields, describing universe

edit processes, identifying and defining valid codes or ranges, etc.

During die past year machine-readable technical dbcumentation has been

prepared for seiteral publicly distributable prodtkts.

A second major problem has been the absence of Standards and

/1practices for archiving machine-readable products. (ne result of this

hasbeen the lack of comprehensive inventory of mach. -readable products

A

ayailable. Files prepared as special tabulations for narrowly .defined

-lises are frequently not doctmiented nor archived for subsequent dis-

semihation. A more substantive problem has been the lack of a systematic

approach tO verifying the accuracy og.data file contents and then developing

a master backup copy. While this haS been done in part for many of the

major files, such qs 1970 decennial summary tapes and public use samples,

products in lesser demand have not been given the sa"em attention. An

additional problem in this area has also been a lack of stpdards for file

structure ranging from source:of geocodes used to field within record and

record withinjile conventions.

fie are now taking steps to improve archiving standards and practices.

During fiscal 1978, we are developing a manual outlining conventions for
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developing and maintaining distributable data files. °Procedures for

developing machine-readable file documentation are being standardized.

In additiin, a tape file/computer software inventory is now being

developed which will be frequently, updated. An inventory identifying
'

products prepared from special tabulations since 1970 hasO)Fen developed

and will soon be made available to the user community.

User Reference Aids

Even when standards have been applied for developing files so that

they are processible bi conventional sofiWare; and they are well desoribed

in an inventory process and technical documentation and readily accessible,,

manrusers lack-the required knOwledge to make effectiVe, or even correct,

usage of the files. Indeed, the lack of user reference aids which provide

Jasic, or cookbook, approaches to the use of these files creates a

barrier in some cases °resulting in the user lacking a desire to acquire

tUe files or understand how they can be utilized.

As a result, additional user aids need to be developed targeted

toward specific user groups or types of uses. These products may be

as basic as describing how to develop aggregates or Tatio scales'from

summary statistic files to methods of developing multivariate fre-

quencies from microdata files and analyzing cause and effect or other

types of relations betwpen variables.

User Training and Orientation

0

With the increasing number of machine-readable productS becoming
A

available, new developments in software, and increased interest in
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these'products by a larger number of users, it is dent that there

is' also,a need,for increased proMotion and mhrketing of available

product. In addition, more user training sho4ld be provided to

familiN-ize users not only Ath available files and their charac-

,teristics but also methods of makilig use of the files for analysis.

In the past, training opportunities for users provided by the '

Census Bureau have been rearicted to learning whit data products arei

available, how to acquire them, and how to locate specific data ton-

tained in them. Nbre attention is now being given to how to use the

products. Courses are now planned on assisting users specifically

with the use-of madhine-readable products.

S11444ARY

.

The matter of primary importance that should now be fther
. 4.

)
cussed and analyzed is the general issue of haw to improve the

accessibility and usability of Census Bureau machine-readable products.

To consider only the aliailability of and needs for.user software, while.

a criticillyimportdnt issue, focuses too narrowly on the larir issue.

As stated earlier, most difficulties associateotwith processing and

analysis of Census Bureau machine-readable products goes beyond dier

software tlinclude documentation, file structure, user trainin

reference materials and other user aids. These factors create

for special types of software-which in a sense are artificial. In

additioll, their absence sometimes leads to incorrect use of the files.

Mbre extensive user dialoguebn these isslies is neéded which can be
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applied to make these files ea#er to use as well as more useful.

However, some needs for user software can be identified both
*

terms of distributable user software and a more comprehensive system

for accessiniCensus Bureau statistical resources through an inter-,

7

active, terMinal oriented, system.-
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APPEMIX A

MAJOR CENSUS 'BUREAU DISTRIBUTABLE *".
MACHINE-READABLE PRODUCIS

I. SUWARY STATISTIC FILES

.

1970 Census of Population a4d-Housing

First count
Second Count
Third Count
Fourth Count
Fifth Count

. Sixth Count
PC(2) Subject Reports
Population Centroids
Adjusted County Data
County Migration
Special Tabulations

1972 .Economic Census

Manufacturers.

Governments
Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
Mineral .Industries

Selected Services
Merchandite Line Sales

1969vCensut of Agriculture
1974 Census of Agriculture

Revenue sharing Population and farrome Estimates

Federal-State Cooperative Progr Estimates

County and City Date Book

County Business Patterns
1

II. MICRODATA FILES

1970 Census of Population and Housing

Public Use Samples . .

Special Tabulations.
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Appendix A (cont.)
4

1970 Census Employment Survey'
1960 Census of Population and Housing

Public Use Sample
Annual Housing.Survey'
Survey of Income and Education
Current Population Survey

Annuli]: Demographic File
Special Tabulations

Survey of Purchasers and Ownership
Survey of Scientists and Engineers
Survey of Government Employment
Survey of Government Finances
Truck InAttory and Use Survey (1967, 1972)

lTtA

4 GEOCRAPEK AND OTHER REFERENCE FILES

A(

k
1970 Census of Population and Hbusing

Mhster Enumeration District List
Address Coding Guide
Urban Atlas-Tract Boundaries
ZIP-Tract Cross Reference File

Geographic Base Files
School District Geographic Reference File
County Group Reference File
1972 Economic/Geographic Reference File\
Area Measurement File
City Reference File
PICADAD
D1MECO
Spanish Sdrnames File

u
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CENSUS SOFTWARE NEEDS OF STATE-AND LOCAL..GOVERNMENTS

HAROLD B. KING

THE URBAN, INSTITUTE P

WASHINGTON, D.C.

4.

To address the software needs of stvote.and local governmehts

in using census data, it is ilecessary ti5 initially make some very

broad generalizations. The firat of these is that the computing

capabilities of these organizations vary from very sophisticated

to non-existent. The second is that if we address the needs of

these organizations by foousing on the data they will be seeking

4 froll t4e Census, we will be able.to infer something.about thelr,

software needs. The thirds,' and broadest, generalization, is

that all of these organizations have similar software needs and

differ only in their computing capabilikeis to frrocess data and

their levels of sophisticationl,in analyzing it.

The last 'statement suggests that the proper approach in

assessing the needs of a governmental unit might best be based

an size rather than. type. Studies have shown that there is a

very high correlation between theaasize 'of a governmeneal unit,

its computing capability and its analytital sophistication.

COMIWING CAPNBILITY

A repori bi.the International City Management Association

(ICMA) states, "Althobgh'there has been conaidera'ble growth in

126
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computing adoptions in cities, computer bapaeity is not yery

great eXcept in the largest cities (500,000 population. and

over). The overall scale of EDP usage, which can' be' assessed by

-r-ilickaminfng the total number of operationtl applications in

I.

1

cities, is directly related to ciky siZeu"1 Based on the
6

, 1972 County and City Data Book, only 26 cities fell into the

500,000 and over category.

,

A similar report on coumties 2
states that large scale

computer facilities nOrmallyoccur only in-those bounties with,.

populations ,over 250 Q00... In 1972 there-were 150,counties with.

populations greater than 250,000. \

.It would seem then that our major target user group mOuld

be comprised of 50 state goyernments, 150 counties and 26.

cities, or 226 governmental unitt. The 1972 Census of Govern-
.

ments3
indicates. that at that time there were 50 states, 3,044

' 's14,2.
counties 'and 35,408 municipalities and townships. Based On.

4
y population sire alone, ur major audience would thus be comprised

of onlY 0.59 percent of thp total.

Another way of looking at the computer capabilities issue

would be to ex'amine the.types of EDP tasks performed by these

gov'ernmental .units. James Danziger, in nomputers, Local
-

Governments and the Litdny to EDP", 4
develops a typology of

EDP tasks4which one might fInd useful describing.the types of

processing performed by a local 'government. Of int'&4st for

this discussion are two of these types: record re-structuring

and sophisticated analytics.,

$.
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.'1

40011611.. * qtt* '
-1.. Ricurtr're-stroostu'ring. Otis. type ,of t`dOk is'. related to

.

..- .

th* re-strgcturing and reaggregating of recards. It !

\
. i

indicates a level oft aophistication at a -local govern-

ment EDP 'OPeration, which Aggeets they -would be

)
capable of 're-format)in'g census, tapes performing.

simple descriOtive statist ;9n the file such- as
.

, cgosstibs, frequency counts and aggregations.
. .

'-'.......%*".-:.
II . 0

2. -Sophisticated auslytics. Danziger defines.110Pis as a /
.(

. 0

5,
'. type, of activitd° which includes simulation studiesr 1

.., . .
, .

Tvgdle'Won models an'd geo-coded data bases.. .1n general,.ec-

these 'appliJcations utilize sophisticated 'rlabbemeticel

mays. pecitgl techniqs1, capabilities of, &a.
.6,

.N114Am.
,computeor talWxamine data.

.

. *

. 1 In the ab-ove-.Cited ICMA sbudies, cities of 50,000 or mor2
0

resgonding to a suri/ey :indicated that eecord reLstructuring
i

.comprised only -6 pe.sgfflitt of their total operational( applications,

and. sophi.stica4d:analytics comRrised only 5 percent The

'results "for 'counties 64 100,000 and over were similar. Of thOse,

- t a .

'counties respondUg, 'record re-s,teucturing accounted for 7 per-.

.c,ent of total .applications end sophistic.ated analytics accounted
_

for
1

4 percent, . al .., i
V ,. , Q

1
o I . 4

. ,
6 t These ey jesults wo"uld' suggest that the majdrity of

1 ounties..änd otherflocal gov'ernmoints have neithei the 'computer .,

.
reiouTcps 'horthe an'arytica_l capobilities to develop software tci

. access. com01.0( censu s data files. This conclusion -is further
. .

\
.

.

qt.

. .

s4pp6i7led b)7. Ihe). results of a survey condubted by the Public
, .

a

.1

4.
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Policy ReseaeFh Organization (PPRO) and reported iniLation's

O .5
'ties. The survey showed that most Chief exec ives felt V

tile greatest problem associated with data proeseing in

their local Overnments was that data they needed for tbe

ahalysis'of specific questidns was npt available to them. They

" felt that he data they needed was beingcollected:and stored, .c

but that their computer systems were not integrated epough
e"..

to present summary data to tap management. Most local govern!. 1.

Oent computer applications( continue to serve only c.leribal'arld

information retrieval needs of rndividaal departments,and

-agencies.
!

The picture at the state level seems to be much brighter:

The 1976-1977 Repkrt,on Information Systems Technology in.State
.;

GovernMent identified 603 computers in use at.the state level

in 1976. (Florida did not report in 1976 but had 20 machines
.

A

0.t listed in(1975.) These machines ranged from some of* the la:rgest
.

machines commercially available to dini-computerso with almost

all-of the major manufacturers represented, Of tbe 49 states.

report'ing,tn 1976, twenty-three teported having ten or mve

, computers. :These varied from,a high of 40j.n-140.4 York estate, tm

yrlow of one ih Wyoming. v

'Computer applications were aleo varied. Uses ranged from
fr AIM .

. -,

-Wriver LiceHsing ta Resource Management. But, again') the -

.

majority of the omputer. ipplications tended taserve clerical
4

ane*informatian retrieval needs di atlite departments and agdncies.

Wriat all this says ia that there wan bekno one software

N.
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A

tl

sOutian .to meet the census data processing needs of states and .

^

*
local governments. /

Some units will have highly_sophisticated proessing and

analytical capabilitied, and w'll be Capable of developing their

.x
own software.

dthers'will'be more:tapable orusing sophisticated software,

and would be mpre lhan happy to receive a fully tested and well

docuRpnted software vickage from the Census Bureau.

At the other'end'of the. spdctrum will be local governments

which will have no computing capabilities or will reciOre

exCremely simple software to generate descriptive statistics

from small area d9ta available from the Census..

To meet thi's latter demand, The Urban Institute has devel-
. ,

oped a simple multiple crosstab program.
7 This program was

created to help local governments analyze survey data which they
\

had tolleced in order to evaluate governmantal operations.

Although the package was well documented(and the instructions
.

,-for using it weir simple*, we found it necessary to supply

technical assistance to the users. The Institute's experience

.suRgests that any 'tensus program established to meet the demand

for Chis type of software-will have to be supported by a group

Which will prov ide technical assfstance for the bostallation and

use of such softwire.

Along similar lines, a conf'erence was held at The Urban

Institu,te in 1971 titled, "Work'shop on Census and the Cities."

Its purpose was to determine the type of assistance needed by
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local governments in procpsding the 1970 Census of Population

and Housing. In attendance were representatives from both large

and'smaIl local governments, consulting organizations, add

the U.S. Cens'us Bureau.

The hypothesis around which the con.f6rence was formed was
0

that there wail a lot of useful data in. the 1970 Census, and that

a coordineted effort by a few fouildations and non-profit organi-
?,

zations could result in software products which would make this

'data xesdily available to local gosvernments. The concept was to

fsurvey the data Reeds of local goverfffients, and use the resulting

information to determine how best to meet those needs.

Ttle survey was nefer performed because the general consensus

of the meeting attendees was that most local governments woulrd

find it difficiat to specify their data needs as they related to-

census data; Instead, it was felt that a massive teaining

prowram would have to be mounted to inform potential local

government users, about what was available and how it could be

used to answer questiOns and solve problems related to their pwn

-gove.rnments%

The attendees dgpeed that Such a program would be extremely

costly and would probaply need a.'large government subsidy._ T

the best of my knowledge, nothing further was done along these \

lines in assisting local governments directly.

.4 As a rbsult, small loc-al governMents which -attempted to use

--,machine readable census data found the going rough. Most of the

available" foundation money was used to suppoa softwa4 develop-
.

ment to meet the needs Rfsuniversities, research organizations,
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and large governmental units. Little was done to develop

capability at the local level outside of regional presentations

b)) the Census Bureau.

Since'the Institute meeting, some work has been accomplished

in attempting to determine the data processing capabilities of

local governments.- The ICMA and PPk0 surveys mentioned earlier

have been part of this.

A general conclusion which can be-made, then, is that the

majority of the local,gove'rnments at this time are not able,to

make use,of census-developed soft-ware products. Even though

thitis the case, all of these wire-Fnments have a need for a
1.

mechanism which will insure timely and easy access to this data.

.CENSUS DATA NEEDS

One of the major reasans states and local 'governments need

timely excess to census data is so they may evaluate it and

determine its accuracy. Many programs whic,h make monies avail-

able.tothese governmental unite are based on heed counts and

housing unit counts. If these numbers do not appear accurate,

(

the states and loca governments will be pressing.for recounts.
,

. Another major eed for data will be for'redistricting

purposes.. May entrepreneurs had antici,pated a heavy use ,af

computerizes:I redistricting software in the 1970's. This did'not

materialize because of the extremely political nature of this

ilkoc#ss. The cost4pi6volved in the use of this software and its
,

related data bases also discouraged many from attempting it.
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Allltates aildl!many local governments will need social and
i

.

economic data ta support applications for grants. Formula'

grants inyarticulpr require the availability of aqpurate census

data. The formulas are based om such data as population, income
P ,

levels, and Aeed,.or a combination of th se,factors.
_-

The fiscal 1976 formula for Title if of the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act (CETA) of l9'3 is a good example.

A three-part formula was used to determine

I

the allocations: 50

percent Was based on last fiscal year's allditment; 37.5 percent

was based on'unemployment; and 12.5 percent was based on the

.number of idults in low-income families in each prime sponsor

area. .
In addition, a local government must have as populatioo of

100,000 or more to be eligible for a grant. For governmental

units close to r00,000 population, accii.iate population statistics

will be most important (asSuming. they indicate a\ population

greater than 100,080).
0

There are a number of other grants besides tETA which use

'formulas for determining eligibility and allocations. Some f

these are:

1. Community.,bevelopment Block Grants

2. General Revenue Sharing

3. Special Food Service Program Tor Children
*

4. LEAA - Comprehensive Planning G.rants

5. LEAA 'Improving and Strengthening Law.Enforcement and
Criminal Justice

6. Industrial De'velopment Grants
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7. Urb Mass Ttanspor.tation Capital and Operating
rorika Grants

8. ,Highway Research, Planning and onstruction

9.
/

Low Income Housing Assistance Program

see

/

Data is also needed by state and local governments for such

programs at urban renewal, housing code enforcement, community
/

action, Old resource allocation. Resource allocation-includes
1

locatingItchools, fire stations, police stations and community
1

service Oenters.
1 4

. i

Allbcating educatiophl resources requires information on
.,

family i comes, s'tatus, children -age groupings, and adult

education levels.

In reviewing the need) of states and local governments for

censut 'data, .a few issues stand out clearly. One of these is

that much of the data produced by the Census Bureau is aggregated

to i unit (i.e., tract, block, block group, etc.) which does not

relate to'local boundpries.

Local.planning units, on the. other ,hand, need data availab*
.. -

at sych lo.cal data analysis levels as school districts, redevel-
,

opment arlOis,, congressional districts and ticaffic areas. The

avIalability of geo-coding and addrest matiching schemes have

aiddd in the use of census data, but th,ey are still expensive

methods for solvi g problemg. -

40
,

f
.

A

,A
.,.

A(more orga zed approach to determkihipg data needs of

local governments migfit be arrived at by identifying:

1. Departments which may be major stttistical data
users

2. Functions for which data are needed
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3. Data anaLysis areao

.4. Uses for data

5. Data types

4

The following lists are not exhaustive, but they are sigood

indicatOn.of the broad areas of sta

many state end local governments ave.

Departments

General Administration
Personnel
Planning
Utilities
Police '

.,Inspections
Public Works
Welfare
Manpower

Jr

Functions

Industrial Development
Health
Public Safety
Employment .

Education
Land Use
Urban kedeVelopment
Migration

States
Counties

stical data needs which

Finance
Budget .

Hous,ing and R4habilitation
Education
Fire
Zoning
Traffic and Transportation
Health . 1

Public Wor'S.andlCity
Engineer ng

Welfare
Rpereation
Transportaition
Commercial; Development
UNban Planning
Neighborhood bevelopment
Housing

Data Analysis Areas

Blocks
Block Sides'
Households
Census Tradts
Regional Planning Districts
Redevelopment Areas
Standard Metropolitan
ptatistichl Areas

Soil Conservation.Districts
Flood Conirol Districts
Census Enumeration DiStricts

Municipalities
. Townships

School Districts
'ire Districts
Police Districts
Traffic Districts
Wards
Streets
Stree,t Segments

t"
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Uses For Dita

Plan New Facilities
Plan New Programs
Estimate Size of Clientele

\Estimate Needs of Clientele
'Anticipate Staff Needs

1

44,

Policy. Evaluation
Program and Project Evaluation
Support Project Proposals
Continuint Research
Support Grant Applications

Data -Types

Voting Records
Welfare Records
Police Records
Marriage Records
Birth/Death Records
Individual Case Histories
Union Records
School.Census Data
Employment 'Statistics
Income Statistics
Hospital Records
Traffic Data
Migration Data

:fStreet Loca,tion/Numbp/rs'

Family Characteristics
Land Use Data
Insurance Data
PopuLation Densities
Population Projections
'Housing Characteristics
Utilities Data
Tax Records
Federal Reservg Data
City EngineeriOg Records
land.Values
Fire Records
Housing Market Data
Air Pollution Data

Whether a governmental unit uses any or all of these depOnds

somewhat on size and authority. For example, onry about 14 of

,the largest 43 cities 'in the United .StatedOoperate welfare

departments, as-this is predominantly a county function.
<

The Census Bureau, in an attempt to clarify user needs, held

a series of open public,meetings. These meetings were sponsored

and organiZed at the local level, ancLcpnducted with joint parti-

cipation of local persons and Census Bureau staff mepbers. Held

between Octob.er 1974 and J4ly 1975, the meetings were conducted
,4

in 7.3 cities covering al1,50 states and the District of Columbia,

with.over 6,000 local participants. IQ a "Synthesis of Local

Public Meetihgs., 118 the Bureau presented an eleven-page
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description of data items and their tabulations which were

comR,iled from-these meetings.

The same type of meetings w4e held with state agencies.
)

Tha4-e were 16 regional meetings.ofothis type, and all but. two

states (Arkansas and Colorado) had representatives at these

rw [meetings. In a "State Agency Meetings Syinthesis,"9 the Bureau

again compiled an eleven-page description of data items and'

tabulations suggested_by the participants of these meetings.

The listings from both of .these reports are too numerous to

be duplicEkted here, but they do support the hypothesis that the

data needs of states and local.governments are similar.

COMPUTER SOF'TWARE NEEDS

The discussion so far has pointed out the wide ringe of

computing capability from the largest state to the smallest

local government. It has also presented annabbreviated descrip-
.

tion of data needs'-' Wail these computing capabilities and data

needs in mind, we can now turn to computer software needs.

It is difficult to describe computer,software needs of

1 states and local governments under the categories -assigned

this conference: Data Organizati:on; Data Tabulation; and Data

Presentation,In many ses an item could easily fall into two

'pi three categories. There are also needs which do nyt f/all

intO any of these c4egories. With this caveitt, an attempt will

be made at\ categorizing these overlapping needs. Itemr which

a

see not to fit any category wiil be'listed under a cptegory

titled "General".
.
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Organization

One of the most significant'needs of lo'cal governments is

. to have data organized by geographical and politlical boundaries

which are more meaningful to them. Th s could include files

Organized by schood district, ward, traffic district, congres-
i

sional district or any of the data andlysis yreas listed earlier.

A special school -district file was created from the 1970

census.. More of lhis tyre of apedial tabulation should be made

available:

It would also bk helpful if tape were made available by.

subject area such as econom transportation, and health. Al

number of meetings were he d durlrg preparation for the 1970 -

census at which this idea was proposed. .Nothing was done'about

it then. It is worth reiterating.

There is a need to supply more income data and have it

disaggregated into various sub categor.ies such as government

income Aransfer programs (r.e.', how. much of a family's income is

a
comprised of housing support payments, aid to families with

dependent children and food stamps),

.
Alcing this line, there is a need for finer caegory break-

-

downs in other areas. Some of these categories should also be

extended. A good examplefris age. The category "65 and over"

isn't Very, helpful for planners by:irking on problems of the ageO.

Another useful addition to' census data files would be the,

categorization of data on local governments by sjz13. Many other

resource materials pre.sent local gover9Ment .data4 by population
*

size? (i.e., 500,000 and over, 250,000 - 499,999; etc.). This

1{
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One type of software Which would be useful to state agencies

and some local governments wauld be a program which would assist
r

th m in making inter-censal projections using census supplied
.,

1

.

'data or locally generated data. The decennial censuf data is

almost out of date when local governments get acces4 to'it. As

stated earlier, only a few of these governments hay the capa-

bility to write their own estimation software. Som and

perhaps most, aren't even awar, of the techniques vailable to
joy

perform these calculEetions.

Another type of software which would be us'eful- would be

programs which would assist local governments in studying

transportation patterns and migration patterns. This software

would be extremely helpful if it could produce maps and symbols

on printers which could be easily understood by local government

personnel concerned with these problems.

The local public meetings and state agency meetifigs organi-

zed by the Census Bureau idehtified a number of special tabull-
/

tions which these governmental units would like to haveproduced.

Most of these tabulatiOns could become available at a reasonable

cost by a restructuring of the 'files. Alternatively., the federa/

.government might subsidize the rnhine costs which.would result

Ilkom processing the files as they Were structured in 1970.

Presak-ation'
,/

'It is not clear that additional software to support data

A '

Ipresentaon would be Alseful for the majority'of'state and local

\

governments if an autput display'device other than a'printer
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would aid those interested in comparing.data from various

sourcA)s.

,One item which would be moat useful to small local govern-

'\ments would be the addition of means, medians, and standard

deviations for most major items by geo-political and census

areas. This would help those small local,governments that do

not.produce these simple statistics. This data, accompanied by

some descriptive documentation explaining the meaning and
4

a

value of the statistics and some examples of their use, would,be

very helpfill.

Another item to be considered is the development of tools

and techniques that would allow users to compare data items over
4

time for areas whose boundaries continue to change. In this
OPoP

same category is the need tojiave county gromps not cross state

lines. This makes it extremely difficult to aggregate Aunty .

group data to the state level in order to increase sample size

when working with public use sample tapes.

Tabulation

If the Census Bureau decides not to pr'epare files organized

by geo-political boundaries, and/or subject areas meaningful to

local governments, than it should be prepared to supply special

tabulations to meet these needs. These special tabulations

'should be inexpensive to obtain and should be 'available in a

timely manner. When these special tabulations are prepared,

there should be a mechanism availabLe by which potential users

A
could learn of their existence.
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were.required. The surVeys dentified-in- this paper indicate

that.few governmental units have graphic terminals or plotters'.

Thpre seems,to be' sufficlent software currently available to

produce tables an printers in a variety of formats.

As an example of the limitat'ions on graphicsi/capability, of

the forty states reporting on pesipheral equipment in the

-National Association of State Information Systems suiVey,cited

earlier, only three listed the aVailability of graphics terminals.

Although thirty-one listed plotters, the.majority of these worm

located in highway or transportation departments.

What might be useftil.would be the availability to local

governme-nts or.printouts of meaningful data on their areas.

This would not necessitate the development of new software, but

might require ths establishment of a user service sub group at

the Census*Bufeau to respond,to local govennment requests.

As mentioned earlier, the development of a .simpke multiple

,crosstab pr.ogram by The Urban Institute was useful to some local

governments. This type of softrare,development, aimesi at the

small local governments that are not inVolved in sophisticated

analysis, could be very useful. Most of the tabulation software

currently available requires a level of expertise not available

in.these governments.

General

The first thing that is obvious from the inventories.of
:f

state and loCal government Computers is ehe need to develop-,

software whicti is machine independent. If there is^ a desire to
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suppart the full sixe range of ems,it will also 03 neceS:ipary

to develop aoftware which ,can.be,run on'A" sys tem with,a

smount of core and.few peripheral inpdt and. outru t-devicesi,
7,

,

There also seems t o be a trenditovarda'the use of mini-

cdmputers. .

Many local'governments thatfound EDP costs.to be a

limiting factor in,.their acquisition of a computer are now

rethinking the issue. TheaNational Association of St:ate Informa-'

tion Systems report shows an inicreasio.trend on the part of.

state governments in acquiLiag minicomputers'. This is an:area
,

thatl the.Census Bureau should exp&ore.as a means for Increasing

access' to their machine readable .products.,

Since the Census Bureau is releasing'more iles with a
.-

.heirarchicAl.struct.ure (Current Population.Surv'ey, Decennial

Fublic Use Sample, etc.),, they should develop software which

would facilitate th# e use of these files. Also, primary records

on. these files phould indicate the. number of sub-records tol-

, - .7\ 41

"wing when the riumber of thede sub-records is variable.

x

Data tapes'should.be, cleaned and edited prior to their
A t 0

I . 4:
elease.. 6:Dirty" tape's could be re19aped Ayhen 'access to the

,

datalis needed before cleaning and editing were completed.

These. tapeé should be replaced when the clean versions Erecome

L
eV*

dvailable. A program should be established to alert.all

users to new errors as they are detected. Data.tapes should be.

treated as a planned product .of the Census,.Bureau rather than as

by-products of other functions.
4

Arvy software prepared for use by states .and local govein7

,o
mentg.should be available when the data tapes become available.'

*
* 1.42
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\,If thie.6is not 'done, those governmental uhits wishing to analyze'
1

f"heidata will.again develop their own software,if they have the

0

capability. The other local governments will have Co find other

means(for solying data problerm.

Finally, the BufeaU Jlight.consider putting their data files

-
on-line and charging a reasonable fee for..pcFess\ This'has been

done by.other organizations e ipl is the'1971) ecenni-al

Public Use Sample file oh the ACCESS system at 'the Massachusetts

IRstitute of Technology). If the software supporting these

files made reireival and analysis simple for the unsophisti,..

cated user, it would -gt far toWards solving the Aata need's af

state's knd local governmohts.\ .1
1

)

CONEkU,SIQNS
.e

Although most, states seem to bescapable o ing census'

develoiSed softwdrb, it appears that the m ority of local;

governments do not have.the bquipme or personnel Co avail
1

. themselve6 o'f these proposed ppdlucts:

ror,those'that do, t re is a lways the problem of.,tr nsf

'
at fifty. Danziger a tes,

10 in -creference to softwdre trans

illty,'that

ehts are

tran er are'rare". This view ib also supported by The Ukban

II striking finding when particular local llovern=

xamined 'is that successful examples of technology

nformation Sylitems Inter,.Agency Committee's (USAC) experience.

-0f.fhe millions,of, dollars of software developed 0-irough the

USAC program, "only-a- relatively few software packags were

,adapted bf other. municipakities.' Conversely, the GBEIDIME
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package seems to have found wide.acceptance by those local .

governments capable of handling'that,psirtitulat software package.

Although all statOs and most local governMents have the .

need for more ready access to census produced.data, only a

4
relatively small number will be able or wiliang to use census

produced software. TkIs may be largely attributable to the

insufficient knowledge°at the'local.government leyel about how

to use censtis data effectively. A well planned training program

tipped at these governments might well raise- the levelrof know-
6

ledge, and help to,create an envirbriment.ip which census produced

software could be more effectively utilized.
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BUSINESS USE OF CENSUS DATA

Richard B. Ellis

C.
Marketing Manager - Information

1.1

., American Tel6phone 61.Telegraph Company

APPLICATIONS

Allkough the Bell System and its parent company,, the American Telephone

4

& Telegraph Company, are only a small portion of the vast and complex.

American 'business community, their use o census data isLquite varied

and, hopefdlly, will Over a majority,of the applications generally used

in buSiness.today. The Bell System's use of censua Ilata falls into.

three broad categories:

1) Provision of'Products and Services. Many of Bell's basic

products and services are currently furnished under

regulated franchise which carries with it the obligation

[

to have aVailable what the customer wants when he vats

it at a reasonable cosif. Since relatively ,long lead

times are

equipment

forecasts

required to manufacture and install some of the

to permit this, detailed demographic trends and

are required for the thousands of areas we'

1

serve to predict,dith'as Much accuracy as.possible

future populationsand their communications needs. This

involves such elements as population size and make-up,

migration trends, business development, household forma-

tions.and co/nstituencies, etc..

M

- Marketing and Corporate Management. ,Fok discretionary

communication products and services, Bell is.in 'direct

and...indirect competition with many other suppliers and
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alb

A

con8umer goods. Hera the business.objective is to
.

optimize its product line, distribution Ichannel8 and -

market position. Although individual.

of en the-sirrce of the:basic data, extra lation of

ket studies are

the e findings into general4ized forecasts, predictions

d strategies is heavily dependent on demographic data.

Typical applications include estimation of market.potential

4

'for individual products or market areas, media.4election
-

for promotional activities, selection of areas for

merchandizing effects and retail outlet site selection.

- Social and Labor Force Studies. As a major social and
. .

employment force, the Bell System has a reqqirement to track.

and predict changes in the society it serves and the work
t*

force it employs, in order to assess the impact of not only

its own actions but various legislative and judicial mandates

that may come int8 force. Typical problems faced in this

'area include

. unit, ethnic

the changing'nature of the family/houSehold
%

balance of the employee group, the entry of
P

women into the labor market, and the availability and move-
,

ment of skilled ciaft workers.

It can be seen then that.Bell's need for census data

quite varied, and subject to relatively apid change

is significant,

over time.

There are three broad areas;Of concern whial trahscend, tO some extent,

the categories specified for this conference:

53
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DATA ACCESS

."

As.in the case of many 'other business,users, Bell has relied very heavily.

on ,intermediate suppliers for.the actual data used and has satisfied a

minority of its needs by direct access to the Bureau And the original

data. The comments and suggestions of.these suppliers have been incor-
il

f

porated in this paper where:appropriate. Although this was, to some

extent, a Olanned condition for the 1970 Census and our experience has

been good, there is an open question as°to whether this is the best way

\ .

.. to operate in the long run. As'our needs and data volumes)increase,.in-
, or-

..house Oocessing may become attractive. Should-we obtain such data

"
4

directly or indirectly? Could the Bureau organize to meet demands which,

in all probability would be sporadic and subject to heavy peak loadEa

-

There do not appear to be any facile answers,_but the problem.should.be

addressed.

TIMELINESS

An endemic problem for us and most other users we are aware of is the

with which the data becomes physically available for use. A year'

4 '

\is the customary minimum from completion of a survey to.availability.

Grdited the volumes are huge in many cases, but data'processing technology

today will s rely permit a more timely response.

HOLIENOLDS

In terms of product and service consumption, the household is a very
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complex'unit. In the casi,of certain home related servic4 or consumer

.J .

dultbles (e.g., basic telephone service, furniture) the hOusehoold itself

may be construed to be .the consumer.. tn the case of more personal

products ,(e.g., toll calls, clothing) the individual is normally thought

of ae the.constutter. In fact, the distribution ofDpurchase 1,11d acquisition

deasions runs the gamut between these extremes, colored in many caies

by different, value aystems and personal perceptions. The present. household
-

, tabulations offered'by the census do not adequately address this significant

diversity.

. Specifically, the following items deserve attention.

ft.

1. Below the national.levil 1970 Census households income

distributions were usually broken'down into families and

unrelated individuals. A More useful division would be

households with related indiviauals and those with only

unrelated tndividuals. Since 1970. the proportion of

households in the'latter category has been increasing and

indications are that that trend will continued thru 1980.

If the tabulation for unrelated individuals is retained,

it shotild at least be broken down into singleperson

households and persons in (noninstitutional) group.

quarters. Furthermore, this.information is of broad

enough interest to warrant making it readily accessible

in published form%
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2. 1970 Census households were typed accordingcto their "heads".

This designation will be changed in 1980 to "the person (or

)
,...

one of th personsfin whose naie the home is owned or rented".

This suggesti three classifications for each of the two house-

hold categories above:. (1) joint owners/renters; (2) male owner/
. .

renter; and (3) female owner/renter.
.

3. The tabulations in the 1970 Summary ount did not include

breakdowns by the number of wage-earners in a'household.

Particularly in the case of families, this information is an"!

important determinant of socioeconomic needs and cqnsumption.

patternsi. With female participation in the labor force currently

on the increase, it is important to measure the contribution

made by working women to a family's (household'q) income. It

will probably be pieferable.to base the breakdown on full-time

workers rather than all wage-earners; i.e., do not include part-'

time workers.

* 1
4. More researlh is also ne ded into the best way(s) to aggregate

'households and persons n terms of the relationships between

the economic decisions they make and their socioeconomic

characteristics. For instance, which decisions in householp

with multiply wage earners are generally made co/lectively and
4 V 0

which are left to iindividuals.

0

Over and above these three general items, other areas of 'Concern include;
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ORGANIZATION

I. Summary Tapes

.After the 1970 Census an additional Fifth Count Summary Tape
,

for block groups and enumeration districts (known as File C)

was ocessed.at the expense of'one of the suppliers. This

tape has 'been used extensively by organizations which reallocate

demographiCAata frota cenaus areas to user-defined areas. The

1980 Census, including*Iample questions, Should be.designed under

the assumption drat a similar tape will 'be made available as

a standard product.

2. -Public Usetample Tapes

a. 1970 PUS tapes had nonstandard labels (lea4ng numeric

characters rather than alphabetics). Unless an important

reason for this exists, the ease of tape usage would be

improved by putting standard labels on 61'1980 PUS tapes.

b. Certain of the 1970 tapes contained information for multiple

states, presumably for reasons of storage efficiele Users

needing data on the last state of that tape had to read thru

the records,for all preceding states. If the multi7state

tapes were organized into separate files for each state, the

IV
processing,time could be greatly reduced.

c. When cross-tabulations of particular census data items did

-not appear in the 1970 Summary Tapes, programs.were written

1.0 151
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to Compile-the necessary data from:the 1970 PUS tapes.

Unfortunately4. for imasons of confidentiality the smallAtt

. I

geographic units for which data.on the latter tapes is

)

specifically identified are individual counties of 250,800

#

or more within SMSA's. The 1980 PUS could be iiroken down to

a lower geographic level, e.g., census tracts or rural .

counties, with.a corresponding decrease in the number of data

categories, e.g., ipcome in $1000 rather than $100 intervals.,

If disclosure problems still existed, the Census Bureau could

write a eneralpurpode program to mduce the crosglikabulations

and Check the output for confidentiality problems.. The .

usefulness of this program would be maximized if it were

accessible interactively through the Sumlary TapeTrocessing
.)

4.

Centers or their equivalent&

TABULATION

1. Racial Classification ,

14it_

It is unnecessarY to bdlabot44the point-, but the pioblem of racial

classification remains. We are aware that the Bureau is working

to tieliorate this difficulty and.it is hoped that they succeed.

Accurate,racial.information is essential if woik force targets'

and other population influenced goals are to be determined on a

yational basis.

*

2. Public Use Sample

Por Many applications, the Public Ude. Sample is too small and,

in many casea, it is necessaryitio- nomUine several political and/
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or economic areas to obtain usable statilicS. .These then must

be imputed to the sinner areas within them which is a statistically

, -questionable technique. A larger,.more detailed sample together .

with the format'suggestions listed under'"ORGANIZATION" would.

o.

produce a much more usable and credible product:

. Households with Telephones

The 'need for a survey of.househdlds with telephones has been

documented ("Should 1980 Census'Data Include Information on

0
TelephoneS?") Phil Welch, May 20, 1977) and acted upon with an

appropriately worded question in the recent Oakland pretest

questionnaire. This data will be most valuabletto the user

communitylif it'is cross-tabulated by other sefected character-

istics. In particular, households with and Without telePhones"

should be cross-tabulated with the demographic characteristics

'of the owner/renter bf-the housing gnit such as his/her age,

raCe.and.sex. These hOuseholds Should also be cross-tabulated

with total)houkehold income, presence-and age of chirdren, and

the Cladsifications mentioned "Households", above, i.e.., families.

r

vs. unrelated individuals, male vs. female\vs. joint owner/

renters, and number of wage earners. These crOss-tabulations

Should not only fulfill the needs of the telephone industry

and related governmental agencies, but els, allow the many

,public and private organizations which perform surveys by
,

telephonetto more precisely estimate the bias in the results

they compile.
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5.

;

'PRESWITATI9N

1.: Auxiliary infOrmation As census data Users we are interetted

.in examining demographic statistics fo reas.defined by our.'"

organizAions .rather than the census areas. '.The most practical

A
'and time-efficient way to establish,the necessary correspondence

between thepe areas is through the use of geographic or geodetic

information provided by the Census Bureau for the census areas.

)r

At least two such compilations were provided afte 1970: f

1

-

a. The Master Enumeration District List.(MEDList) contains

the geodetic coordinates of the.population centroids of

.blockgroups and enumeration districts, The Census Bureau.

is not sure whether they will provide this'information-for
.

A

the 1980.Census. Because of its importance and the urgency .

of its release, the Census Bureau should consider making

artangements to-have this work done quickly and accurately

by an outside organization.

b. The mapsv.of census tracts and enumeration.districts.are

:essential companions to the MEDList -.they are used to .

verify the geographic-translation of user areas intb component

cens4s areas. While the 1970 census tract maps were made

available on a tiMely basis, the maps for tht.nontracted
4

areaS have been very difficult to obtain. Both sets of maps

should be released.shortly after (if not slighely before)

the Census Day in.1980.
.
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c. .The Urban Atlas contains geodetic definitions of census
' "

iractsk The preponderance of errors in this Source indicates
'

that thS validation,portion of its creation procedure was
1

inadequate. tEither this procedure needs to be improved or
. -

: the Census Burean could again consider contracting for this .

.;
work with an outside organization.

2.. AlternatiVe medium - The very nature of magnetic tapes leads

to inefficiencies in terms of serial or sequential processing.

rather than random access. The Censui Bureau shouXd seriously

consider supplying the 1980 data on another medium,

'gloppy disk," that ..could be processed more efficiently.

SUMMARY

To summarizelthiS statement of our-wants, needs and conCerns, we would
.

like.to offer a brief description of the "ideal" census information
,

system from the business user's viewpoint:

1.. Statistics on all Cenqus questionnaire responses from short and

long forms available to the blockgroup/enumeration,districi

(BG/ED)-level; 0

-n

. Cross-tabulations among selected statistics 4hich are,4efine4 by

the user;,-

w,
,

. c

3. Sufficient geographic information, e.g., geodetic references for

BO/ED, to allow reaggre ation-ofcensus data to user defilh4

areas;
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, . .

4. Detailed migration information e.g., crossrreference by coudty.

to aid estimation of intextensal migraticin; and

5. Information readY if-4 users less then one-year after its colle-ction..

4.

3

I 0

4 "

I.

.* )
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ORGANIWION OFDATA:. CONSIDERATIONS RELEVANT TO THE

.DEVELOPMENT OF USER ORIENTED SOFTWARE THAT MIGHT

#.

ENHANCE THE UTILITY OF DATA GENERATED BY THE

1 1/
U.S. BUREAU OF CENSUS

9

1)

by Mervin E. Mul1er2/-,

World Bank, Washington, D.C.

.

't

il/' In invited paper to'lead the discussion on Organization of Data
at the joint American Statistical Association and U.S. Bureau of
Census Conference on User.Oriented Software, November 8-10, 1977,
Arlington, Virginia. 'A

2/ Comments made here do not repreSent official views oftfie World Bank.
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SUMMARY Aar.

in

Several questions arehraised in order to identify the complexities
*/*

and challenges that ard involved in trying..to un-4Tstand better what is

the problem of data organization. These questions should help

the discussion to take,,place during these meetings by indicating areas

of research
#

and, development. Some of the questions have been made in

'.order to ensure ;hat they will be addressed. These questions ire not

necessarily.new Vdt are ones'that must be faced by dhose currently

involved with statistical analyses using computers even though satin-

factory, aolutions may not be forthooming at this time.

4

INTRODUCTION

Under.the terms bf reference of this oonference, this paper has

110
been prepared 'to stimulate thinking R r to the conference and during

J

the conference in order that we can focus more effectively on what

types of software ought to be developed to aid in the area of data

organization. This problem must be viewed in a rather generaa context

in order to justify.the attention given to it at this conference.
,

It is much larger than one might first believe. It is tempting to

assuMe that' all We nedd to do is-select *from among the existing data
4

base management systems and. our problem will, An fact, be solve4.

I hope this paper* will generate light, rather than heat: Having

staeed this,hope, I want to question whether we have An adequate

understanding of what we are trying to accomplishn eventhough the

objectives sent

expect to raise

timtlating the

to us prior to this meeting were clearly presented. I

\

several questions that are provocative and hopefullY\ useful,
-

kind of thinking the subject needs. I had considered
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and discarded several alternatives for 'this paper, such as:
1

1)-summarizing the history of the sdbject, 2) advocating a particular

approachfor system, 3) evaluating existing systems, or 4) emphasizing

existing limitations. I hope through considering questil we can

develop proper respect for the problem.and the importance of establishing

priorities for a meaningful and effective research and development.effort

in this 'area.

ik

2. For What Purpose?
A

The indi purpose of ihe conference ia'for dthe development
'. .

,

and perfeCtion of spftware which will enhance utility of data generated

1

. .

. .

by the Bureau. The\conference will slab "examine,the need for software

improvements from em user's-standpoint and help determine the extent

to which the development of software Isom) approptiate toPic for research
(

support by the NSF/ASA." Although these statethents are clear enCiugh, I

believe that we need to make ehem more specific in order to provide a

focus foi what should be considered. I think it is important for the

conference attendees to discuss and refine die purpose of the conference;

,paper will help clarify the point,I hope the questions raised
6

in this

"for what purpose?" as well as help
A

to focus attention on subsequept:"

actions tobe taken based on the conferenCe.

--41*

3. Who are the uders, what are their needs and what are theirpriorities?

', The term "user" can mean difgerentthings to different people-.

Users could be those directly within the Blireau, or those within-other

partslpf the Departmeat of commerce, other parts of government, or those

external to government. It is important to know who the users are and

111
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what their backgrounds are

statisticians, experts in

expected to be: are they to be pbofessional
,

computing, or subject matter specialists who

'will have the appropriate supporting staff, equipment,-and software to

assist'them in the use of data? It is necessary to identify what their

needs aresparticularly, what their data needs are. Can the be sure
fr*

that they have usefulAata and,datatidentification in thesense of.the

following: how will they cope with missing data? How will they be able

to recognize questionable a/Curacy or qualtty? These questions will be
.r.

dealt with agaih in SectiOn'9 on Data Organization.. Differedt people

have different needs, and to delielop appropriate software for data

organization(s), it is necessary to identify who are the users, and

what are thpir needs. Finally, what are the relative priorities of

A
different u r needs? It would be irresponsible to ignore the matter

,

o'f priorities since users clearly have finite resources. Even a govern-

ment agency m4t also face the reality that it has neither the time nor

the resources to meet all soTtware or data needs of all users. Therefore,

"hen directing plannini and development, attention must be given to hoW

4.

would go about identifying usei needs'and establishing priorities

for,whit is to be done,

o

4. What Time Horizon/

To have proper'perspective for the'discussion to follow, it is
!

hecessary to look at least on two aspects

of planning and deve opment, and the time

By focussing on thesr two aspects oflime,

I !

of time: the ape horizon ,

span of the data themselves.

I believe we can ask relevant

questions and see more'clearly how to meet the oblectives of this;,

conference. Consequenay, both aspects of time aFe given attention

before proceeding to so

a third'aspect of-time is

f the other considdrations. For compUteness,
.

so mentioned,

-"J 44, 6

I
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4.1 For Planning and Development

Whenever we look ahead, thee are at least dio pitfalls: first,

confining oursellies to,the use of current technology and'knowledge we

possesEabout hoW to use such tec4nology.to solve'today's problems; and

second, restricting our thinking about the problems themselves due to

conservatism or'recognition of the limitations of current technology;

When looking at the question of the development of user oriented software,

it is not at all clear whether we sre talking aboUt what cal be done this

*
year; or three years hence at the time of the 1980 census;.of at the time

of the next.decennial censds in 1990; 'or 20 years ihead in the year 2000.

The symbolic year 1984, indeed, falls in the early part of this broader

'planning period.

In looking forward we might also look back a similar time period to

assess.progress made.

Twenty years ago Fisher was still with us; computing was in its infancy.

How far have we come since then? The breadth of application of statistical

techgiques has been greatly influenced by the availability of statistical
4,

soitware oil digital computers.. With few exceptions, notably in graphics,

and some changes in emphasis notably towards iterative methods, the world

is much as Fisher knew it. We are still, in the main, equipped.Analytically .

7'

to handle numerical data in rectangular form (u41variate or multivariate)

variables by observations, y time.
)

4

-()
Although we are no

( abie-to stofe and retrieve non-numeric data, or

data it non-rectangular interre lated structures, we la ck analytical toolb
4 t

to support analysis dir ctly using mo,re qipmfilex data structures.

It is important to be realistic as to what timelhorizon we are

àddessing as we proceed in the subsequent discussion before weicani
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A really be sure' what types of planning and development would be appropriate

-4

4.

a

for consideration. For example,'is it meaningful to consider that signi-

ficant technological or theoretical break-throughs may ()deur in time to

be of benefit? Are we looking ahead to the possibility of a data network

where, ihe hardwitre:and/or data can be cOnsidered distributed, geographically

and 1944cally? Clearly,'if this is a possibility, then more attention

must be given to iiprove4 ease of access to the data in the presenee of

1

cOntrols.which recognize privacy, confidentiality and security, and this

affects the selection of data organizations. According to the time horizon,

I can eas9): imagine that we will develop different plans and approaches.

4.2 Span of Data

In looking at questions of data organization, there are two questiotis

regarding the time span of the data: 1) are ehe data (actual or predicted)

to be organized and maintained only for current time periods or current

time periods plus hiatorical peiiods? 25 are. the data for each time period

40
to be maintainLi separately? The influence of these considerations on data

organization also depends upon the extent of data and the,frequency-of use.

The possibility of data migration from one hardware device to another is

also affected by wiZther'the data must be.currently available or available, 4 o

only for historical archival purposes. We 41.11 address this point in a'

later section.

4.3 +Data by Variable vs. Data by Time Periods

If we think of data organized as ti*Iseies4 this type of organization.,

is not the one naturally employed when qollecting social ofeconomic data,

but it may be.tbe desirable.tYpe of data organization for analysis or

reporting purposes. Usti/0.1y we obtain social or economic data for a given
0
timetpoint or period for many variables. This is the natural way to collect
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census data. However, for a given, variable an analysis, even for data

consistency, may make it necebsawto usejlata, by variable across time

periods. The time aspects of data for a Aipiti variable raise many
,

interesting challenges and questions with respect to data organization.

When data .are stored on a airect access device there can be an erroneous
4

impression that it is immaterial how the data are organized and stored.

That is, to assemble a time series of the values (Xi (0, for t = 1, 2...4

for a given variable Xi , when the data are stored by time period and

variable, some .people may assume that it is convenient and efficient to

retrieve the desired data values by seaching for each tine value'of

each variable. ,This assumption may be correct if for n data points the

search effort can be done in less than Knlogn operations. However, re-

organizing the data to be a collection of time series by first sorting

the dara and then uslng it sequentially may be it more efficient and

effective approach.

Even with such brief consideratioas of this section,".I think you

will agree that it is important for data organization to take into

account the many time aspects of data.

5. Modes and Frequency.of Use

It is n essary to consider the modes o ta use and the frequency

of data use. requency of data use.will ave important ramifications for

data organizati n, which are considered n more detail in Section 9.

I find it usef4 to distinguish four categories of computer use, namely,

$roduction mode diagnostic test mode, tutorial mode, and exploratory mode.

As noted in Muller (1969), one Teason for considving these four iodes is

\to facilitate sep rating the problems of using computers into underatandable
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and manageable parts, which may also help clarify issues a11 4 close the

current gaps between hopes Snd achievementk in use of.computers.

Another 'reason is to.obtain better understanding:of where to allbcate

research and development effort in programming and statistical techniques.

Some of us still suffer from the expittation that a,given "general program"

.can be all things to all people. Of the four modes of use, the one that

most people think of is the production mode, i.e. the one the user employs(

to accomplish a specific computing job which no longerrequires testing

programs. It is assumed one knows what he wants.done and haw to do it

(even though the user may also need help of the diagnostic test niode.)

Thq diagnostic mode is used to aid in testing whether or not a

program or ackage can in fact be used for production purposes.

In a tutorial mode one may want help.from a Specialized computer

program to learn, for example, 1) how to use a program, 2) how to

unde stand and use available data, 3) how to use the available computer
,

facil ties, or 4) What programs ot data are available.. The 'tutorial mode

is intended to support the learning of a particular body of knowledge.

In the context of the current conference, the tutorial mode night-enable

usets of Census Bureau data to explore varioiksAata bases and software

that can be,used, including aesctiptions of data structures that are
,

available and data coding conventions and the like which are relevant

to using the data.

An alternative to the tutorial mode is to maintain änd distribute

comparable information by more conventional means. The questions to be

4,

answered Here are those of costs and benefits of each approach.

The foUith mode, exploratory mode, allows.the 'user to explore

existing programs, computer languages, and operating systems so they
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/an understand what they...are doing.' For.example, what levels of precision
,

of calculations are availat:le? Is truncated or rounded arithmetic.used

in the programs?
1

6. Recognition of Ineitia

In spite of spetacular technological achievements In hardware, it

,is important to recognize that developm4 ent of computing techniques for

-Improving the quality ana usefuless of data suffer from inertia, in

plicular progresd in the software that wd/uld be required'to bring about'

changes commensurate with the spectacular improvements in hardware.

If one now reviews the proceedings.of the 1969 conference on statistical

computing held in Wisconsin, it will be noted that most of the open

research and development,problems identified then are still.with us.

(See Milton and Nelder (1969))_. There are few significant Veak-ihroughs
r4

in statistical techniques for data editingna analyses for presentation,

or data organization; the work of Fellegi and Holt on dam editing, or the,

work on.intervention analysis by Box and'Tiao .or.lon-data organization by

Merten are exceptional cases. Thus the lead times betweeti identifying.. 4

problein; and finding practical saTutions may be very°1ong. :.One must.

recnnize how difficult it can be to overcome inertia without a high

*

priority emphasis and critical investment of people's time. Although we
.4

have on-line and interactive computing capabilities, we are far from'the

4 situation qf being able to perform on-line, interactive statistical ana2ysis.

This conference and theAubsequent commitment of considerable resource

inay provide the critical mass needed to overcome the current intertia, if

there is adequate follow-up. This inertia ie reinforced by the present

concern over pril.racy and.fears of invasion af privacy, as well ad by4broader

issues of confidentiality, including unintentional disclosure.
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/ Another type of inertia is the failure to recognize how little

progress has Veen made on standards for data identification and control.; .

Thal there is such progreas, the ohstacles to portability of.soffware.

1

and data (see e.g. Muller (1975)) will inhibit,t slow down, or preclude...

effective general use of available data.
,

v

, 7, A Necessary Pre-requisite: Data Ideptification
,

For those Who were practicing statisticians before the. Wide use"of

a

e.

computers, data code books were a'familiar part of a well-designed data

collection and analysis-process. "Ca"' is-used here to indlUde-any' type

of data ideniification. A few computer-based systems have computer-readable

)(ode books; some people refer to them as "data dictionaries" or, dt. prefer,

"aata glossaries" (to"indicate a capability richer than just a,code book or

dictionary,'see Muller (1963)). I seriously questibn how data can be easily
4

TN_

'portable without a clear Indication that codes'tan have different meaninglk
,

at different times, or that at a given time multiple codes' may have the.

same meaning. It is unrealistic to expect that'this problem can be overcome

uniVersal standards. Instead, I would urge that a necessary pre-requisite

to improving the use of data is to create data-base directories which will

enable the user to recognize and cOpe with diffetent interptetations of

-data identification. Such data directOries often must include'the identifi-

cation of the.quality, source, and timeliness of the data. They mayt.also

'Thclude the identificatiOn of the various data structures'used.

8. Current Data Bash Manakement Systems: 'There is still no free lunch".

/
There are many aspects to the current literature on data.base management.

,

There is the schema of total data base management Where one looks for a way

of describing.the logical,properties of the enterprise,.or agency, the use

of data, add the logical organization of the data to be used. There.are

41.
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some imPreasive capabilities, such as daia definition languages.

Unfortunately, many of the iiportant;stochistic considerations that

influence how to design and effecti4ely use such data bases either are

'not handled in existing data management systems or are ignored. The

data base systems are usually designed ai if to be used in a totally

deiermihistic manner.

We seldom get ahything free. Data base systems rtequire an investmeht

of resources to acquire or build the systeM as" well-aS the,cost of maintain-

.0

ing it, converting to it, and training people in how to use it. In some.

yeipects those advocating or using data base management systems dre justify-

ing them on the ground of increase in programmer productivity, with arguments

similar to those employed to justify higher level programming languages as

.replacements to mac ine code or assemblers. There is clearly a need to

increase irogramming producqvity. -jn this sense, fp:lie data base management

. systems Can provide programming tools to facilitate the input, output, and

.transfer\lof data" across physical storage de;rices.
4.

Associated with theSe tools is the expectation that there will be,

greater data and program independence as'a result of having "the appropriate_
. ,

data base management eysted". Another'expectation is that the system is

extensible to changing user data needs. Although.some of these systems

have been around for a long time, I haim.not seen case histories documenting

how such.systems have contiibdted to improved statistical analyees or better

portability of data. Unless one is clear :Pbqut 'the time horizon and the

.1
needed research and development for organiiation of data, great opportunities

for the.distribution of'data bases by-ddta networks,will,be missed"or delayed

because data base management capabilities (tetkniques and'software) are not .

adequate'to take advaniage Of the hardware and telecommunications enhancements.
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To face these emeriging'problems by means of newly-designed "data base
V

management systems" which do not yet lxist will take timi'and,could be

costly. A.41 statisticians, we should be interested in the collection an&

analyses of data-to evaluate how to design, .uSe, or modify such system

of data base management,'recognizing that pre-packaged systems are not

.;

,likely to.solve all of the important ptoblems.

9. Data Organization and Avoidance of Fallacies

, The ViteratUre is full of papers on how "b t"-to orrnize data

as if there were some set of criteria of optimum data Organization.

By itself, such a factor as frequency of use is inadequate criterion

for_deciding how,to organize the data. Even with additional information

theie yatylle no "optimum" data organization, see Merten and Muller (1972).

For exclusively baich processing., one might want a data organization that'

would minimize the average access time, whereas in an interactive use of

data one,might need a form of data organization,which Would ensure stability

of response.time--for'exatple, a minimum variance ia the service access doe

1

to obtain the data. Unforludately, there is'no single optimum data organi-

zatiop.

Another fallacy is that there should be only a single data organization

for a given set of data., This is one of.the limitations associated.with.
.-.

current data.base systems,' As a minimum, one may want one type of data
- ,

.

organization for the effective and_efficient maintenance of the data,
.

.

but multiple forms of data organization for different typeS of use to.
.

. .
. .

be. made of the data--for.example, a data organization by time pei.'iod 'and
_,..

a data organization by vatab1e to aid the.'Construction of time series.
,

The qfiestion-i-if what sho d be "the" data organization is-tpo generS1 a

.
formulation to be of.much concrete value. In many respects, organizing

data forleffective use resembles dedigning a.queUeing system with the,

(2'
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io this poivtv will the time horizon tor the rese4i and development
.4

effort cover a sufficipt Span to consider-distributed hardware'and data -

bases? Is it necevssdaty to maintain historical data? DOes the:frequency .111t .

or molume-of use warrant techniqies 0 allow for Ihe migration of. data to.

vartouS physical devices? As a minimum, the data may be organized in such . '4
%

a way as to be.portakle by-having the identification of data and coding

structures, and the data codes external to the data content. Current'data

base management syste,ms sometimea.inhibit portability otdata, or make,it
, .

necessary"for a potential,useeof the data to make adarge investment to
. . . .

i

, 4cquire the entire data base system ittArder to use a given,set bf data.
. :i '

,.

,

_. Furthermore, for some applications, control,must be provided against. ,

, ,

unwarranted, access., Such systems could be.unacceptablebecause of the

need to reprocess or even reorganize the data o that they,can become

portable to multiple users with different access privileps. I.
. .

% As in.the case Of hardware-, ii,Assreasonable to look forward eo, -

. . .

. -

.

.large economies of gcale through havinkdata bases maintained and
. ,
1

distributed from central data services. if, so, additipnal,research. by
.

.

...statisticians, will be needed to determide what.kind of data, w
..

.
,

lrhe

,
. f

,

-(.. .

data should,be located, and how it should be organized. Jiere,again,
c-
weo

. -
,

will need criteria tO in dicate wio the users are, for %bat purposes they
. ,

t..

fieed the data, what are their modes and frequency.of use, .1.,$ also need
-A

to keep current on the relative .costs of transmission and prbteshing of 44
,

, .

data. I hope I have not disappointed anybody by recommendng d relatively

, t
,

modes' .approach to 'these problems; I do not 'believe that Ope field hailed
.

.
1

. .

.

.111 ='enouitt'regearch.Or is matured enodth to cope satisfactorily with the',

. . complexity,of.the present sj:tuation.
. . 4 s .

.
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A

cafion'can also help to eliminats conilicts on data access wi sttfie

N ,

computer, as wellas to improve serviCe perforMaucemith respe t to

,

Cdnsidering data organization from &purely deterministic point

of.viewokmuch.of the current literature which folloWs the results bf

the CODASYL ComMittee is releftsint. ThiS.point of view treats data

organizationin terms of logical'and physical'descriptions to aid

computer programmers, and several impor.tant issues of languages for data

descriptiontand data'structureAre addressed. For exaMple, data systems

- ..,

are described.as network models, hieraichical-models. or relational

models,:sto mention a few. If one looks closely,at"theseeffora,

however no criteria are being'put forward in:terms of haw untly levels.

.4111

of a hierarchy one should haV6 or, in the relational model one
,

dscribes the.data internally to achieve efficient use o'f the data.

Much of this effort'is aimed at allowing data independince so that
. .

programs and data can be changed withoutlhffecting the end-users.
. ,

-

Although such formal descriptions of data bases,can be of great
s.

S.

help, they neglect the questions of effectiveness and efficiency,,and

I believe these issues are stochastic in nature. Also neglected is the

matter If indicating or organizing data according to source, quality,'
4. . -

4

2 ,
.

.or timeliness. We statistitians recognize that there are a widesc,
: .

4

of
/
prob emf wher'e stratification.can improve sampl.ingefficienc

1 A

Siiilar advantagei5 can be gaihed through using stratification techn

vith regard to the organization and distribution of data bases. With-.
,

O

.$tratificetion it may be advantageous to establish one or more data or

accese.directories at various level's of.a hierl4hy or network,' Stratifi-
.

.

, ,
. 'AR
average service Eime or vr eriande of servide time=t-to mention wo per-

,

. . - 4 . .

, A
IfOrmance'characteristics which one might Want tb cgnsider. t is dot

4

40' ,
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at all:clear what performance criteria one should use. One can formulate
. .

the pe. ormance problem as a mathematical programming model.and look.at'

the qu ,tion of optimization relative to some objective function; but to
, \ .

.. . ,

date I have not found this a very bseful description other than to

demonstraee the exisience of a solution, see for example Merten (1970).

In'view'of'the sensitivity of "optima" .to assumptions about.ddra which
4

theiselves are aubject to unknown chänges,Aimpaos is required here.

Perhaps the views-of those in attendance, can help clarify thepriority

to be givento optimization criteria.

Data organization includes the question of seeurity and.control,.

what types of user access will be allowe4, and for-what purpose.. 4

Furthermore, some parts of a recOrd may 'h'e considered sensitive arie;

A
.

therefore should have some type of- encrypting or scrambling to protect

the sensitive parts--another cto4 where multiplip files using different .

.P

forms of organization may lie appropriate:

(7)1
10. Data Organization and, Non-numeric Information'

In the future some types of data organization'should exist td handle

non-numefic information, which I believeia necessary to consider, especially

if the time horizon of-,the research and development effort exceeds alew

years. AtdinarW, one lends to consider non-nuteric information to be

synonymous-with text. Even this kindof aata ofters unej4oloited oppor-

tunities for_aata analysis. Although some types of data orgahization,

already include the facility to handle text such as foot notes, report

.
.

titles' table headinks4 stubs, and user instructions, I believe that we
, .

. .,

k.

peed to consider more complicated data organizations and storage facilities,

capable of handling digital representations o,f graphs, maps, and picturea.
4

1

With satellite capabilities to "collect pictures" and "create maps'', and

with the emergenee of satellite or filier optics communlcations lor
Al72



transmission, statistictens now need to plan how they can

:

and'presentation of such'resulta, Additional statistical

improve analysis.

techniques may !

Alsd be required to use this technology. The challenge of non-numeric

op
informaiiOn is here; are we prepared to accet it?

11: Use,of Models to.Analyze Data Organization'

I
Analytical Models to describe.and evaluate the performance of data..

organizations or the associated software can have a place in a r arch

and developmefit effort if they provide useful reductions of the coftlexities

of the real world. I believe thae the models should have a stoc astic f

4
orientation. Such models, to be ,useful, must reflect qualitative as wel

as quantitative factors of relevance,to the user, such as ease of learnin

or ease of use. However, care muat be taken not to lose sight of tile end

objective of achieving effectiveAata organization and software. Unless

One can collectreal.data to validate the refisonableness of a mdidel, one.

should, in my opinion, suspect the conclusions or usefulness.of modeling

efforts.

12. Procedural vs, Problem Approaches

Most of the higher-level languages available today are effective if

one is prepared to describe a problem using data (or the organiAtion of

data) in terms of procedures. The same could be said of most large-scale

.

statistical packages that are now available to analyze-data. One of the

1.
attra41onECof some data base systems is thatthey.have comMandS WhIch

are more problem-oriented than prikedure-orientell. The advanta"ge of such.

a command structure depends on how important it is to adopt-s problem -

) e m ,

apOroach rather than the procedural approach to therise of the data.

The question is' how much.resegrch and dAvelopmX effort is needed hereA
.
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The ansWer 10.1l dePend on identifying the users, Cheir needs, anethe

time horizon.. If the users are eAterts in programming and have been

trained in ways that exist today, then it woUld,seem natural to use a

procedural approach. HoweVer, in looking ahead it is not at all clear

.

that lthis is what is desired if it is intended, to stimulate the use

of census data outside of the Bureau..

With problemr-oriented software one could describe the problem rather

than the proceduresfor example, dentify the file,.drie particular,rpcord
, .

types of fields yithin the file that oneyould want-and .then-the.criteria

for selectiop and analyses of data, rather-Aan the detailed procedures.

f
On' the basis-of the problem.specifications ,sp.ecial compikers or.translators

,
-..

... * .

. .

.

would anhlyze the problem specification; either tO.generate procedbral calls
e .

'. ..1

-Sag

.

a \
.

, for use by ,conventional compilers orto translate 'the specificitions to

procedures.interpretati'vely. I believe thigis a.fr 'itful area of re arch,.
-

'The prOblem approach fiasjpbiguities, not smuh in the syntax for
3

problem specification as in the semantics'of determ'lnimg whether or not

the specification of the problem permits a conrect, unique and unambiguous

computer execution. Without-trying to prejudgeyhat the:future direction

of the study should be, I think it should start wiph Straightforward and

practical problems followed by cases of greater complexity. Some of my

colleagues and I have been l4king at thiihallenge for some time, and"

we belie;,e° it has relevance to situations involving the need to accomplish

multi-dimensional data array manipulations and transformations: In 4this

area we feel we have \been relatively successful, but it is an area needir

additional research and development, see for example 1.1Uller (1977).

/.
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13... Distributed Systems'and Distributed Useilir

It is difficult to accept the views,held by 'Some-dataliabe systema

11. advochtea-that current data base management sys provide a-solution .

to the data organization problem. Under thbea-t-,4X conditions, such -

systebb may be solving some ofs Coday's problems, btILL these are not
.. ,

.
. I

------...

.
:necessarify the problems thatlwri facing us for the next few years.

, \

A sizable i 42s required to gelect and install currens data base

systeps. Such investment may divert resources from needed research and

development.- JP-- 1,

A

As data files become larger, it Feems'logical to'expect that th re

will be arr increasing need for data organization that allows,the da a

to-be distributed,across hierarchical storagel.devices.'' It is Agical to

_expect that, depending upon the time horizon under consideration, the

4

data could be distributed geographically. Depending on who the users

are, and their objectives, it seems reasonable tc; ihvestigate distributed

data bases'as,a logicai and effective approach. The'question then arises,

is it reasonable to assume that- the users need distributed data? I believe

it is realistic to assume that the users will b distributed and wanx to

'tise distributed data bases. Attention must be- giveh'to access co. Arol,

security, and the need for tutorial moded!of use.to,enable users to

understand and use data if they no longer go to a venikal facility to

acquire the data. This raises problems of maintenance both of the data

- 'and orsoftware. Consequently, the question I see here is, What criteria
,

should one consider as statisticians in making decisions about distribution

:.of hardware, software, and the users, and what ratifications.willAhis,have

. .

on the usability of data?
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.
As noted earlier, the.question a diptribution of users IS related

to the.question Of economies.of-scale. Large generdl-putpose mOhines

have been popular because they offer economies of sca1e. Iftplligent

terminals idith local memory undoubtedly will generate additionak-uses

of centralizedJarge-scale general purpose machines. I believe IA can

..
expect to realize economies of scale for-data basês.in data networks

with smart terminals without necessarily having all_the datain'one file.

!

, One of the 'questions that needs clarification is how to 4chieVe effective7

ness' nd still enjoy economies of scale.

14: hal1enges for tatisticians and Computer Scientists'

It is a real challenge to bring together computer scientists and

statistician's talladentify who the upers are,oand what their needs are.

A seCond challenge is' to recognize that the aesign and evaluation of-
.

systems to cope with data gaps involves &problem of statistical anabisis.

A third is,*tht need,for evaluations of tht performance of different data '

organizations, the software using the data,from such organizations, and..

the software for the statistical analysis using the given data organi-

zations. The evaluation, I believe, should be based on carefully designed

statistical experiments so that one can estimate the main effects" and
.

. . . . ..

interaction efects of the varioUb parameters'one might have under conttol.

I am using the term "interaction effects" in the sense employed by a

744.

stattstician who has designed, say, a factorial experiment. I believe
#

this is a very'fruitful and necessary area to consider, one well worth

neceiving an allocation of resourCes for future research, and I would

410. that attention, will bo given to this area...

11

). -
*
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15. questiOns and Types of Software.

15.1 Questions 0 be answered

The typel of software research.and development to.be recomhendeoy

1 -
this conference depend in partupon, which questions we decideshould be

pursued.

The questions can include:

I

4

Timeltorizonw

- planning andAevelopment for% 1978, 1980, 1984, 1990,or ?

. Span a.data: cuirrent only, historical only, future,

or some cOMbinatiops

- data by variable vs. data by time period

Data for-what purposeEN

7

Who are the users, what are their needs, what'at'e their.priorities?
\

- What modes of use are to be aupported: production, diagnostic,

tutorial, explgratory?.

How frequently are the data to be updated, distributed, used?

What data identificatiori will.be needed, how will it be

. 4stributed, and how will i1t h'e maintained? .

Will data standards b6 fprmulated and maintained?

41 Will-portable data directories be established and required?

Typesytf data base systems: centralized,.Mstributed, decentrallzod.

*

Where should the data be located?

46 should spntra access to the_data or the data-directories?

Wfl.non-ntimeric information be part of sope ofthe data bases?

f-

1411 statistical techn19ues be usei g4er data or perform

analyses,to influence d'ata.organization 0.



4

*

What software will be-developed that are acceptable to

.

diffeeeht users for conversions'of data from one typp
)

of data otganization'to others?

" Will.there be an agency prepared to'ptovidelaoftwar to

7
convert data?

'1 What levels of data security and confidentiality'are required?

What back-up facilities are required to ensure uninterrupted

eA

user seri/ices?

Should problem=oriented software be developed to access and

0 ,

use the data basesi
,

.
. ,

,

What extent of distributed systems and users are to be supported?

What ftnancial and human tesources can,be made ,available fox

various types of effort?

All of these questions have political as well as technical aspects,

especially thqpe'involving security, priVacy, confidentiality, the use

of,tdistributed data or networks; or use of the data"by .commercial service .

bureaus.

15.2 Types of Software

The types of software to be developed depend in part upon how the

selected questions are answered. In addition, the types of software

to be developed should reflect the kinds of statistical fnalyses that

are expected to be needed and availablip. I am concerned that upless

explicit attention is focussed on.statistical questions; software

development will be undertakep without-an adequate underlying statistical*
.10

basis. Take; for examp1e,.Snalyses allowing for.missing data or teehn ques_

4

to classify multivariate data as being suspect or-defective depending upon

how Ale dataAhare. to be preSented* used. A
,

. (

%MI
1

4
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Regardless of.the types of software t o be developed, there are

further questiOns needing ateention, poSsibly by others not attending

this onference...These questions include who will

A develop.the softW^hre

4.

teSt the.software .

distribute the software
- :

maintain.the software

ft,
I administer requests to change the software.

I believe safttware is needed to:

collect.and maintain data on phe use of data bases (suth data

can be-used for evaluation purposes.to influence data organi-

zation as-well as/clarify whether there issufficient demand

for use of the data)

control access for the creation:, modification, removal., or

.

distribution of data, as well.as determine when simultaneous.

use Of the data can be permitted.

maintain portable data directories Par those who have different

data organizatiops-or equipment

.restrict data to forms that are compatible with 'the user's

, *a.

I

environment

handle.centralized or decentralized data bases
4

manitor use of daCa so as to notifir users when, subsequent

to their access.to the ddta, errors are detected in the data,

including audit trails' where needed..

store, retrieve, and use non-numeric statistical image infor-
.

mation such aa graphs, maps, aftd pictures
--.

, , ../ .
.

monitor nse of data to estimate what data to have, where, and
, ..

,

for whom

6
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develop software t*o allocate and reallodate-driamically the

locations of the data, -the amount of main memory to"be used,

A

and the access routi4d to be used. uch software may belong

ito the operating controAlsystem of t hardware netwbrk but

it should be designed in such a way as to be portable for users.
,

',Imake possible uninterrupted service or error recovery with wielnimum

loss of informdtion for-any users.accessing data bases by

means of a data network

proVIde problemr-oriented'softwar as well as procedure-oaented

software. '

,I dm assuming that software to enable use of distribUted equipmdntsvill be

.1

. available as well as necessary software to creale audit trails making'

posSible data cecovery'due to environmental or equipment in.terrUptions,

JA"

16. Basic Questions, Priorities, and Research Directions

I have raised several questions which.I beliee to be basic, in order

to idegify and understand the challengeo that ought to be faced now and

.4
in the next few years.- We must recognize that priorities are to be

established and that reSources are to be found and allocated. 'Depending-

on the time horAzon selected, and the resources thtit can be expected to
4

be .

available over the,peiiod, it may.be petessary to-assign relatille pribrities
. 4..

,

' on the basis of likelihood of success, or,ai the othersextreme, On the-basis
. . ,

of likelihood that the kojecits are of such long duration and high risk that
A ,. 1

.

. . .

, no.other) group could be'expected to handle theM: Therefore, the'.reseArch

., . .

,
.

.
.

direCtions could be the selectioh either of safe efforts'with. high likelihood !,

,

. 4
.

of success or efforts that are the most ris4, leteving the safer ones to

* -

others who do not have
et

this..Aonference eiids I

r,

V

,

lgrge staff or other resourced. Sometime before

hope.thet we will stimulate interest in.seeking'
,o
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ansyers to the questions of who are the users, what should be done, .and
,

'with what priorities. Some of these questions candbe resolved by the

use of cost/benefit analyses. These can be difficuli .. since they should

take into pkcount social and economiccosts and benefits Eii3

financial.

A

Aw. Reasons fo be Optimistic
4.

In spite df the large number'of q estions,that I have proposed, 6

I amoptimistibecauge I, belieSe-tha many 6f the significant enhance-

ments and developnents that have taken place in computing were developed

to meet-the needs of statisticians at the Bureau of Census, Therefore, ,

I believe that if we concentrate on needs and the required statistical

tdols, the development of the appropriate software and hardware4will

follow. Today;it seems easier to.consider hardware development.

I belie4e that if we concentrate on the analytical statistical questions;

the subsequent software development will take place.
,..

i .

I m opt4,Tistic because I believe qtat meaningful redearch can

)I

.

oney result fro having real..andi)ractiCal problems. ,Again, if one
/

looks ack at the'influence-of,the,-Bureau of Census on. development (I

b th statistica.and hardWare, this was successful because it was related

to real needs and,real'prOblems.

I amalao optimistic-because Oe see ajoint effort between the

Bureau and ASA. This is. good, becapse many of the problems requir,

.

people from more than one discipline,bespecially in the area of determining

pow to perform e.iialuations of software. Id this sense, the existence of
4.

the ASA Section on,Statistical Computing is another reason fot'optidism,

4

as are some.of the activities taking place outside the United States.

We are-increasingly looking beyond oueshores,in the area of computing,
6
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as'we have in the past.with respect o the theory and apiaication

of s tatistics. N, ,

I am optimistic also because of activities such as those plan ned
' * `,

for- the International Association for Stiitistical Computing.
11

I am optimistic lecause I can, pee significant-contfibutions

being made by groups outside the,United States that can easily influence

tile kinds of activities that ought,to.be taking place within the United .

States. Consider, for example, computer-based da5a editing, such as

'that,which is going on in the World Fertility Survey through CONCOR,"

and in the efforts of Stati.1stics Canada.

t

Finally,-T ieel opt istic because of the recognition of the need

to hold sUch a conference as this one,.composed of people prepared to

meet in.working groups and devote time and effort,t6 identify whativeds

to be done:.
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Organization'of.Data for Census Users
By ,Bruce Carmlchael, Warren Besore,and Xam Tse

Sntems Software Division
U:S. Bmpau of the Census

;

Herman Hollerith, the inventor of the punch-card tabulating machine that

waS the forerOnner of modern computers, was a Cells 4np1o5re. His invention

was motivated by the'volume of data acquired in decenvii1 census that by 1890

had grown to the extent that current methopds were hard-pressed to complete the

processing of one census lore the next was"begun.

lie problem of data volume 4stild with the Census-

In'the 1970 census, infOrmation was colleCted from some

Bureau and its users.

65 million households.

.TWenty per cent of these householdS7comPleted a long form of the.censu question-

naire that provided a comprehensivg view of their lifestyle: Today the Bureau

is looking increasingly to'sophistIcated data organization sehemes and.acces

methods'to manage this huge volume ,of data.'

This conferericewas convened to examine the probleM of distribution of

-

oliCensus data: specifically whether the sdistribufion of software for accessing

and prodessing Census data would make-this data more easily acw)54ble and
t.

Floser to.the.needspfusei4-, It is readily urpet9tood that if data is dis-
t

tributed in a manner that requires extehsivg processing to extraclinformation

'in a useable form, its uSe is restricte&to thosdwhp possess the facilities
1

Wand the funds to afford the processing. This,papor looks at some.of the new'
4

' .

techniques in data organiation that thé'Bureau is.usihg, and 'soir-of the
eP

'facilities available cOmmè cially,.to re if the.Bureatrs data organization
. ..,

technology can be extended o §ervfce the needs of users.
4

ii
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I CURRENT PRACTICE

. ' .

Perhaps a good plaC to start...is to look at the way in which data dis-

. ,

tributed by the Bureau is currently organizea, and the.software available

for accessing it. While the subject of this discussion covers all types of
,. .

_data distributed by the Bureau, we will cover briefly data derived from the

decennial census as an illustratIOn of the folat in which data is or-

ganioaed for distribution.

Raw data from a decennial census is stored on m4ietic tape, grouped'

by geographic area. Once the raw data is edited,ánd validated, a set of

for use wiin they rbati. These tapes-com-

,

e

basic data .tapes is. crea

1/ (prise the basic, or mic data frpM(which
. ,

ry file'S and special tabu-

,

lations are derivell Because"no disci sur analysis of confidential tnfor-
,

mation has been aplili/ed, these bas c data tapeS must remain internal fil

External Data Organ#ation an se

. A
From t e'basic data fi es, varioUs summary files and public use samples

are prep red and
/
aiAclos re analys,is and data suppression are appli on

A

"these iles. These fi es are maihtained on tape for distribution to Census

/

. data users. The s ry files

counts and suvject eporis.

/approxi y 2 tape:reel the subject reports about 400-reels, and the

public use sampl s another 0 reels. Thes tapes are availa6le in 556, ,800,
is

re.grouped into two categories: isummary

'Summary counts.for the 1970 census occupy

and 1600 illpt rqCordirig de
1.

ies.

The ninay Count tap, s are orderbd by the type of tables contained, lexel
, /

of eogralohy'and state/ Thus if one weie interested 34 the population aged

t
) -
25- 4 livin in Suitl and eatRing ovel $15Too ,th/i.s information would be

, located in 'FILE C" o the 45th MUNT" Maryland'summary tapeS. Since four

11
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tape reels are required to hold this file ,the user would pi.obably have fb read

all four reel's to locate the.desired information.
4

...A set of extraction programs called DUAList is available to assist the

, user inlocating and displaying tables on the summary tapeS. For certain

. .

cases; the ektraction programs even had limited aggregation capabilities.

Mbre extensive or detailed extractiong had to be performed by custom programs.
. .

BeCause of the difficult)kof developing suCh programs, processing centers

employed specialized staff for this work.

TSere are several improvements that could be made in the distribution,of

data. Newer tape drives permit higher recording desitieS, requiring fewer

reels of tape to hold the. files. Different.tape formats can facilitate.pro-

cessing the data., A larger Variy of ekt ctions can reduce the amount'of

processin ired of the,users%

On the whole, though, segue al file organization,-and sequential pro-.

cegsinof 'data, h[as-reac its limit. If we are to ever make anx,piogress

//
in reducing the cost/o rocessing Census data, we must came up with a new way

/'
of organizing this ast volume of data that will make it manageable. This

organization hod.should include a coMmon logical model of the data.and its

stitjctur and a comnon method for accessing the data. Purthermore, thiS model

shi 0 be compatible-with the Bureau's internal-structures. Compatibility

woulci be beneficial'in two ways. Data couid b'more timely if user-acessible 1
4

data woUld be updated hn the same form as internal data rather than having

to be translatedi Secondly tit would require feger resourceg to extend the

Bureau's koftware sygtems than to go through the process of developing a new

,

system from scratch, and
.

then,interfacing it with the Bureau's.

'to

/fc414.44
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II. COMMERCIALLY. AVAILABLE SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, AND SERViCES

A: briif sUrvey of tomercially availible computer products and services

might be appropriate.to identify items which could be utilized in distributing

C sus., data.

Software Packages

There are well over a.hundred commercially available packages that are

advertised as Data Base Management Systems'(DHMS) and the number is constantly

growing. Packages conforming to the report published in 1970 by the OODASYL

cOmmittee are available for the equipment produced by each major computer magu-
s

facturer. :This repOrt is the basis of .an industry standard for a Data Yhnipu-

lation Language (DML) and Øata Definition,Language (DDL) for data bases built

on a network model. Mbre recently,. with the emerging research by Codd and

others, new DBMS are being developed and tested which present to theuser a

relational model of a data base.

Generally speaking, commercially available packages can be classified into

the following categories

Data Retrieval Systems

File Management Systems

. Complex Pile Systems

Data Base Management Systems

Special,Purpose Systems
fi

Due to the volume and complexity of Census Data; welwill limit ourselves-to

surveying DBMS only. The following table presents basic information on 11 of
.11

the more popular DBMSt Host language packages provide a DML that is embedded in

a conventiolial high-level programming language, usually COBOL, FORTRAN, or PL/1.

No
Translation of the DML 4.generally implemented through an enhanced compiler,'
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Host Languago CODASYL
uata pase management,

.

oystems
,

, MS 1100
.

.

IDMIL Honeywell IDSII,

CPU UNIVAC 1100 ..

. ,.

IBM 370 1.

-;

.,

: w,

Item Description .CDBOL Oriented , Host Language Like CO OL Like

Logicoll /

-4,

Network Network
.

Netwoik
.

. Phyiicol ' Pointers ., ' .

,

.
Pointers '

-

Pointers
., .

Acieu Methods . Direct .

Hashed ".,

ISAM
NetWork .1

Direct
Hooked
Network

. DiMct
Haihed
ISAM

*Network

.

D.B. Cr eation . U oar Programs 1 ,

.,
User Programs

.

Utility .

) Ouery Language ,

4
Yes . .

- yes :
4- 0

Report eenerator , . .

r. )

Yee
4.

No No )

Host Language COBOL
FORTRAN .

COBOL
FORTRAN

.

COBOL
.

Multi-thread Yes , Yes ' yes .
.

Security
.

. None
J ..,

+kW Subochema
.

Password

Data Validation None
e ,

,
, None

, .
.

Yak .

Recbvery
li Full-Scale

.
Full-Scale . Full-Scale

,

SurAllioncos

or.
'

Log Tiperand
Statistics ,

Collection

.

.

4

<

None
.

Yes
%

,
.

,

Figuos
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Host Lassisage Non-CODASYL
Data Base ManagementS stems

' . Burroughs .

DMS II
Cincom

. TOTAL .

IBM
IMS

MR1
System 2000

Software AG
ADAMS

CPU
.

Burroughs
)17T:77, 00

IBM 370
CDC 6000

' UNIVAC 70
.

IBM 370

.

IBM 370
UNIVAC 1100
CDC 6000

.
IBM 370

Item DesCription Host Lenousge
Like

Host Language
Like ,---1

Host Language
Like

.

Host Language
Like

Host Langugas
Like

.

Logical .Network dulti-list Hierarchy Tree 'Structured
.

'

Almost
Relational 4

Physical Pointer Pointer Adjacency Adjacency
,

. , 4--
Pointers

Access Methods .

.
)

Direct, Haled Ili
ISAM, Bit Vector,
NetWork

.

Direct
Sequential
Hashed .

.

A

.

.

Direct
Sequential
Inverted Indices

Direct
inverted

Indices
Hashed

.

D.B. Creation

'

User Progranis

.

User Programs
.

User
Programs

.

Utility &
User Programs

,
Utility &
User
Programs

Gusty LangUege, Yes Yes , Yet Yes
, .

Yes
.

Report Generator Yes
\

Yes

-Any

Yes Yes ,. . Yes '

Host Lineups

.

ALGOL
PUI .
COBOL

1,
long.

with sub-
routine calls

COBOL
PL/I
Assembler

COBOL
FORTRAN

COBOL
FORTRAN
.PL/I
Assembi.
ADASCRiPT -

Multi-thread Yes Yes . Yes Yes' -, Yes

Security
.

None None
_ .

Yes , Yes Yes

Data Validation Som.. None None Some . Some

Reaviery Full-scale SOITIWNL.

... 4. ...

Yes Full-Scale 'tull-scale

eurvelllanoe _ Same
-,.

None . Log Tapes Log Tapes

e'Ven: POP11
Honeywell 2000
IBM System/3
NCR Century
Verlen VlO

Figure 2



SELF-CONTAINED
Data Base ManagemenSystems

. -
..

.f,

.0 Computer Corp. Of America
Model 204 _

Na
Meade Technology
Data/Central

TRW .

GIM II*
CPU.

..
%40,

-1BM 370 -
->.

,

IBM 370

'

....-------
IBM 370 ,
UNIVAC0100
P0P-11

.

Item Description

-,

.
Chorister String

. .

Cherecter String

_

..
Character string ..

Numeric
.

Logical.
...,

Almost.Reletionel Multi-list Almost Reletlanot .

Physical Pointers/
. .

. . pnrs

Ageless Methods

..r

..I.'

x
.. ,

Sequential
'inverted Indices
Heohyd \

inverted Indices
Sequenthd

.

inverted indices
Hedwd

.

.

MB. Creation . , Utility Utility Util

angry Language Yes Yes Yes

Report Generator
. t

No

.

No yes
,

Host Lingo,.
.

,

COBOL, FORTRAN,
PL/I, Assinibler

. 1

Any isnsiage with
subroutine coll

_

. poem. end Own4 ..,,

,,,e.

Mold-thread . Yes Yes
-...

Irecurity
.

yek.s
,.

yes
.

yes

Data ValklatIon ,
,

. Yes
.,. .

No Yes

Recovery. ..
'4

Some . Yes

-Yes

.
Yes

..

&Maiming ;#1 Yes

.

Some

.4

Figure .3



a pre-compiler,

-
query languages

HardwapAystems ,

_.,'\

In mOst prodUctionl,environments, EMS is.treated like any other pro-

9
gram shAfing the resources of the host computer. ;Even in those installations

k

or subroutine call. Many DBMS also offer self-cOntainedj

for op-line interactive retrieval pd'update.
. .

that dedicate a computer fo data base applications, the hardware configuration
. .

and operating system software are not modified. Itis Common.for big cor-
,

a
orations or government agencies to employ a large- or medium-scale computer

running a DBMS,supplied by a software firm or by the computer manufacturer.

. In these installations, the data base resides on mass-storage. Numerous

interactive termlls access the domputer for on-line updates and instant

information retrievals.. Jobs for batch updates and periodlc report genera-

tion are either run concurrently with on-line processing or during off-shifts,

depending on the capacity of.the hardware.

With the recent proliferation of minicomputers, many firms have tome to

possess one or more.of them. There are two basic methdds'of employing minis

for data base applications. One is a stand-alone system. Smaller companies

may own or share only one mini which they use for all their computing,require-

ments including data base.

A second method is a distributed network. Bigger corporations may own

several minis and pOssibly some large- or medium-scale computers, in geo-

graphically dispersed locations. In addition, they may have a nUmObr'of data

bases of various size'S, some of which are useful only to a particular branch.

In this instance
)
a distributed data base network would be more suitable. Each

node of the network would possess a mini to handle its local data base work, .
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4.

,

4

In addition to tie' traditional approaches
>
there has been active re arch

toward 'the implementation of a so-,called dala bpse machine. Some researchers

are considering a hylwid machine in, which special processors are added to the(

'

conventional.general-purpose computers.' .For example, one, such attempt was to

add an Assoc4ted, File ProceSsor, implemented on a5PDP-11, to perform associative

(parallel) se4rching of a very large textual 'data,base. Others have su gested

that the architecture of the conventional.computer should,be changed o acco-
,

, .

. .

modate'the functions provided by the tiBMS
,
especially those connected with the

,..
. ,

relational mpdel.

'Computer Service Organizations.
k

,

4a-the current/marketplace, it is unnecessary for an organization to own

\-

or rent a computer in order to have access to-diversified computing services,

01
S

, ,

including data base packages., 'Many Companies are in.-the business of providing

a computing utility, much In the way the phow y pcompanroviilessa pmmunicatiops
. ,

, r 1

utility. One guch service isGeneral Electric's Mark III, which is'described

here as an illustration of the kinds of services available. Thists not meant

to imply.that Mark,IIIpis either.the best or MII) t comprehensive of.such serviCes.

Mark III has thousands of,customers on a wo d-wide network: Many ofthe

customers have large vlutes of datbstored on Mark III. -Each cusilmer cap,

, 1

access his data base interactively or in a batch ,mode ,using either his own pro-

grams or a generalized software package furnished by G.E.

Local phone numbers are_available in all major U.S. cities that allow, users

to connect to the Mark III network. Twenty-four hour, toll-free service !lumbers

arq staffed by consultants who"will assist a user.heeding help or encountering

problems.

192
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-

'Generalized software currently available on Mark III includes their own data

base<pac. ge, DMS II which interfaces with.FORTFAN as well as with speeialized

software packages such as plotting routines, report writers, and 'intetactive muery

programs. .Non-programmers can perform their awn statistical manipulation of the

data, such as row and column sums,.averageS, percentages:, and;deviations.

- Cbstom.Census Data Prodessing Services,'

If a uset of Census data requires a more customized.fonn of computer service;

.he C6 turn to o4 of a 'limber of outside organizations equipped.to perform

, specialized p cessing of summar and sample data. Some of these- organiza Ions

provide'a broad line' of services ile others have concentrated on specialized

tyPes ;:"f wOrk.

-0

One such organization is DUAL Labs. Again, this description is intendqd as '

an illustration and .cles not imply en sement of any organization. at Labs is

a non-profit corpOration offering a- ariety of services. They erovide consulting

services anditraining as well as custom processing of Census data. DUAL Labs does

not have its own computer installation, but instead buys computing services td

support thei ork.'"A fair amount of generalized software has been developed by

DIAL Labsi, including extraction software for summary data that nakes use of a data

dictionary and ptbvides apregation capability; and software

menting vertical and horizontal cuts of public use samples.

for making and doeu-
J

.This software has

also been soldto lisers. Some I1IAL Labs cooperating,offices pfovide their soft-.
.

.
.

a .

ware on a time-sharing basis to uSers. In fact, DUAL Labs provides the type of
. . .>.

.

serliice'that many countries offer through their national statistical offices.
. .

*.
Other organizations, such as National Planni Data, provide more spécialited

, .

ng
.

,
' Q , ...

services, such as makilig ED data avallable on microfiche, digitizing tract bound-

ot providing population density or affirmative action' inforWion.
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'III. PLANNED DEVELOPMENT

"to

The Census Bureau is working toward an ,integrated system for the collection,
, ,

. .
*.

,
.

.

4

processing; and presentation of'Census data.' The focal point of thiS system will.
, 1,

.
.,

be a date base manageMent ysteM that wit.provide the7structur6' for and access
,. ,

,,

to themSata

;

The Bureau:haS selected Univac's-DMS-1100 for its initial developmedt work.

A data base for administratidata is alredy operational under.this sysi

,0Ole area to which the*Bureau is applying new 'plata organization technology
1

is discldsure analysis and dapta suppression. A system.for AutOmated disclosure

analxsis islbeing developed for use in the
.

1977 Economic Census. This'system

uses highly-structured and easili'acdessible geographic lattice to provide

containment and'intersection informatipn.

Another U1Tnt data base project is the Master Reference File for the 1980

demogr&phic census. This file will be linked (to a geographic lattice: The data
41

base will allow inteAactive reference and update for such pre-census activity as
.1=

mailing counts and boundary and annexation changes, as well as controlling the

acfivities'ot enumerators across ihe country during,the census. PreliminaryJield

counts Ail be compared with predictpd counts in.each geographic area to determine
. ,

whether they appear reasonable and,counts that dre suspectvill be flagged for

el re-count.

'From these current projects, the Bureau's aim is to develop,a good model for

1
geographic structure of itS data, and to develop an in-place geographic lattice

.

r-Gra.-3, the third level of the Bureau's Generalized
"

Tabulation System, will

contain an intefface for data base access. GTS-3'will use ;the data base both for

source data and storage of intermediate results. Ilata'base interfaces will also

I
be built_ fo graphicA and statistical analysis systems.

, . (.,
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e

Data base technology serves two functions at the a One function Is

t .

\.to integrate data. It provides a structure for data fd improves the efficiency

of data access, since needed items may be accessed withourpassing the whole

, .,

fife. It separates physical storage from,applic ions logic providing-flexibility
de,

in storage medium and allowing access SoftWare o be optiMized. It avoidS dupli-

cation of data', and provides a Single.controleall data allowing rapid distri-
,

bption and correction of data while avoiding the problems of 'ConSiitericy encountered

when data is luvt,in many files. Data base technology arso serves to integrate,

^

software by providing a common form for passing data between processing subsystems. .*

011,

s

I.
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*

. .NTENTIAL FOR DEVtDDR1RIF'.\.

,

ExternAl Data Organization and USe
f

I,

4
. ,

. .
, .

As, the.technology anew hardware and Software system majtes the use
, . .

of inbre hiihiy-structured datalpoSsibility for Census data psers;sit is14111 '...

.

-.. ,

.,
.

". .
-,

tecome indre4singly important to. develT a common logical' mcidel of Cc4Sid
iv

. . .,.
.

c ,

.,

data, both at th&summialry and micro levels; that-is cempatibleMith the'..,.

. .

Bureau's data organization:. A common-model wili also allow,the distribution.'
. ,

.
i t

41 .

a.

.

.

of pre-structured'data on'ner mass'storage *die such asttoneydomb Cells of

..
holograms. It will also make it-possible to take advantage4ofnew.data oi-pnizationtechnológy,suc as associative accessing, rathoutodifying User

programs.
. . .,

e ,

! The additiori'of a ti dimension tO Census data IA rOther innovation'that
,, .

. ,
, .

:

will be liossible through:the use of new l&dware and softwlaye techliology: .Acc'ess
.

.7.
. . . , f

-to time-series data allows the projettion bf trends and,patterns, Nit requires
4

a. 1 t

.

,

I.
massive amounts, of on-line storage and sophisticated rtrieval techniques. The

Census Bureau has developed

small ecolpmic data bases.

a simple time-series data base system th is used on..

.

Statistics Canada provides limited amounts of time-

series data through its. 6NSIM syslem, In the,futurp , we will probabbr see heavy

new-development in this area.
P'

As-the external-user is provided with largermasSes of data summarizpd in

time-series form, the proDlem ofvdisclosure,analysis and data suppression be-
<

',come more difficult: pierseCting disclosure-Voble ms in a time-'Series data-base

, have.received almost no.attention so.far. Witt

ared Internal and External Data Use
tio

Mbst of-the data collected by the Census Bureau couldbe shared with data

users pace the disclosure kid stotage teanology.problems have-been soivea.- If

as gcdng to happen, the Census.BUreau and .its users must,wok jointly.to
196
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I
miit.

t,

, eI

cO6e.to anlagreement on the best lo ical model'of the data to.be shared. The model

:should'be as simple,and,as free from'"compu rese" as possible, ki that a statistician

--- - or other subject matter analXst can drk with it.dirFctly.

., 4 ..
At the same time, new media

.,- -
. * ,

( - % e representation of data. A strict separation must be maintained between the logical
,i.... ,

.

«

..and physical models o that nep techrplogy will'be tranSParent to tha,user. Format's '
.

,
..., .

.,:

. ,
. should be staiydardized so thli data is-easily- transpor.ted froth one site to ,another.

.-,-...__

Both. the 'foat and medium f data exchange should
.

efficiently support the common

formats must be'lexplored for the storage

. logical v i Of the data.
.,,

In addition'to forma andmedium, there should be a well-designed common logi-

cal model iupported by,a compdtible data-Organization. Changes in the organizatioh

shOuld be transparent to the user, and transportability between machines should be

laint6ined. Although tape is'ourrenticthe primary medium for transporting data"

and hence sequential organization is predominant--in the future tata'may be

ported as, holograis, floppy disks or bubble fields, making alternative data.

4
organizations practical.

Shared Internal and External software

64.:*

Once a comon logical model of Census data achievied, formats are standardized,.
4

and transportable data organizations arp developed, it will be possible to share

data management software that has been specialized to handle Census data. This

shared software will need to be transportable over A varietx pf computer hardware.
/

Transportability may be achieved either by producing and maintaining,multipte

versions of the software, each implemented for a partidular machine' but having

-

identical user interface, or by.producing and maintaining a single version written

in a high-level language for 1:/hich most.machines have a standard compiler.
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I

. With shared use of data managemOpt softwaie ,ecomes the, possibility of

distributing Census data,in a pre-loaded data base prmat:^ This would elimj.-'

nate the duplication ofthe time-cbnsuming data structpring operations at

every site.' 'In fact) more complex dat structures could then,be feasibld,

since khe work involved in producing itii,,/structures is dome Only once. Al.the

same time, more complex data structures\could provide'the usei with a'faster and ."

more versatile retrieval capability,. With proper data struLtpring, micro data

cduld easily replace summary leliel data in,many'instAnces ,s1nce the Cost of.4

.
. %

producing special tabulations should become very Wig.... .(

Shared Internal and pcternal Data Center Use

An easier solution to the

structu'red data is4,throug.11 the

problem of sharing data.management software and

use of a sharpd data cenier.. As mentioned in

ection III facilities fOr multiple users with'diverse problems ,residing over
r -

large geographic area, sharing a common computer facility.is current137 avail-

le. It should be pointe4lat that any such

al data
,
and hence could noVco-exist with

e

,facility could net house confiden-:

many normal Census Bureau functions

could, however, easily be a normal part o the activity of some time-sharing*

- service. In fact some.1970 tensus data is n

staring services.

w available on some comm rcial time-

a'

Under &irrent disclosure guidelines) it would be fully possible o have the
;

total,1980 Census suflimary data files and Publicuse samples available through a .

time-sharing service to any'and all interested users. )Mfore study would b0 re-

quired to determine the feasibility of placing the entire fflicro data base 1 into a

p,

. time-sharing environment. In Order to make such a concept useful., one woilld need

,

to be able to do special tblations cheaply i'rom the micro data and to irsure the

lice-disclosure of confiden.tial data.



4 :

.q

/

Withir) , he next t years hardware and sOftware should be developL1 to
/

4

a 1;loint /that the entire micro data file and many Stuninary tables could be main-t

tained on-li e,' This will make the ,developmene of standard statistical data /

i

ase pacigs important.. At the same time certain data users may prefer to'

Conti=

/ into. pe

.. . . i
,extract of Vie. l'arge data base and re-load those.port ns.

, ,

,_.

data base packages. :, Thi iiotal operation could be performed w hin

, . I

th t t xt of a. single; time-Shari g., environment. The cost of all servi es

paid by the user directl /to the time-sharing service.

Such an environment woulbealioy....the' development of a truly intey Id' (... -
syltem of generalized software interfaces to an up-to-date versio ,.f the

It solves the problem of standardizatiOni 1ese 1 rdware/
t

eii.sus data base.

ftware configuration.. It would allow or the expansion.13fiCensu.4 data dis-

emination to include new areas Such as 'current populati1pn srrveys, sand economic

data, perhaps even in time-serif:es form.

a
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11.

' DATA. BASE IMPACT, ON CEItiSUS DATA USERS -CISSUES.OF CONCERN

Disclosure Analysis
, i * .

By' act of Congress 4ata , about individuals colleCted in
4 *

and surveys conducted by the Bureau annot be diSclosed in

allow identification of ,thd individu1s. However,4 cer

ceining.an individual person, farm, or comp couad be

.unonaries. For .ex le viif county A has one very smal

rious census

way as to

ases , data con-

0 from unedited

fam and one

very large one , then publication of data on peanut farmin /in County A' would

necessarily disclOse'much information on the, big pe farm.' -In ordpr, to

;protect against this kind of unwarranted disclosUr the Census Bureat spends

a large\mount of time and effort in editing the ta to. be .published. In' the

46 past., this was done manually.. Analysts and exp s on disclosure examined the

êt of prescribed rules. More-

as,

data -at!tle by table, editing 'it according to

over, it was.,necessary to sometimes modify t el for rplated geographic levels

, to,protect against disclosurejhrough itinf
1

... ..-...
In, any shared data center, it is es.s a not only to insure that) disclosure

: I

pfoblems d not exist but elso tothroid any appearance that4ight imply dis-

'4)sure .o confidential informatian. Fi r th's reas:n although it may be techni-t
ically perfop disclosure analysis .cially'.sible to develop software to

and. data suppression. ifis, highly unl kely

shaM.a aata 'base containing confiden ial

(rata base 'security s simply is not ad uate
. .

.

that oUts'ide usets would be allowed to

formation. Abe state of the art in

o ipstify such a risk. .

. / .
Accuracy of Data
1r .

One -of the. primary ' concerns of data users is the accuraqt :o their data.
..

.

This is a.particularly strong Na.i'pe

011

t of the shared data bae enViramment. Because
4

of the ease of correction in a da base as post-tabulation ackivities reveal

errors in the 4ata, immediate 'co ection to the sharechlata base can take place.

In the p correction waspgene ally nof peTTormed due to the
2.00' ,
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magnitude of the jok).. Instead,, errata -sheets were published warning users
. .

.
.
of various discrepancies whenever pos0.ble,-

. .

.:,
:-

, The, availability of a shared data jpase also -makes it much. easier to per-

. . .
f , . i.if .

. . ,
form inter- "and -intra-table consistency checks. Not only would such a capa..:N

..-^
V ...

V,
a O v

bility help the Bureau locate fand correct problems , but 'would also help data
. , VA -

users convince themselxes of the validily of.the'data. ,
i

Timeliness of Data

A user-accessible data base of Census information can improve the timeii-
)

ness of data delivery in three major ways. 'Data could be loaded into the data

. (

base as :it Is processed,Joliminating the, normal distributkn delay and making

Y

r

-t t

he data immediately availahle, Secondly, , as the need for correction of summary,.
.. .

. .

. , 1
. .. A

, data is discovered, those-correctiohs can actually be mdde in the data base Taking
. . .

.

. . .

them immediately available to the users. Thirdly, as the original Census data
,

4,

ages, new survey information could,be made available on a time-series basis to

augment the original, data. This could be extremely valuable to researchers in-
t

-

terested in short=term trends and projections.'

CoSt of Data Delivery

The 'total cost tO the user 'for delivery of his final' data product shobld be

greatly reduced in a DBMS environment. This is primarily due to ,Xhe fact that

4
only the .exact quantity and content of information needed 'to suilply the request

.must be processed,. The data base eliminates repeated traversals of a large

sequential file to extract a limited amount of information. It also eliminates

much of the programmer"dost associated with writing and debugging custom programs'

*,

for .summary tape processing. Finally, there should be a significant cost reauction

.2 1
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simply because of the scale of tke operation and the fact that the processing

cenier focuses directlY an the procesSing of Census data.

Ease of Use

One-of the most important ,impacts of suth a data base would be the easy-.
c--

availability of the v se amounts of Census datasto Users who arenot-computerl-

oriented. . The user flew, and interface language of the data base system could

be such that non-p ammgrs wouldfeel at ease in employing it ta additiOn,'

immediate help.fo sucknon-programmers.could be made/available through bath HELP .../

. .
.

commands on the sy'stem and hot-line service from the center. .

, )
. , -

.. . -
Adaptibility

^
Ye

ItNould be iMpor ant to balance the data base carefully so thWgood service

could be obtained by e e th the small request from'a non-programmer ma the large

request from a cust m program. In addition, the data base must be.smoothly in-

.terfaced to other tatistical software packages tv provide aggregation', display,
.

.

graphics presenta ion, and computation capabilities.

-

1!*
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VI. CLOSIG REMARKS
.

7, The use of 4ata base organization techniques for Cenxis user data is both

feasible and cost effective. Several diTferent approaches to the problem seem to

be promising. At a Most rundamental level.,-data tapes that are diltributed to

users could be.reorganized to prOvide,a limited amount of tape-priented table

indexing and.chaining.of data'based orifhe structure of the internal data.bases.

A more useful approach woul0 be distribution Of pi3e-loaded data base tapes for
\

a select4group of the most popular data base packaggs. If it were possible to

. , define a common set of datalase software that was-machine independentror, .

..4: .

, .

easily transportable ,the.software and pre-loaded Naata bases could be distributed

together. But the mok viallle and,potentially.useful approach seems to be the.
1 . .

1

availability of a Census user data base on a national Computer time-sharing..

network. This data basje'could be maintained VY the Census. Bureau and accessed
4 );

by anyone wishing to makeruse of the data and able to pay tht access cost.

If we are to pursue any of these possibilities, we need to make a decision

now. Future cooperative.efforts will! affect the Bureau's development strategy,

as well as the strategy of users' development. It will also be necessary to if

44F
allocate resources to provide for future development.

. ,
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GENERALIZED STATISTICAL TABbiATION

By 'Hugh F. Brophy.41J.N. Statistical OffiFe,
New-York, N.Y.

Introduction.

4

The general subject of access to census data'includes the regulaf

programme of publication, the provision of summary tapes arid software

for vaing themand the production of ad hoc tabulations. In all caiea,

the task,of statistical tabulation is directly or indirectlyInvolved. .

Small wonder then that.it-is a topie receiving speciil emphasis. in this

Omnference. .

.

A

4.

As one who became involved in the,implementation of a generalised
statistical tahle generator in the mi&hsixties, and who considered proudly
that the systemHproduced:then solved'all,the intereating,problems it

sobering to be involved in a 'conference in 1977.that is.diachssing the )
feasibility of a-project aimed et the very same soitvaretask. But,,wiser

now,'I retognize thit.lexceffp.rts and those of,many others have falle4 short

-of.anything.apprOdhinean ideal system, and.this discussion is thus highly

approprtate. I note that the discuision takes,place in the framework of
imftOwdng access.to census,data and I intend to treat that as an.overriding

cOnsideration. .k

.."1.

The Task

The task of statistical tabulation is, on the face of it, a rather

.mundane programming exercise - one which trainees iolve fairly easily, it
least for.straightfOrward cases, early in their careers. What.is involved

is essentially4 mapping, normally many-to-one, from the records in the-.

input file to. those in the output file. The,output file is generally a

.4eries of'n-dimension matricei with textual definition; and,descriptora

attached: -That Wounds Simple enough.- But,.as those who have worke&in
official statistics know/ the range of probiemdtinvolved ire defining the

input, selecting appropriate reCords and items, and manipulating and for-

.

matting the output rpquired for-a national censuls Presents a formidable

tiek.

During e sixties, many organizatiOns independently undertook, with\

varying degr es of success, to produce a generalised solution to the prob-

t lem. The mejor difficulties.to overcome were those presented by:

. core restrictions

. complexity
a.

the size of the input file

the neea4for machine efficiency

The solutions proliferated in national statistical offices and

other organizaV.ons. In the case of the Census and Statistics Mireau
in.Atistralia 1/, a generalised table generator was first used in,

N

a/ ."A. Generalised Table Generator" L. Ion, Proceedingsof the Fourth

.4' Australian Computer Conference, Adelaide, Auktralia, 1969
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proicesting 1966 census results, bu't quickly was applied to many other

fields'Oestatistics. It had a dramatic impect on processing-. PreViously,

40% of CPO time was consumed by:sorting. With the advent of the,generator,

this dropped to less than 10%. SiinlIar results were experienced by other

national statistical offices. -When the UK Statistical Office decided to
launch yet another effort in the early seventies, they bigan by taking an

iinventory of existing "generalised table.generators". They stopped when

the number, had passed 100.

Many of these systems,'as well as solving most of the problems above,
'met most of the desirable system objectives, in that they involved a.user-
oriented language, they were capable of producing many tables in one pass .

of a large tile (which could be random-order) and they enabled the produc-

tion of tabla in a limited time from date of specification. The problem

was solved many times over.
;

_However, when one lobks today,for a generalised table generator-for
a non-tilkvial tabulation tasko'one wculd have reason to be disappointed

with the.systems available. With each system evaluated, one *rould find'

one or more of the folliring problems:

25
Size Hestrictions:,1Many table geoerators are Ancapable of producing in a

single pass more thano.say, 100,000 cells. Some produce two-dimensional
tables only, some,have severe limitations imposed by page",size, others
limit any dimension jo,. say, 100 values% and,so on. Whilst these limi-

tations are acoeptable in many.if not most commercial applications,
they are ieverely limiting in processing official census results.

/ . .

Complex Language: The claims for systems of an "English-like" user
language are often ludicroUs, the language being instead a cryptic
distorted algebra develdikd wfthout regard to rigorous syntax or

natural semantics.

a
Machine Inefficiencies: One of the objectives of a generalised package

is that it should be at leasf as efficient in producing a given table

as a program developed in a compiler language such as Fortran or Cobol,. ,

Unfortunately, some,generalised systems fall short of this objective

by an order of magnitude. (It is interesting to note, in fact, the

incredible range of CPU times congumed in different systems doing the .

same job on the same cpmputer syStem.)

iack.of Portability: Almost all table generators,have been,designed
without regard to'portability and are dgpendent on certain models

,
of central computer, specific operating systems or compilers,
_certain device types, etc. A potential user can thus face the
impossibly difficult task of redeveloping for his own machine or

start looking for an alternative.
ft

In addition to these problems, there is a variety of limitations that

may hamper the attempt to use.a generalised table generator in meeting the

tabulation needs of a project. There are-often restrictions on conditional

.s
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manipulationt, Calculation-o f sub-totals, perentages, handling Of
floating-pant, footnotes, treatment of "negligible"cells, and many

-dthei processes which are traditionakin official statistical tab6-
lations.

The-result is that one is required to complement the dse of one
or more generalised packages with ad hoc programstfor pre-processing
data files, post-processing print fills and sometimes even for per-
Iorming,the tabulation,task itself for some-table4.

-*p

The purpose of this paper is. to descrite thelletiSsary and desirable
features of a!tcomplete" solution and to eXaminethe feasibility of a: -

project aimed at an "ideal" ystem. There will, of Course,j'always.be-
1\some epecial tabulation requ ements lying outaide the iealm,of possi-

bilitieg of a generalited skst m, thus making words like "complete" in-
appropriite, but at least the elimination-of major rertfictions.listed
above should be a design objective.

1t. ii not my. intent ta Perform a comparative evaluation of existing .

- systems. Such evaluations are fundamentally affected by the Choice of
criteria and weights, and. are often biassed towards an author's own system.
.0-lowever, 6 fairly obje2'0.ve and carefully circumscribed evaluation is .

given by'Francis.et

An "Ideal" System

It has been-rtated by
.an ideal system that will

,

some people,that,it is.impossible to implement-,
et all the desi goals 6neomight have'for a

1

f statisttpal 1 tabulaVons. A Nort list ok-single generalised gTerato*
the major goals woulb be:

, 4

. ease of uSe.

. Machine effitiency%

0.1

0,2

.Y(
. applicability to it wide variety of tabulations,7 from-Simple to complex.'

f
"ro .

..capable of rauning on 4:mien Configurations but stiiking'advaqtage of bigger
..1,

resources if they are avai1ableir/4
,

1 ,
,

/ .

.

....,

producingIscamera-reade printoUts/with extensive'fOrmatting options.
*". lr

,

-,....

. extensivei)data manipulation faciliti)s. 1
A

#

. portability..

V "Languages and Programs for Tabulating Data.from Surveys" Ivor Francis,-
1Stephen P.Shermah and RiChard M. Neiberger, Proceedings of Computer Science
and Statistics:. Ninth Annual Symposium on the Interface, 1976."
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, .

With the possible eXbeption of portability, I am of the'opinion that
-,\ sufficient expertise and knowledge of,the necessary tealniques exist for

the implementation of a single system meeting all these objectives., The .

design of such a system would have, inter alia, the foliowing characteristics:
,

. a true compiler rather than table7driyen program, for the 014 of.
f1exibi4ty andmachine efficiency. ,

-

. three major Modules :7. generatiod of raw tables, manipulation of tables
and table print - but.capable,0 use as a single system..,,,

4 . t .

. ,separate definitfon of.dat 'Stru4tu're, content and descriptors fa
is

-in
.

0-
the. Ipl, OODEBOOK"approa ) :

..
v. ' , .;,

.

. generation and processing of tagged oell data, rithef than in-core tallying
.of sub-tables - both for generation,of raw cells anOheir manipulatton -
again for;the sake of machine efficiency. ' .

.

:
'

-"

. implementation in a high-level .pr4ramiiing language.

. a simple but powerful user language with rUorotis syntax,' By siMplicity
is meant that'the langUage should be eisilylearned to a basic level,
easy to use and'to extend one's comprehension. A'special featuxe of
the language should be its .power. By power,. I mean the,amount of work
.ont can define in a given unit of thelanguage, not the sum of all Work
one can define with the language.

It is worth reflecting here,that machine efficiency must reMain a
primary,dbjective in'statistical tabulation. When we are dealing with
the scale of data files and size of tabuletion,involved in cenalls data
processing, machine ineffIcienci can rendern otherwise Useful package
impradtical:

Other Facilities

There are three additional facilities Phith'would make a generalised
statistical table generator even more usefUl, especially from the viewpoint
of improving access to census results. These are:

. dapability tolprodupe photo-composable output. The output destined for
the printer can be.saved on.a file which oould be input to a generalised
utility to produce a driver'tape for the more commonly-available photo-
coMposition devices.- Relatively generalised softtfare for this purpose
is,being developed,in the UN Statistical Office.

r

g "Table Producing Language - Version 3.5 - Useri Guide" July 1975,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Wash4gton, D.C.
%ft
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.. capability to generate large multi-dimension tables on disk for ,

.scanning pr "browsing" through an omaine tertinal. Such a system
Was developed in the Australian Bureau of Statistics for'Foreign
Trade.statistics. This.avoids the printing of eych largel.abler,
fór.Which the only purpose is availabilitY for sudh occasiOnil
browsing. .1

... ,
, .

. .
.

..ability to.linkWith other files. A common reqdirement:of the users
..of census data 4 to link with the users''own. data for research and
analysis. Mostexisting generators accept,eitherra%single file onky' -

or at best files with identical format aga content.'
,

. . c

10'

r. .192EISY*
./

"
Arver the.last dedade, there has been considerable investment of

w tiMe, money and human ingenuity id th9AeveloPment of statistical table
generators': They hayehad differing sets of design goals and varying
degrees ofsuccess in meeting them. For a typical project, the user
tends to recetige rather different tables than he would prefer.

ihere have.been some attempts. at interditional cooperation in the
field)of the design of. software for processineofficial statistics. A.

tabie generator.has always been a subject. 9f. primary concern. In the
WOrking Group-on EDP of the.Conference of ghropean Statisticialks, sudh

.

discusstions-in the mid-sixties led to the-establishment of a UNDP pro;
ject in Bratisli.va, Czechoslovakia in. 1969. Tills extensive (spven-year).

Projett Was;very successful as a development project and for stimulating
discusslpn and exchange, of ideas on the general subject of'official :

statistieal informa:401.systems,with computer protessing as a major
element. The table generator developed in this project was, however,,
'no better than some developed,inidatfonal offices. Neverthelesso'there
-ias a liery telling demonstration of,portibility.. The systemvas written *

in PASCAL for,the Con$rol DatS.,3300. At a meeting of the-above-mentioned
Working Group in Geneva in 1974, theisystem was re-compiled on the IBM
37011.5Q (a machine with quite e.ditferent architecture) and tested and
demonstratedwithin a week. To'date, however, a PASCAL compiler exists -'

A

for only a Ow machines but to a certain extent the feasibility of.
. portability of generaliped software was established.

The'most likely way to develop generally-usefUl software, it;have(.
Seemed to me for some time, yotild be to hind a project with internati nal
input, but locatea in a national,statistical office of an advanced country.
The objectives of this Conference are thus of great imprance. Fair the,.

task of statistical tabUlation in particular) I am confident that,a team-
-0!of'people experienced in statistia.l data proceesing could'in a matter of .

a few years meet 'the needefor appropriate fuer-oriented softWare: Such.
software would greaily enhance the value of cen`sus daia, thus.multigying
the returns to the considerable investment made in collecting the data. 7
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GENERALIZED 'TABULATING SYSTEMS AT THE U.S. CENSUS BUREAU
4'

4

.*

Melrby Quasney, Chief,'.Generalized Software Devel'opment
Bran-4s' SystemsNSoftware-Ditis,ion,:c.S. Bureau of the Censud

4
.

Itistory of. computer Language Development:.
I

The development of generalized tabulation systems at the Census Bureau

.1

has followed the normal development pattern of 'all problem-or4pted st-
ware systems. If is neCessary td reflect on the history of. computer langit-

I

ages to 'set the stage to understand the technolOgical advancements. that'
pertnitted the development of problem -oiiented software.

, s.

Stated in simple terms, any new idea ha.s to overcome two Major problems
1.

*if the ideals to be implemented successfully. 'One, the technology must
Th

be developed, *tested, andq5roveri possible. , Two, the end produCt tnust

be accepted by.the intended users Of the piboduct. These problems also

apply.to the development of_computer languages.

-
We began the computer revplutidn.with assembler language; it dO not take

long fo,realize that 'assembler languages were inhuman to the uSers Rf the

computer. Then came Fortran, followed by COBOL and other higher level

.

langttages, all making the4computer eaSier to use to accomplish a given task.

All of these advancement:S encountered the two problems preViously men-.
tioned., All of these advancements made the job of computer professionals

-baSier; even though the actet*tance of thisnew technology took time. Other

support software systems virei'e developed to assi§t the computer Prc;fes
44

sionals to .accomplish their'task; bowever, task'complexity also increased:
/\... ' -

.We are now at the point where the demand for bringing/the computer tO non-
..

computer.Oofessionals is uPoti. us.. This demand is leading to tile develop-
,

ment of problem oriented cornputetlanguages. These systerns call for a.
I 210 216
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computer language that addresses a given problem permit the user 1

to commurlicate his request in his language. Probably the single biggest

technological advancement that has permitted the demand for and,the deve-

lopment of problem 9riented systems has been the access to the computer

via telecommunications. This has permitted the computer user to access
.6

interactively with computer 'software systems, or.submit work from remote

stations and receive the results back-a.t the remote site. Generalized Sta-

tistical Tabulation Systems were probably one of the first attempts to pro-
i

duce a problem-oriented software systems. systems like SPSS, CASPER,

CENTS/COCENTS, TPL, and others, all used as their main design objec-

tive to bring the corilputer closer to the end user. Ail of these systems

contributed to the advancement of the state of the art for permitting non-

computer professionals, as well as computer professionalS to use "the

computer to produce statistical tabulations.'
.

History of 'Computer Language Development' at the Census Bureau:

Tim Census Bureau's 4e of computer languages has paralleled the develop

ment and use of computer languages; sometimes we have beeli up with the ,

front of the pack, and other 'times we have been slow in taking advantage of
44t.

the latest technology. We use very little assembler language in the process-
_

ing of our production data processing requiremen Mos,t production pro-

cessing is done using Fortran; however, Algol and COBOL are beginning. to. .

be used for alarge amount 9f the production processing. A more favorable

point is that naost.of our generalized software being-developed is using Algol,

COBOL'.
211
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A prerequiOte äccep4nce for all of generalized software is to develop. ,

problem-oriented user languages that permit the users too state their

request in a language Nost familiar td the users.

,Two projects that began fairly close together in time brought the Bureau

into the world of generahzed tabulating systems. One system known as

GENER70 which began in the-late sixties. and still has some limited use in

the Bureau. The other project involved the Census Bureau produeing a gene-
. tralited tabulation system for the Department of State's Agency for Inter-.

national Developmene(AID) to be used by developing countries to tabulate

censuses and surveys. This project produced thp CENTS/COCENTS system.

The, CENTS/COCENTS project produced a product that has been installed in

over 43 countries, and in ,over 68 computer installations, ana has trained peo-

ple from 80 different countries. The system can operate on any IBM 360/370
,*

madhine, plus 12 other types of mainframe.h It has been used to tabulate major..

censuses and surveys by computer programrnerd and subject Spec i ali s ts.

My reason for emphasizing the-exPerience of the .CENTS/COCENTS project,

is to demonstrate our experience in distributing and suliporting software.

4re know the level of resources needed and the problems with using the

approdch' of distributing software.

l

_ i
. _
, I ,
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The mail objective of this project was to produce a product tiiit,co d do
.

censAes and surveys on small computers and be programmed rbot
. ,

11,

programmers and subject specialists. These objectives forced the

Creation of a syfiitem that was effiCient, but alio produced a pwduct that

received heavy criticism due to its user language'being very)Irimatitre.

A Complete Generalized Statisitical Systeni:

s,

A complete generalized statistical system must be able to-control the collec-

tion of data, perform editing and imputation of the data, build a data base,

tabulate the data,- perform statistical analysis of the data, and finally-publiIih.
,

the data in various forms.

Currently at the Census Bureau the SYstems Software Division is designirig

./

and beginning the implementation of a complete generalized statistical system

It is our objective, to produce a system that will service computer professionala

, and also put the poWer"of the computer into the hands of the subject specialists.

The planned system consist of six major components: 1) Edit/Imputation Sys-

tem 2) Data Bas Management System, 3) Tabulation System, 4) Math/Stat

System, 5) Graphics System apd 6) Photo-Composition System. We are

currently working on the Tabulation System, the Graphics ystem, and the

Photo-Composition System; the Data Base System is being 'used for some

projects and will be connected with the other modules now being worked-

on during1978..

11
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Some Problems in Im le entin a Genbralized Statistical S s

As previously stated, tw. major problems face us in completing our tota .

system.

We still have consideia le technical problems to Overcome before the

system is coitpleted: :The biggest problem is the details of communi\cations

between the components: We are desikning the components to be independent

units, but when the data base is introducedit will be used as the primary

connection between the components. Additional confrol information will also
s

have to be passed between the individual systems.

, Other technical problems are the range of requirpments the system must

satisfy, the'various size of the ddta'files it must process, and the imple.s..

4mentation of the 1 test hardware-technology to pliocess large files on-line.

An'ideal statistic 1 syste'm at the Bureau must be all things to all people,.,......"-

but simple to ueJ. 1

c

The second pro em is user acceptance; we need the user community to

accept the indivi ual cornpo r ents" and to strly .additional specificationc1/4i

to insure that t1 system can satiefy all of the demands of the user in its.

future releases. However, introducing new technology is not easy. Changes

to the daily wo king environment of-ia staff can be a: hard thing to bririk about;

proving to a s aff that a new product ill do a job better takes time.
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Census Bureau's Generalized TabUlating System (GTS):

The Systems Software Division of the'Bureau has completed the first version
,

of a tabulating system known as 'Generalized _Tabulation System (GTS). It is

important that we explain. "why build another tabulation system?"'

Before making the decisibn to build a tabulating system for the Bureau, we
't

evaluated most exis ngt systems and tried to identify the pro and cons of
1.

each system. We then evaluated the minimum 'requirements for a firsts

release for use by the Bureau.

No ne of the existing tabulation systems evaluated could solve the wide iange of

the ureau41 tabulation requirement . None, at the t1me, wer perational

on U ac equipment.. But mos f ali test showed that the basic tab(ialation

§tr.a egy of the.CENTS/COCENTS system was more efficient. It wa e
4

decided to build our own system using thesp prpven efficient methods, but
,#

to also place major emphasis on producing a user language that is consistent

with the termln_rogy and method of operation used in the Bureau and is easy

for the cmputer professionals and subject specialists to specify their tabu-

lation.requitemeiWo the system.

.

The Le st CbmIon Denominator Approach (LCD):

LCD approach rIrmits the user to specify the smallen,t geographic level

for which a table is to be.displayed. Several tables can be tabulated at the

same. time, 'eosin' with -a-different level of LCD being speci'fied.. This approach

permits the minimum /amount of hardware resources to be allocated.during
,

the lonweomputer 'runs that tequire the exAmination of millions of detail data
a
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records. This approach.also permits hundreds of tables to be produced

with one pass of the detail data.
.

p.

After the largest part of the pi'ocessing has,been completed, GTS then

uses the LCD blocks to build all higher levels required Itr display.

A cost comparison was done by DUAL Labs and demonstrates the efficiencies

of the LCD approach. A file contalning 17,958 records was used to tabu-
Of late a table containing 56 rows by 2 columns. DPS, Data-text Nurcros,

, -

SPSS, and CENTS were the package's selected for the test. CENTS produced

the table in 18.70 cpu,aseconds at a cost of $3,92. The next closest system

was SPSS using 42.94 cpu seconds at a cost of $16.86. The moot expensive

system was Data-text at 107.62 cpu seconds and cost $41.96. DUAL then

toOk SPSS and CENTS for additional testing. Two file sizes were selected
-

for the' test: 180,047 and 1,799,888. When tabulating .180,047 records,. SPSS

-ivied 459.46.cpb seconds and cost $89.38; CENTS used 92.36 cpu seconds

anAcost $19.00. Baud on this test, only CENTS was chosen to tabu te the

file .with 1,799, 888 records. It took 815.32 cpu seconds and cost $15 .00

for CEIiTS to do the requested task.

BLS uping their TPL system tabulated a file with 20,196 detail recorolsond
4 Y

produced the same table that was used iri the DUAL test. It took TPL 40.46

cpu seconds as compared to CENTS tabulating 17,9/8 detail records and
4

using 18.70 cpu seconds.

This kind of.efficiency must not be ignored when Minding a tabulation system

that will be used N. tabulate millions and millions of detail records for the
-

Census Bureau. This method of process is' also Compatible with getting Ale

tall31 matrices under the controlof a DBMS.
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The Bureau also capitalized on utilizingAts available resources; it had

thestaff whd built the CENTSICOCEN'TS system available to work on build-

ing tn efficient system for the Bureau.

The first version of GTS has been completed and attached are some fest .

4

results to sholi, that we have again built a system that is efficient to use.

users of the system to produce these,tabulatiOns weresubjebt matter spe
I

-

cialists. The total project was completed fn one-fourth the time conven-

tional processing methods would have taken.

Overall GTS Design Requirements:

Five major objectives were selected to act as a guiding force for the develop-

ment of the GTS system.

1: Bridge the conflict between being easy to use and powerful.'

2. Function in a conveisational as well as a batch mode.

3. Exploit the availability of large core storage on the UNIVAC 1100.

4. Maintain consistehcy in recoding of the input da6..

5. Maintain flexibility without lost of michine efficiency.

Evaluation of other table generator system was performed and some features

of these systems were incorporated into GTS. A continuing effort to keep

track of other systems will be done.

Evaluation.of data dictionary concepts has been done; the firbt version of

GTS uses a stand-alone data dictionary processor. The design of 'the die-
.

tiOnary language is allowing for the future connection into Univacts DMS-1100

data base, management systems
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GTS will be, impleme inted n phases of capabilities. GTS-1 is how co lete

and GTS-2 is beginning the detail design phase.

The.GTS System:.

, Attached is a system oveiview of the GTS system. GTS is designed to con'-

sist of three major segments.. They are: 1) the User ProOesors; 2) thd
eExecute Processors; and 3) the Display Processors. ,The User Procelsor -

is the only part of the system addressed by the users df the system. This.
,

provides us with the flexipility to design different user languages; blid as

long as these different languages follow the rules for passing control infor-

mation to the Execute and the Display Proiespors, several user views of

the system is possible. The Execute and Display Processors are designed

with efficiency and simelicity as the main design goals. Any decisions ,

that can be made by the Language Processors are pule by them.

GTS-1 Design Obj6ctives and Status:

,The main criticism of CENTS/COCENTS was that the user language was

too primative and resembled a form of assembier language. When design-

ing a table generator to run on a computer with 2 5K Of working core and a

CPU that is slow as molasses on a cold day, major emphasis was placed

oAfficiency of running and on fltxibility to produce pub ication output.

'The price Was in the user interface. It should be obvious then that one of

the main design objectives of GTS-1 was to produce a good Census Bureau

compatible user language.
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The second objective was totpegin, and experiment with a data dictionary.
1,t

to desribe and control input to the system.

7

It was deci,ded to use a computer language that would be as portable as
..

possible to Oermit the Bureau to change hardware and software with mini-
,

mal impact on GTS. A by-product of this decision permits the first two .

versions of GTS to be usable by other computer installations with a mini-

mum of resosurces to adapt the system to a different environment. Using

a high level lan' guage also hatEi advantages in the implementation and
4dfug1g' g of this and future versions of GTS. Unique hardware and soft-\

ware, features of the Univac 1100 seri stems were purposelvot used

in the first version of GTS. We wRnted to maintain hardware/software

independence so that converting GTS71 to her computer systemscwould

be an easy task.

The technical specifications of the system were distributed to the entire

Bitreau user community for comment. This was successful in that several

critical design changes were incorporated during the implementation thase.

Test projects using the system also resulted in design chabnges that were

incorporated in the first version of the system.

It was of course necessary to maintain, or improve, die efficiency achieved

with the CENTS/COCENTS system. The system demonstrated that our

- basic .design strategies were proven to be efficient during the 1974 Ag

Census Voluine II test project,

The last objective to be discussed is the requirement that GTS must be

/ capible of utilizing a Checkpoint/Restart facility. The atlichment showing
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lexamples of the cost of sorrie runs ot the 1974 Ag Census Volume II project ,7N1
.

points out the reason for this to be mandatory to GTS, Tirkse large produc-

tion runs were on the computer system 6 to 27 wall clock hours. The Bureau's

computer systems are only averaging.12 hours Meantime between system

crashes. In this environment GTS must perform restart recovery.

All of the al;ove objectives have been'inet in GTS-1.- The first level of

the system was completed in May 1977. Enhancements and error correc-
1,

tions have been made and the final GTS-1 was com eted in October 1977.

Final user documertation was completed Octobe 1.977,; training wor4-

shops will begin in December 1977.

GTS-2 Design Objectives arad.Status:

Major emphasis in GTS-2 will be placed on the data dictionary capabilities

of the syStem. The major objectives of this rort will try to address the

following problems:

`A. Ability to store recode commands.

el

,h13. Ability to store headings 'and rtubs connected to-related

stored recode commands.

C. Ability, to store calculations.

D. Additional automatic documentation of data in dictionary/.

E. Recode scale checking to validate recode commands.

F. Validation of a data file againSt the dictionary describing

the data file.

G. Access to build and use dictionary from a conversational

mode.
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Other major design enhanc.pments to GTS-2 will include:
, .

.N.

A. Conversational capability.

B. Ability to process overlapping geographic areas in one

- pass of data.

C. Expanded statistical capabilities.

D. Improve method to process economic data when displaying

data greater than four positions of the Standard Industry Code (SIC).

E. Random retrieval of geograikic and SIC stub descriptors.

.F. Dynamic allocation of core and I/0 paging to adcorkplish

gurrent task.

G. Provide linkage to user programmers.-

H. capture information for Math/Stat,padkage.

I. Begin connection io Graphics at.nd Photo-Comp sOftwar .

The design phase of,GTS-2 began'in No1vember, 1977 and will pe'completed

.by January 1978. Implementation of GTS-2 is targetecrfor May, 1678.

GTS-3 Design Goals:

t.

*

GTS-3 will concentrate.on the connectin into the database management

system: This will require'GTS, to use the BMS.'s. data dictionary and

access dat'a through the D-BMS.
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DIsfribution of Tabulation Software:
'A

The CENTS/COCENTS project has given thp Census Bureau considerable

experiencOvith the problems of distributiny tAle generator software.

As-previously stated, the CENTS/COCENTS system could run on any

IA "360/370 hardware and DOS, 0S-MFT, MFT, and VS operating 'systems.

It could also run on 12'other types of hardware with their associated soft-

ware systems.-

/Experience has taught us that the only way software can be distributed .suc-

cessfully is to actually test the softyare on the,target system. This involves

ying computer time and supporting a staff in the field to install and check-
.

out the softwart. If This is successful, the software muSt then be packaged

to be as self-installing4s possiblew This process also requires testing to be

done on the target system.

ExperienceCalso taught us that two types of training are required. A corn-

puter profeSsional must be trained and made responsible for supporting the

. system at each installation where the sytemis installed. The second type

of training involves training the intended.users of the software system. The

Bureau found that the best way'of accomplishing this process was to send

technicians to the installation to install the system and do, the ne-cessary

training.

Another big problem with distributing support software is the multi-types

of documentation. The basic documentation for using the system is the

same. However, additional support documentation was always necessary for
4 222
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each unique environment for which the System Was supPorted.

, .

The last problem wastesting new ver)sionS of the system in all of the .
, >.

environments for which it isi supported., ,This, requires 'repeating the
.. ... .

. . ,

proCess of testing the'system in all'of the environments supported. It

also involves changing all affected documentation. The last phase of
-)4,,

this proceskrequires the distribution of ,theynew softliiare and* do,curi-ien,4

;:

o . . 't /1.,tation to all computer installations where the sy.stem was vrevibusly
, ,.

. ,.

,
installed. .In some cases this could ineanthat-retrainir4 mustube dbne.' '

,

, , ., , r
,'

.) 9 . . .r. 4 ..This total-effort requires trerneVdous..man-Tower and computer resources - ,

i

this can be translated to a great deal of money. These 'resources must be
- .

allocated to the organization where the software Is being developed and in

each installgion where the system is installed and keing-used.
.

# I. 'V

It the Bureau is to, consider distributing GTS along with Census Buieau

data files the problem becomes more complicattd when GTS-3connects

to DMS-11.60. This forceS the Bureau to keep.a-subset of GTS thdt only,

processes,flat data files. it may also have the impact Of redUcini tabu.-

lation capabilities of the GTS system that is being distributed.

This distribution problem becomes more difficult because GTS is being

designed as a ajdr part of an integrated statistical syStem.

If the total statistical system is to become &flexible. and integrated one,

then it must use to full advantage thelardware/software facilities in

the environment in which it is to function.
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Need tor Deatiion:

'

GTS-')\ is techniCally very.mobilei.howeVer, GI
.. a

-difficult. At some po int distrihutiof may not be possible.
. 6

C an the users of our La srehow use.the system we are truilding?4

' I .,

I . * 4
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-.2 and beyond will become

and softwve at a reasonable cost/
..
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Riference Materials,psed by Speakers

At the Data Presentation Group

ROB LAMS IWM, Research Division, San Jose, falifornia., in discussing

Interacting wi0 Data viS Computer GkAphicvused the

following three previou4y-published papers: It

1. P. E, Mantey, J. L. Bennett and E. D. Carlson.
Infbrmation for Problem Solving: the development

-2

of an Interactive Geo raphic Information System.
Proc. IEEE Internatio 1 Conference on Communica-
tions. June 11-13i 13, Vol. II, Seattle,
Washington. Availkble from IEEE.

2. D. Weller, R. Williams. Graphic and Relational
Database support for problem solving. Proc.
SIGGRAPH '76. Available from ACM, SIGGRAPHO.n
Computer Graphics, Vol. 10,No. 2, Sumner '76,
pp. 183-189.

3. E. D. Carlson, G. M. Giddings and R. Williams.
MUltiple colors and Image Mixing in Graphics
Terminals. Proc.-IFIP Congress '77, Toronto,
Canada. Published by North Hofland Pub..Co.,
:pp. 179-182. . 0

LAWRENCE E. CORNISH,. U.S. Bureau of the Censusp.for hisdiscussion used,part

of an unpublished feasibility study by the "GRAPHICS AND

PUBLICATIONS" Subcommittee of the "EDP REQUIREMENTS"

'group of the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The studYwas

concluded ih August of 1977

$
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. MATERIALS PREPARED FOR SUE-a0UP DISCUSSIONS

.Materials Prepared f he Data Presentdtion Group

Shirley Gilbert Princeton/Rutgers
Census Data Project, Princeton University ,

,
s,

The results of the survey.of Suimary Tape Procesding Centers conducted

by the Bureau of the4ensus and reported in the July 1977 Data User News

-clearly indicate a need.for software support for processing 1980,census data

tfTes. How-this need should be met in terms of specific program abilities

to retrieve data and provide flexible report formats is important. Equally

important, it seems to me, is consideration of how the production and distri-

bution of this software will be implemented.

The Census Bureau"s primary function in the area of user services should

be to provide clean, well-documented data as'promptly as possible. Once the

data,are delivered the function should-be to inform data procOssors of

problems.inluse of the data as soon AS these problems bdbone known. To ask

the Bureau itself to write software compatible with.the hardware of the great

variety of'computers ving Summary Tape Processing Centers is unreasonable.

This conference chn veryVbefully address the problems of how and by whom

software can be produced an evaluated outside the Bureau in'such a way that .

the Bureau"can advise users of the availability of software'for any particular

system.

_As a first step, I would like to see the members of this .conference

designate A committee composed of.persons famtliar with computer systems used

by potential data proceSsing centers; This committee could expkore:

(a) How best io develop saftware.where none noy exists. '(The

4.most efficient procedure may not be the same for each of

the several computer systems).

.(b) How to evaluate programs so that the Bureau can make

recommendations to potential users.

128
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. TH dikNER A TIVE APPROACH TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT *
4

Gary -L. Hill .

pireCtor, Informalion Systems, CACI, Ins. - Federal

ABSTRACT )

The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
( CHD/NIH) provided funding for the analysis of unique data processing
pr blems posed by large statistical dat iles. One mechanism that resulted
from ithis activity was the CENTS-AID system, which reduces ther-Cost of
accessing large data files by as much ab 80%. The generative programming
techniques designed into the system are Vesponsible for this signiffeant cOst
reduction. CENTS-MD II is currently being used in over 50 computer sites
around -tilt world including the Belgian Ar4hives, University of Heidelberg,
Prudential Insurance Company, Congressio4i Budget Office, Social Security
Administration, National Institute 'of He4lh, and the NeW York State
Workmen's Compensation Board. The -sy m is operational on the IBM
360/370 -under OS" and DOS.

1. INTRODUCTION: The Problem

Most generalized statistiCal access system used by tddpy's' academic
community were designed using interpretive prog.ramming techniques. That
is, they were Oesigned to scan reSearchers' commands and build extensive

' logic tables. Subsequently, as each record from the data file is processed,
the contents of the logic tables are, scanned and interpreted to control the
execution of specific preprogrammed functions which will yield the outputs
requested. As the research community developed new statistical routines,
additiorTI preprogrammed functions were i tegrated with ,minimal
modification's' to the basic processing methodology of the logic tables. As a
result, 'the most popular gèneralized systems incl de a variety of analytic,
capabilities and require more than 200,000 bytes of core storage to execute.
Even though logic tables are continuously scanned for 'each record on a file,
and large segments of core storage must be 'llocated foi execution,
interpretive programming techniques offer an efficient mechanism *for
analyzing a limited set of obserirations. The same interpretive techniques do
not Ihowever, offer an efficient mechanism for analyzing large statistical
data files.

Large data producers such as the federal government Provide a continuous
flow of computerized statistical data. Most of these files contain tens-or-
thousands, hundreds-of-thousands, or millions of records. Further, mAny of
these sequential files are organized in a hierarchical, or tree stricture
format. This type of file organization provides for the definition df ote or
more record formats describing-different units of analys'is; For example, a
Tile may contain one record format to describe the characteristics of
flouseholds, another to describe persons, and- a third to desciibe purchases.

*Material submitted for the Sub-group on Tabulat ion.
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Additio al valuable iaata relationships are.defined by arranging the records
4 in a precketermined order (tree structure); purchase records immediately

follow the person record responsible for the purchase, and person records
follow . the household record in which they reside. Such a file provides

. rese chers the Opportunity to analyze the characteristics of purchases, the
cliar cteristics of people, and the characteristics of households. Further,

. the file enables researchers to analyze the characteristics of purchases with
the/characteristics of people, the characteristics of purchases %with those of
ho4seholds, and the characteristics of purchases with those of people and
thdse of households, et cetera, through all Combinations and permutations of
pukchases, people, and household characteristics.

i .

The analytic potential afforded by this type of file structure far exceeds the
-... ciwacity of the punched card concept of file organization where each file

has a single unit of analysis expressed in one record format. Unfortunately,
lilost statistical 'access systems utilizing interpretive programlaing
lechlology still require data to be organized as if they were in punched
Cards. In order for researchers to access the larger, more sophisticated
iles, data must first be reorganized to suit the unique specifications of the
oft ware system being used. This process is not only° costly, but often
estroys valuable data relationships 'defined by the original structure of the

file. Whereas the utilization of interpretive programming, techniques has
tended to promote the general use of computers by the research community,
"it has also tended to limit access to large files.
.-
The National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
(NICHIVNIH) became increasingly concerned that many valuable Vata
resources were being, under-utilized by the, research community.
Consequently, funding was provided for the analyais of the unique data
processing problems posed by large statistical files. One of the mechanisms
that resulted from this' activity was the high-speed CENTS-MD II System,
hereinafter referred to as. CENTS;AID.

.subfile extracts complete 'with self-documented computer-readable Data
Base 'Dictionary (DBD), generate and' display 'correlation and covariance
matrices, and create. an SPSS (Statistical Package tor the Social Sciences)
Correlation Interface File upon request.

2. CENTS-AID: 'The Generative Arlproach

CENTS-AID (elease 3.0) is specifically engineered to minimize the cost of
accessing large data files through \ the use of generative programming
technology. In benchmark comparisons with another widely used system
designed around interpretive programming techniques, CENTS-AID".
generative approach reduced computer Costs oy over 80%. Based upon user
prepared commands, CENTS-AID generates a tailored ANS-COBOL program
to process and analyze' the% data file. Sub*quent system modules are used to
format and display cross-tabulations of 'up to eight dimensions, produce

4.
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The, CENTS-AID system is comprised of seven programmed modules, three'
standard utility sorts, and the ANS-COBOL cOmpilr and loader'. The
system's generative approach can, best be explained by examining the
schematic diagram displayed as,Figure 1 on the following page. The diagram
does not depict each of the system's ,modules; instead it is 'intended to
portranthe system's generative'nature.
-

Z.1 Fragment Generation: Describing an application in quasi- tiglish
language Commands, the, user interfaces sdlely with the F agthent.
Generation module of tbe syitem. This module performs format 4id syn4x
checks on all command6, building a variety of internal tables, ari'd organizhi
descriptive labels for subsequent report present4tio 1 . Once ill command ,

.are validated, the mothile scans the internal ables ONCE, building
fragments of a COBOL program. These fragments are then combihed with
information from the CENTS-AID Models File to Create a complete

I

ANS-
COBOL program specifically tailored to the application request.

1\ .4'

. . .

When 'an, application includes a request to generate a subfile extract, -the
EragmentN Genera 'on module will automatically create and display a
computei4eadab e Data Base Dictionary (Dfto containing all detailed
technical chara teristics of. the new 'data file, *well as descriptive labels
for all vartabl, s- and values of variables. The icomputer-reafable DBD is
separate fro e new subfilehextract itself and can be placed on any direct
access stora eVice or alterrilitimely, as a separate file on, a magnetic tape.
The Application' module-of CENTS-AID, to be described later, will actually
generate the subfile extract according to the technical characteristics
,cohtained on the 'DBD. Subsequently, should the user wish to Also analyze
the subfile extract through CENTS-A/D, all vomputft-oriented technical
information and descriptive labels are au omatically included through
reference to the subfile's Data Base Diction ry. Alternatively, users can
document . master data files' through the f ilities of the Lexicographer
component whose sole function is to generate computer-readable Data Base
Dictionaries. This one-time documentation activity reduces the amount of
technical knowledge required of statistical data users, and minimizes the
amount of coding required to desccibe applicaiionsf

Ct4For user applications that require the generation of cross bulationsr the
Fragmtent Generation module is responiible 'for 'creating COBOL fragments
that dimension all tabulation matrices requested. The facility of
dimensioning tailor-made matrices into the generated ANSICOBOL program
contributes to the overall processing efficiency of the CENTS=AID system.
There is virtually no limit to the number .of tabulations that can be
requested in a single application. However, no single table may exceed 17
columns, or 999 rows, or 8008 matrix cells.-Matrix cells can bq incremented
b.), a simple frequency. count (1) or by the value of an observation variable
such as income, expenditures, dge, or number of live births. In order for the
Fragment Generation module to dimension each lable, the user musI supply
the minimum and maximum numeric values of ;each variable to be tncluded
in the table, either through CENTS-AID Commands or via the DBD; Simple
data transformation commands are available to manipulate variables

* .
*
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^\ containing alphanumeric or noncontiguous coding structures. Since each
matrix shell is specifically tailored to accommodate the requirements of au
application, CENTS-AID only reserves the amount of core storage actually
needed to analyze the data file and perform the tabulations. In many
computer billing algorithms, cor storage costs 'are significant so tliat .by
reducing core requirements, compu4tor processing costs can be minimized
further.

CENTS-AID can also be requested to perform correlation analysis, generate
variance/covariance matrices, and create sa variety of other statistical
measures. In those instances, . the Fragment Generation module is
responsible fOr creating COBOL fragments that define working storage.areas
and logic routines for the ANS-COBOL ;program to compute intermediate
statistics for pairs of X and Y variableiOvhich will subsequently be processed
by the StatisticarE(eneration module. The working storage areas and logic
routines are specifically desigued to eliminate statistical error caused by
accessing large tata. files. The intermediate'statistics include the number of
observations, the number of :raising values, the sum of X and Y variables the
sum of XY, and the sum of XY. All computations are performed in double

.precision floating point.

:The COBOL fragments generated are then combined with instruction format
inforeoation from CENTS-AID's Models File;reference Figure 1, to create a
complete ANS-COBOL prograth. In a matter of lieconds, CENTS-AID

.generates a tailor-made ANS-COBOL program designed tr the specific
requirements of the user.

2.2 Application: Under the control of Job Control Language (JCL), the
ANS-COBOL compiler and loader compiles and executes the Application
program created by the Fragment Generation :module. The resulting
prdgram is the only within CENTS-AM. that analyzes the statistical
data file. Since the Application module is tailor-made to the specific
requirements of the user, processing logic is optimized and core storage
requirements are minimized. Because of the generative characteristics of
CENTS-AM, mpst data files do not have tO be reformatted in order to be
analyzed. The Application module will. direotly process simple and complex
sequential file structures whose records are fixed or variable length. Files
can have up to twenty-six different record formats and :a hierarchical
structure of ,up to thirty levels, data can be recorded in binary, packed-
decimal, and EBCDIC/BCD formats.

,
En adbton to the basic -generaetive characteristics of CENTS-AID, the
processiiirmethololbgy integrated into the Application modulte to update, or
increment, m trix cells for cross-tabulations is also a majiar factor
covtributing to khe efficiency of the system. Instead of continually scanning
matrix dimensiois to determine the proper matrix cell to increment (a
technique employed by most systems), CENTS-AM uses the actual code
vAues of the data file to compute "pointers" into each matrix. Simplified,
the algorithm ueed to computt the "pointers" fbr a two-way table is4 as
follows:

POINTER = (Code Value - Minimum Value) + 1
- 233
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To illustrate the techniqUe, suppose a user has requested the generatioxb of
a simple two-way tabulation (Sex by Marital Status); where Sex contains
two code values (0 and 1), and Marital Status 'contains five code values (3,
4;5, 6, and 7). A record containing a value of 1 for Sex and a value of 5 for
Marital Status immediately points to the matrix interg'ection of (2,-3):

ROW POINTER =
COLUMN POINTER =

(1

(5
- 0)

3)
+ 1
+ 1

='2
= 3

ROW
POINTER

COLUMN
POINTER

. .4, .

The processing logi of the 4pplication module functions according to the
specific requirementsor tha user's application. If a subfile extract, is
requested, records are formatted and written to an dutput file as the
statistical data file is being processed. After the data file has been
completely analyzed, the Application module then generates a Summary
Tally File containing data for all cross-tabulations requested, as well as an
Inteilmediate Statistical File. These .smaller fires are subsequently
processed.by the Table Formatting and Statistical Genekation modules.

2.3 Table Formatting: The Table Formatting module is invoked solely far
those applicationg requesting tabular output. The module combines the
ditscriptivg labels organized by the Fragment Generation module with the
.content of the' Summary Tally File generated by the Application module.
The module also computes column and row totals, as well as any optional
descriptive' statistics .requested.such as percent, mean; median, variance,
and chi-square. The:table formaiting capabilities of CENTS-AID are
extensive. Users can request simple frequency, counts of selected
variables, as well- as more sophisticated "cross-tabulations of up to eight
dimensions. The TABLE command is used to identify the variables to be
used in each tabulation. Variables named to theleft of the keyword BY
comprise row variables, whereas variables named to the right comprise
column, variables. The following TABLE command defined the, silc-way
tabulation displayed ag Figure, 2 on the next page.

TABLE PLACE AND RACE AND INCGRP-BY EMPST AND AGEGRPAND'SE.X
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Table T007: PLACE OF RESIDENCE AND RACE AND INCOME' GROUP BY EMPLOYED

AND AGE GROUP AND SEX

PLACE OP RESIDENCE,
RACE
INCOME GROUP

11110=1,

1 YES .r

EMPLOYED

NO

18 7C 35

AGE GROUP

OVER 33

AGE GROUP

.18 TO 35 OVER 35

10.

4

SEX s. I SEX I . SEX I SEX 1

I.

,

MA60, IFEMALE I MALE IFEMALE I MALE IFEMALE I MALE IFEMALE IT 0 7 A L'

URBAN
WITE
SO 40 $4.999 .,'475 549 402 654 264 412 539 6174 5,469

$5.00 TO $9.999 510 2C$ 676 331 24 16 38 20 6823
$10,000 ANO OVER 281 14 699 53 6 2 20 2 6077

BLACK
10 TO 14,995 15 86 74 121 44 138 SO 167 785

15000 T0,19,999 63 39 82 6 5 6 3 250

$10.000 AND OVER 8 I 211 3
40

OTHER
$0. TO 114,995
15,000 TO 19;999
$10,000 AND OVER

'14
9
2

6
3

4

9 14 2 15. 76
2)
6

SUB TOTAL URBAN . 6433
1

906 10980 19221 354 987 687 6981 90549

RURAL
WHITE ....- .

$0 TO $4.999 186 190 317 311 88 , 116 .1,..
207 1/4 764 2,459

$5.000 TO $9.999 199 46 290 89 A 4 10 .3. 650

$10.000 AND (DKR 66 2 15? 7 3. .. 6 .- 241

.8LACK .

$0 TO. $4,995 26 16 3* 26 11'.. 25 23 .. 59 222

$5,000 JO 19,999 6 *. 1 9 1 1 . 1 ... 19

11C1000 AND OVER 2 . I.
...

-.. 3

OTHER
$0 TO $4,999 6 3 10 i $ 9 . 47

45,000 TO 19,999
1109000 ANO OVER

3 . 3
. _

5

5
3
_ -

1 15

4

SUB TOTAL RURAL
..4

..,

, ,

261 133 444. 107 355 335 ,836 3,664

I 0 T A I. . 11,926 6\167 21813' 1,665 461 1,342 10022 241? 13.213

. ,i 4

\ ,
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Descriptive labels were obtained from the computer-readable DBD. The
Fragm nt Generation module analyzpd the minimum and maximuth values
for all ix variables referenced in the TABLE command. It then adjusted the
"pointer ' algorithm to automatically pkovide for the "nesting" of row and
column variables, as well as align all row and column labels for subsequent
.dispfay.

.. 2.4 Statistical Generation: The Statistical Generation module is executed
for applications requesting special statistical analysis such as Pearson%
Correlation. the module processes the Intermediate Statistical File
generated by the *Applioation module and produces a vviety of optional
reports includjug correlation analysis with list-wise or pair-wise deletion,
and summary reports containing such statistics as means, standard
deviations, sums of squares, sums of .cross-produCts, the Inimber of
observations, and the number of missing' values. in addition, the module can
optionally generate art SPSS Correlatidii744#tce File. This file ii6

acceptable to SPSS (version 6.0) as original input' to its library of statistical
.functions which' manipulate correlation matrices.

3. PROCESSING EFFICIENCY: A Comparison

CENTS-AID is engineered specifically to minimize computer processing
cats for accessing large statistical data files. The generative techniques
employed in CENTS-AID do not necessarily. produce a cost effective
mechanism for processing small data files.P"A. series .of benchmark tests
designed to demonstrate the, effect of processitig increasingly larger volumes
of data 'on CENTS-AID's genefative approach and ancki).1er.. system's
interpretive approach were conducted. Although we feel that it is
unrealistic to compare generalized systems that are designed for different
purposes, we chose the Statistical Package for .the Social Sciences (SPSS) for
this comparison because it is so widely .used. The benchmarks were 'not
intended to be a comprehensive evaluation of the merits of the two systems.
Whereas CENTS-AID is specifically designed to access large data filei, SPSS
offers a wide range of ,statistical analysis capabilities that far exceed the
current facilities of CENTS-AID. The benchmark tests wete designed by an
outside consultant to meet the following specifications: 1) the test must
request- statistics which both systems could generate; and 2) it must use
sisss as efficiently as possible. The benchmark application used the
FASTABS option of SPSS (version 6.0). The 1970 Public Use Sample Files
were processed. The results of the test are presented in the following table.

eV
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. ' BENCHMARK MST BBM 360 Model NI

TEST 1
7

TEST 2 TEST 3
,

$IMS CENTS-AID SPSS CENTS-AID SPSS CENTS-AID
7 15.01 15.01

.
. .

,

Number of Input Records 27.591 277.723 27%723 4719.249 2.719.249

Size of Univers* 6442

,27.691

6442 64,741 54.741 637.667 . 637,657

Number of Variables 9 9 9 9 9 9

CPU Timi (Seconds) 119.59 , 32,29 , 1155.17 134.0t t1880.00 1113.111

COre Storage 214 94 214 94 214 164

Dollar Cost $45.99 $10.78 S178.74 $24.48 31543.04 S111.03
.a

The comparative statisticsgenerated by the .three benchmark tests show
that, as the volume of data increases, the computer, cost of performing
tabulations with software systems using -interpretive programming
techniques can become almost prohibitive. Subsequent to the execution 6f
the formal benchmarks, further analysis of the processing efficiencies of the
two systems ,was undertaken. For example, each system generated multiple #,

tables using various combinations of user commands. Throughout these tests
the variation in relative processing efficiencies remained consistent, with
CENTS-AT applications costing 'approximately 80% less than the SPSS.runs.
During the testing process, an SPSS SYSTEMS FILE was creitted which
substantially reduced SPSS; tabulation costs. However, the cost of creating
such a file can rapidly become expensive, and valuable data relationships
may be destroyed in the prooess.
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'CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN pErt,.01,(Ili5'tifEl)
I

"k

fiudolph.C. tiendelssokn .

a

Bureau sc:4 1,a4aor..StatiStics:
t.S : Department ,of Labori- Washington r D...

p

0, The design of user-oriented stitware must, begin with the

identifi6ation of the. users and.the problems thev.wish to
.1C.hen, At the ,trighest technibal levels; the

4,

requi-rements, are exclusively those of designing a language.
thas.t .. will arloW them users to communica their problems to

,

'

the/computer. This -is, tollowed.,by . the design of a-
-

generalized computer system to provide the pro.duct'cspetitied

*by\the user.

iiho ate\qu.r users and what- is their problem?
4

Our mission
., 4

says.that the users are'those...who want.:.to do tabulatibns.
-,.. .

.

And, , because the, software is to be' user orientea, `I,believe..
. ' . ..

.' we ..a re'. to assume that the User, must be- spineone who lacks

'training in the coMputer scinces, 'doeS not_ 'carlp to 1earn-
99% , n

either how computers work or the stev-by-step procedures,

that get the computer to solve problems.
Mir

^

This may sound like a. condemnation GA useus generally.

. However, I\ntend it 'as an observat,ion of our own failure to

.C.o.

see. the' computer as a tool to be Oven to users to operate
# ......4.._ .

.
!Materials prepared fp' the Sub-group on Tabulation of Data.

A
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.4ov.:tdeirown professional envirdnmpnt. The userg, should not
. - . .

I.;

.4^

be required to.learn another discipline. Rather, they

'should be able to deal with theromputer in their own'

AechnicalAanguage.
0 4

The most flexible tool4that we cariloffer userS would be a .

, natural language. rut, .there are ambiguities present in

natural languages. YOu and I can cqpe with these

ambiquities through comhimItions of subtle nuances,

assumption's, and prompting. Computers cannot .tolerate'so

0
4. ,

.

much freedom. A ciser language to talk with computers must

.

\ be estructuted acc4rding to th)e demands of computers. *

.

4.

, ,.. . e 7 A . / .
.,

, .. -
Knowing that computer rOkditieg.4111 be d consraint, buk

. : J
.

.

. . . .

.,.., that the 2ang.page stiould be as close to natural as possible,.. ..-

we must,aSk ourselves what language do users.employ to

-1),ecify a table. FiVe years ago BLS undertook a study'of .

the languaqe used by our.econoadats, statistician

demographers, and Other social scientists in escr

specifiing tabulations.

and

:
0.etermining these.language characteristics was hot a simple

mattef because of.the range of tables BLS users specify.

These tables fall into'three broa'd glasses: Those published.

in the Bureau's bulletins and reports, work tables used in

tile production of the published data, and a third class more

difficlt to observe.- The.BLS professional personnel' is
239
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reSearch and..relyheavily on the Bureau's

massive. dat& files. The form of 'thetabulations froth these
4' , -4

files. 'is,, not, p#edic table; bVCa4se)-the anc;lyst typically
, A .

: i : .,-i
o

6

Iengaties '14.'n an'"'interactiVe.process; that -is, Pie study of one,. . .,.I

I .

,* tO,le leidds to. neg 'titi.stions which req.Uire IdIfferent tables

which gefierate: nw quesitiOns

'eatisfied.
*.

and so-ory. unti3l,71, he 'ana:lys.t.'

Our".§tUdy reveale'd one -dominant Thete': was nd-..4

agreement within:" the Bu'reati on: how .to d..esc't.i ta6ulatioh:,,
0 .t, .

methods ank table, fomats. Inconsisteetcy ..P,t3 evAIled.; Among. ,., ' , I A . v '''
a I . , ,

,., . ,, . w6the computer 'systems 'staff, .economists,, -StatiSticies, ......- ,!., . . , . f . %

demogitaphers, and 'other .-Socia:l Ci.'e'il.t.f.st.s.".. throUghOUt *tile :-...

Bureau, commonly accepted term§ and. orcli:nat4y ways. of.-.....
...,. .

. , .

expressing needs meant quite different .thins. TerMs, like::
. .. .. . .i

_ (.;..
. .:.varitable, data 'elemcnt; data item,..., and field 'oftgn, were

.
.

.,,I, 4. ,
. '

`interighanged,'; depending on the context. Or the uSet'S,
. ..

background.. Simple words like row, line, column;'.. table,_.

summary.... and cross tabulat4on had varied interpretation's..

V,
, Nor did a: look at othet- tabulation systems help. We

I

concluded, then,, that it would be best to ptirSue .an approach

that included a. standardized lapguage based on the

nomenclature mot commonly used in BLS. This approach would

improve communicrion among BLS social scientists, comPuter

science professionals, 'and the computer itselt..,
240
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Fibm an analysis of the:study'findings, it became clear to

BLS.that in building'the standardized "language" the pdrts-

of the table had to be identified and named, and an

vambiguous syntax had to be devised. This was done, and

11 refer you to the BLS dpcuMenteolhe-Develppment and Use of-
-

Talyle Producing Language, forte discUssion'of the sfructure

of tables and the .standaiAized language that evolved..

'Upon resolution of,the language problem,-the BLS staff

turned to the next step: the design of a generalized

computer system that would respond .to user written

SPecifications for Cibulations.

Briefly, the study, had tour goals:

1.. The system should te able to produce most, if hot all,

of the Bureau's, statistical tabl,

2. 4/ It should be driven T a Table Producing, Language

that.did not require the user to be competent in the

computer science discipline.

3. lt shOuld be flexible and sadaPtable to changing neels

for new tables and formats.

4. It should lead the way to composition of tables far

publication.

241
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Th first step in system,construction was to see what work

o4ers litad done, pairticularly other national statistical.

a(incies., A United N.atiOns questionaire, sent.to national

.1
statisticel agencipS in Eurape, Australia, and North America

-

in 1972, disclosed nearli 50 systems that produced tables.

et

s

"So much activity is certbinly a'demonptration that most '

, statistical offices regard some degree of generalization

desirabke and possible. But tWo questions ace,raised:

.1. Why so many different systems?.

. 2. Why not use one of these in BLS rather then develop

a new one? -

Differences in computers and data file'struCtures create

,incompatibthties.that limit the use of someone 1se's''

programs, and much of the duplication of systems Can be

i

explained this way. However, this does not explain why some

organizations haAte three or-four different.systems and why
f-

BLS found it UsTful to develop itsrbwn. The Bur,eaureviewed

and analyzed all s stems.that could be found to see if thpy

could meet its goaI s. Almost every system examined was

capable of doing Ofmething useful. But the fact remained

that no system met or even came close to meeting all the

Bureau's requirements, individuAlly or collectively.
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In building our own system we relied heavily on the

knowledge gained in the.study of other systems.

Particularly significant in this regar. was the pioneeriml.

work done by the Australian Bureau of atistics in the
4

early and mid-1960's in the construction of their Report

Gepera,pr. Another important contriibutor was our own BLS

Information' System which to some extent paralleled the work

in Austr lia.

4.

The work-which combined ,the resultsof the twin studies of'

,

the user languag/e and-generalized tabulation program

: cdlminated in the completion of the first publicly'available

system in 1974. .It is calnd Table.Producing Language (TPL)

and is now at work in over 155.inseal1ations-worldwide.

Many users of TPL are in commercial enterprises throughout
v,

:

the United States and Canada. These include banks, .

insurance companies, computer. time-sharing ,services, heavy

induStrial manufacturers, pharmaceutical houses,;and

rilsearch and planning organizations. (but State and'
^

municipal agencies acrOss the country; and more than a dozen

Federal agencies (including both houses of Congress) are

also users. Among educational institutions are over a dozen

major 'universities.
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The count of TPL installations abroad, shows fifteen national

statistical agencies, located mostly in EUrope; but ranging

geographically Crom .North Airica and the Mideast to

Australia and Thailand. United Nations installations in New

York and Geneva use the system and also distribute it to

member countries.

Ars

The Table Producing Language was judged to be the best in

competition with eleven other leading contenders by the

Committee on the Ev41.ti"ation of Statistical Program Packages

of the American Statistical Association.' The Committee

- studied two principal,characteristids: tabulating power and.

.simplicity of language. -When integer scoring frOm one to

five for nine different attributes within these two

categories wasflsed, all systems evaluated scored well above

the minimum figure. ,However, TPL scored the maximum

possible, 45 while the runner-up scored 36.

The language differs from the traditillal computer

anguages, such..as COBOL, PL/1 and FORTRAN, in important.

ways. The latter have general appiication in the sense that

they are used to solve a wide spectrum of problems in

business and science--problems ranging from accounting,

'inventory, and production to yeather forecasting and getting
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men to the moon. But in doing so, the user mu4t give the

iRcomputer step-by-step instrActions on how.to sOlveikhe

a,

, problem being presented to'it.. That requires the user to
N

know how computers work.

The Table Producing Language belongs.to an emerging class of

computer,languages called very high level, problem

oriepted-,:very high level because they are disengaged from

the computer, and problem oriented because they deal with

. narrow needs. TPL has limited application--it can only,

ptepare tables, nothing else. On the other Oand, this

specific focus has allowtd the embodiment of several.

.advantages over the better known traditional but less

Specifically directed languages.:
.

The TP1 systemoalready knows what a table is and how to

generate one. It nly needs to betold the particulars

about the one wanted. Thus, when describing, the desired
itt.9

table with 'the Table Producing.Language, .the user need not

95 go through the tedious and time-consumiiig effoi-t of telling

the computer, step 'by step, how to make the calculations and

lay out the ta,ble frameyork. t1oreover, it allows Bureau
4

social scieittists who'are not computer experts to use
bp%

evdryday Common BLS language and nomenclature to\describe
11,

the tables. In short, TPL has reduced a. burden, speeded
,

wOrk,, and. increased tihed ELS capacity to respond..

?45

o,

.
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I, have mentioned some good things about TPL. Now, what is wrong

with it. First and foremost, it will on17 run on medium to

large-scale IBM mIchines, or their equivalent, such as Ahmdahl

. and perhaps,Itel. We have had many reguests for a verslon

-
that would run on other machiues. Unfortunately, from the

e

viewpoint of-'Athese requestors our mission_is to serve BLS.

requirements. An effort to make TPL run on machines of

trand names other than our IBM equipment would have been too

costly.

Secondly, ihe system is mcnolithic--the user gets all or

none of it. It includes.special features that .ire closely

allied with our needs. For example, there i$ eMphasis on
1

°formatting t'ables for display. in BLS publications through

the use of electronic photo composers. This is useful to an

agency..tha.t publiShes most of its extensive producticT iii

table form but likely to be of little use in academic

research. If_the usr has a small machine and small or

limited heeds; he can not just taXe the part that will help

him.

0

Ffficioncy could be improved. lis4rs can b unaware that a

chgsen approach is much less effiCient than-another that,

would give exactly the same result. For e,xample, we'find

users breaking problems into smaller piecessthan they

should, resulting in extra costs at'run time. -We feel the
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system should protect them from these ineffi'cienciesi An

important goal.of our project was to bring the cost of

processing very large files down to palatabletlevels and we

have teduced these costs signific'a.ntly impressive amounts,

compared to our alternatives. 4qt the costs are still more

than we like.

to. I

In summary, although TPL is the result of a pioneering

effort and embodieimportant advances, a neV effort should

learn fi:oM its deficiencies as well. These include lack of

portabirity across.machines of different manufacture'rs,

excessive*size owing to the inclusion of special-purpose

facilities, and lack of adequate protection against:\

excessive an
id

unnecessary running costs.
4

t 01
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Status Report on Selected Census Bureau Acttvities

The conferees focused attention on a number of important ongoing

and planned Census Bureau activitiet that were not covered tn the pre-

pared papers. Since these activities-were not only discussed at length

but alsb became the subject of several conference xecommendations, a

brief status report on.their nature and prospects is provided in this

appendix. Topics,described below include market research; dlta delivery;

training,'consultation, and other user seri/ices; computer software; ,

machine-readable data directories; computer tape files and microform.

Market Research
, .

The identification of users' needs is always an early and high-

priority activity of BureAu program-planners. Many different approaches

,

'are used to determine interests.in data content, tabulations,, forms of

data delivery, and data access ak use assistance such as training and

4

r'eference materials. For example, thel1980 census plannes held "public

hearings" in 74 cities and at several national confe'rences, and met with .

repretentatives of State.governments to solicit reicomendations. The
to

planners also participate in the Federal Council on the 1980 Census, and

maintain a mailing list of more than 7,000"interetted personsIto keep

them informed through the 1980 Census Update, a newsletter that.carries

articles as10 for users' suggestions.on particular tdpics. Two

planning conferences were held late in 1977 for-representaXives of summary

tape processing centers and other tape Osers, resultingin more than 200
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,recommendations for 1980 census products and services., Tcrobtain input

to their programs, the Economic Census Staff sought suggestions concern-
.

'.
,

ing data content and tabuntions for the 1977 Economic Censuses from

hundred's of trade associations and institutes. The Bureau also maintains ,

. ,

nine standing advisory c7mittees:

16.

.Data De),4very

The Census Bureau is quite sensitive to the fact that effective arid

widespread use of its produc,ts is dependent upon an effective data

deliv&ry system which prmiddes convenient access by novices and advanced -

users To supplement established data access points such as the

more than Lopo Federal dePository librartes and its own sales facility,'

the Bureau has;expanded its own cehsus depository library system, iS

seeking to improve.the Summary Tape Processing Center Program, and haS

initiated a State Data Center Program. The latter program is a coopera-
.

tive effort between,participating States and the Bureau to improve the

'

ability,of State governments to operate data dissemination and user

services facilities for the benefit of users. in State and )ocal agencies,

Universities; and the private sector.

,Training;_Copsetation and Other Services

The user services function of the Bureau is made up of such activi-

ties as product promotion, inquiry handling and user consultation,
-

orientation and train'ing, and provision of,refeirence materials and other

user aids. The user training schedule for 1978 includes 28 course
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Werings, ranging from the poular 4-day intergovernmental andlibrarians'

seminars on-accessing Federal statistict to courses on using ma0fine- 2

rfbadable data* files and using census Aata.t6NOtt Federal requirementt.,

and on makindipopulation estimates and projections. A comprehensive

inventory of guides, directories, indexes, and other user aid is avail-

able. The. monthly Data User News keeps users informed about new

products (also listed in the Bureau of the Census Catalog)'i training

)opportunities, and other relevant topics. Further, tr ining and inquiry

services .have been enhanced through the placement of user services\
\

s'pecialistt in the Bureau's 12 regional offices.

1

Computer,5oftware

\\. The 1970 census might be remembered most for the large assortment

of.machine-readable products it'produced. A combined total of more than

3,000 sUmmary,microdata, andgeographic reference tapes were released

from that census. In recognition of the need-by users for computer

software to process these tape files, the Bureau developed and distributed

data tabulation and display programs (DAUList 1-5 and COCENTS), geocoding

software (ADMATCHvand UNIMATCH), and computer mappiing programs (C-MAP

and GRIDS).

-A study is'currentlY.underway to identify gaps in the software

generally ivailable from all soukes that users need to process Census

Bureau data and geographic reference files. The study results will be

used to determine whether the Bureau should develop additional software

7

for distribution to users.:
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A Oort-lived effort was made after the 1970 census to establis40
A

software clearinghouse to provide users with A cbmprehensive listing

of available programs for Rrocessing,census files. The effoht may be

revised in association with the 1980 census.-

Machine-Readable Data Director'ies -

In order to be further responsive to the needs of users of computer-
k

.orienied products, machine-readable data dirrctories have been prepared.

for recent products..7such as the 1974 Census of Agriculture tapes, Annual

Housing Files, and Annual Demographic Files. Similar directories will

be developed ior all future public-use files.

/Cqmputer Tape Files and Microform

While the needs of users of printed reports will continue tb receive-

a high miority, there is a,definite, apd deliberate, trend towards the
.

release of thore mid more data' on computer tape. This is tn recognition
,

of the desire forAhe "publication" of greater quantities of detailed

data aS well as the efficiencies df releasing data in this yorm. In

addition to computer tape,.microform (fiche and 41m) will be more

extensively Utilized as a data delivery medium. The copibinatioh of

computer tape.and microform niake Ot possible for the Bureau to be

responsive to the growing demand for additional-data without contributing

1 4
to the "paper exploston." .

In summary, the Censu's Bureau recognizes thatvit has.,a responsibiliiy

.beyond just cOlecting,' tabulating, ang publishipg data. Its staffis

aware of the large arlddivapse data"user community and seeks in a. multi-
,

tude of ways, such as those outlined above,'to:be responsive to these

user .
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